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THE OLD RELIABLE

Hancock

8*f Probate

County Savings Bank,

ORGANIZED MARCH

ADVKKTIHKMKNTM THIS WEKK

$201,811.01
83,805.70

Hiephen L Ktng*ley,
mlA«fooera’ notice.

FIR8T

NAT'L

BANK

came
8CHKDUL.fi OP MAILS

O. W. TAPLEY, insurance

of all kinds.
We represent s c
companies as the following: *\Ktna,” “Hartford,” “National,” “Royal,” ‘•Western,” “Comnafrclal Union,” “New York Underwriters." **Hamburg-Bremen,” “Norwich,” "Manchester,” ‘'Mercantile,” and "Williamsburg City.” They are the largest companies and wnte,at the lowest
rates.

Give

us a

call.

HANK BUILDING, ELLSWORTH.

| Begin The New Year Right I
THE WRONG WAY
If you have a little bank at home
with sides open and that locks
with a screw, you cau see and
reach your savings at all times,
and the result is that temptation
comes along and your little reserve

Deposit

RIGHT
dollar with

bank,

keep the key, and

as we

Sunday trains.
sale In

Mrs. Harriet Hale, of Cherrjfield, haa
been the guest this week of Mrs. George
A. Parcber.
Col. H. E. Hamlin attended the meeting
of the republican State committee at

First National Bank
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Nichole,

who

called here

by
L. Witham, returned to Augusta, Saturday.
The second of the series of assemblies to
be given by Mrs. J. T. McDonald was held
the

Highest Grade Tomatoes
Temptingly Priced.

death

of

Manning

In

Mrs.

hill last

was

A.

evening.

MIhh Bernice (Smith, of Asbville, and
Miss Mary Blance, of Prospect Harbor,
■re

In other words,

spending

few

a

days

in

city.

this

Herman C.

ployed

Lawson Pink Tomatoes at 15c

a

Can.

have sold thousands of cans of good
Tomatoes, we believe Lawson Pink goods arc superior to them all.
These are Tomatoes that will stand
amount
of
any
praise—as you’ll agree when you
actually get a taste of them.
All the other popular Lawson Pink brand specialties can be had of us at bottom price.
we

FLOYD & HAYNES,

The many friends here of E. E. Church,
Cherry field, will be p!eaeed *o learn
:hat be is recovering from a sovere illness
)f

)f

pneumonia.

The woman’s alliance, of the Unitarian
sburch, will have a ►upper at the I'uitarlan vestry this evening at 6 o’clook.
The
public is invited.
ctisries liAl?

here from
his

Jfe. Union

Stationary Engines

the KINGS OF GASOLINE Motors. Fully guaranteed
Fitted for all work. Lobster, Scallop and Winch Hoists. Woodare

sawing outfits, hoisting outfits for vessels. Hoist anchor, sails,
pumps, bilge, eargo, etc. Simple, safe and sure.

20 and 33 PORTLAND 1*1 EK,

Works,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.
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L.

and son, who

were

ca’led

Waverley, Mas»., by the death
A. 1*. Witham, re-

slater, Mrs.
turned Monday.
)f

meeting;

The annual

ELLSWORTH.

Mianus Motor

Austin, who has been emTBe American office, left Sat-

ment.

Kiver 1 o

company’s

of the

ver

office

Bar Harbor

Co, will be held at
Church street

on

to-

Carrie

B. Stroud

and

Wesley

A.

Dawes, both of Ellsworth, were married
by Hev. J. P. Blmontnn at the Methodist
parsonage Monday afternoon.
The

ladies’

circle

of

the

church met with Mrs. Fred B.

Methonist

Kingsbury

FOOTWEAR

Women

Children.

HATS AND CAPS.

man.

occurred

Among the

names

such excellent

John O

should

that

corrected.

be

of the escort

that did

work, that of Hir Knight

Whitney

should have been

men-

will And here

Corner Main and Water streets.
Next door to

ex-

postofios

ELLSWORTH.
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Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.

'las,

Ether

and

keeping

drugs

ter how new it is. If it happens
that we have not what you want
in stock we are so prompt in getting it for you that it amounts
to about the same

Cocaine for Painless Extraction.
ORUMMEY,
Public Stenographer
H. GREELY

point

of

and new medicines.
If there is anything you need in
che drug line you are practically
sure of finding it here, no matrare

KLL8WOBTH.

make a

tiling.

MISS N. F.
...and

Reasonable
Giles’

Typewriter...

Prices.
Office,

Prompt Seivice.
Uauk

iSlot-lt, Ellsworth.

a

DENTIST.
Main Street,

Ellsworth.

months

learning the details of the carFrank
riage manufacturing business.
Howe, a student at Bowdoin, will spend a
few weeks at home In his brother’s
hut will return in
ations.

a

political

oration

delivered

by Milton Beck wit b; the school paper
read by Rath Fields and Ralph Holmes; a
debate discussed by Bert Carlisle, George
Campbell on the affirmative, and Alice

Wiggin

& Moore,

DRUGGISTS.
CORNER OPPOSITE THE POSTOFFICE

After the work

No. 4
SET

For Sardine Syndicate Matters—At
Ellsworth Feb. 26.
A distinguished array of couusel met at
the court-house in Elswortb yesterday.
was that of Charles
P. Kemp vs. Seecoast Packing Co., of sardine syndicate fame, et als.
The cause Is a bill in equity brought to
set aside the transfers or conveyances by
tbe Seacoast Packing Co. of various sardine
packing plants in Washington

The matter in hand

county, in which county tbe

case

is

pend-

ing.
The hearing yesterday was before ChiefJustice Wiswell for the purpose of Axing
a time for a bearing on the bill and the
various demurrers which bave been filed.
The time fixed for tbe hearing was Feb.
26, at 9 o’clock a. m at the court-house In
Ellsworth.
Counsel who were present at tbe heaving yesterday were L. B. Deasy, of Bar
Harbor, and A. W. King, of Ellsworth,
for tbe plaintiff; George M. Hanson, of
Calais, Hale & Hamlin, of Ellsworth, W.
M. Bradley, of Portlaud, and Herbert M.
Heath, of Augusta, wbo appear for the
various respondents.

place,

supper

was

lodge

listened to speeches by several
Masons in the district, and
also many out of the district.
Among those who responded to Toastmaster Stuart’s invitation were: County
Attorney Bedford E. Tracy, of Winter
Harbor; Charles Paine, Bar Harbor; Sumner P. Mills, Stonlngton^ Past District
Deputy Fred Barton, Bradley; Reuben
Lurvey, Northeast Harbor; E. F. Baker,
Winter
Dr. J.
H. Patten,
Harbor;
Amherst; William Quimby, A. K. Babbidge, Bar Harbor; Past District Deputy
A. B. Hutchings, Or land; E. H. Emerson,
Dexter; F. L. Mason, C. R. Foster, George
H. Grant. J. H. Brimmer, J. E. Parsons
and H. L. Moor, Ellsworth.

prominent

adjourned at 3 a. m., to
halJ. Ellsworth, the
January, 1905.

The convention

meet Mt Odd Fellows

in

a.

following

adopting
T. F. Mahoney has returned from Au
R solved, That the Marcus of the twentywhere he has been for the past
tirst inuHonie district io convention aar>enit>led
eight days as one of the committee ap- have heard with deep regret and profound sorpointed by t he governor to examine the row of the death of the loving daughter and acaccounts of t he State treasurer, Judge E.
complished wife and companion of our esE. Chase, of Bluehill, a member of the teemed and worthy brothers. Past Matters
governor’s council, was also a member of Thomas E. Hale and Albert L. Wltham
Resolved, That In this hour of terrible ana
the examining committee.

m.

at

Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening
7.30.

BAPTIST.
nev. uavia

Gallert returned yesterday from an
extended trip through the South and
Southwest, including a short journey
into Mexico. He was accompanied by J.
A
Dunning and A. Waterman, o- BanMr. Duuuing returned, but Mr.
gor.
Waterman continued ou to the Pacific
coast, aud will spend the rest of the winter in southern California.

Racing

ou

Water street

was

at its

COMING EVENTS.

Concert and ball by Columbia hook and
ladder company.

were run

off.

The street

condition from the

w*s

postoffice

in excellent
to the water-

ing trough at Urindal’s store. Many of
the horses were good travellers, but with
some, one would have to catch a mark on
the opposite side of the street to see them
lbe literature club met with

the

president, Rev. Joneph M. Adams, Monday
evening. A very interesting meeting was
held. The paper was read by Miss
Campbell. The next meeting will
held Monday, Feb. 8, with Mrs. C.
Hodgman, at the home of Mrs. Fred

Helen
be
M.
H.

hall
of

the

tail-end

of

which

by Monagban^i

local union.

awtjrrtiacmntta.

notice:!
3 Cans Good Peas for 25c
3 Qts. Cape Cod Cranberries, 25c
A full line of Meats, Vegetables,
Groceries and Canned Goods. Everything cheap for cash.

0. P. TORRENCE,

Campbell

&

Tine Bldg..
East end
ELLSWORTH.

Bridge,

FURNITURE

meeting is to be beid at Manning
next Monday evening for the purpose

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

reorganizing and increasing the memof the Ellsworth festival chorus.
A circular is being sent to as many

bership
names

of persons

interested in music

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES

as

be

obtained, but no one who does not
receive this circular need remain away
from the meeting.
All are cordially incan

-AT-

vited.

The class of music to be sung at tie
requires as large chorus as
p >Hsible, and it is hoped that a membership large enough to assure an average
next festival

attendance at
may be

“It

rehearsals

of at least

fifty

procured.

affords

us

from

the

down

In spite of the severe weather during
the past month there has been no serious
delay in the arrival of mails until this
morning, wbeii the down train came in
on time, but without any mail from west
of Bangor. The train from Boston did
not arrive until after noon. The delay
was due to the blizzard that swept New

plenty of

room

great pleasure
top that there

up

here,”

to shout

writes

is
a

still

E. J. DAVIS’
Bargains in ofStationery
pounds of

A limited number
firstclass Stationery, 10c per pound; Envelopes, three packages for 10c. All best
quality, icith wrappings slighlty soiled,

rural

J. A.

editor

THOMPSON,^"-

Abbcrtistmrme.

RECEIPT

struck

FOR

night.

The ladies’

auxiliary

of the

Congrega-

John H.
Brimmer, Pine street, yesterday afternoon.
The paper was read by Mrs, C. M.
Hodgman, and was followed by a general
discussion ou missionary work. Tea was
served at 5 o’clock. The next meeting of
the society will be held with Mrs. F. W.
Hollins on Bridge hill Tuesday afternoon,
Feb. 9. Mrs. Rollins will read the paper.
tional church

met

with

Mrs.

At the present there are only three
prisoners at the county jail. One is in
for being drunk, one for seiliDg stuff that
makes people drank, and one /or contempt of court. The one in for intoxication is by no means a stranger to the
woman’s corridor of the county jail.
She
Her
name
is
Louisa Frances.
hails from Bar Harbor and sbe is In for
Tbe man in for selling the
ten days.
ardent is John Hatt, who was sentenced
by Judge Emery at the October term to
eight months. Tbe other is a young man
At a beariug held
uamed Hutchings.
some

A

Music

orchestra, of four pieces
Saturday, Jan. 30, at Somesville—Twenty-fourth meeting of Mr. Desert Island

Ellsworth Festival Chorus.

height

yesterday afternoon, and several fast heats

potior.

Wednesday, Jan. 27, at the Methodist
vestry—8upper by the Epworth league.
Price, 15 cents.
Friday, Jan. 29, at Odd Fellows hall—

resolutions:

sudden affliction and bereavement, this convention extends Its sympathy and condolence to
our afflicted brothers and their families.
Resolved, That the secretary of this convention he instructed to forward a copy of these
resolutions to the families of our
absent
brothers.
Attest: M. 8. Smith,
as secretary 21st masonic district
Ellsworth, January 20, 1904.

merr^

Sunday, Jan. 31—Moraine service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 1145. Junior
C. E at 6 p. m. Preaching at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p m.
Trenton—Sunday at 2.30. Mr. Kerr.

gusta,

M.

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
at 11.30

Sunday, Jan. 31—Sunday school

week in
touching incident of the convention
the afternoon was the read'ng and

third
A

UNION

in the

served

all returned to the

and

room

for bis examin-

season

hall, then

of the

Maine last

Rare Drugs
We

ceptional opportunity to get good outfits cheap.

The J. T. Crippen Store.

meeting

of the Columbia hook and
company the following officers
were elected for the ensuing year:
Frank
H. Echenagucia, foreman; Hilbert Sproal,
first assistant; Willis Dunn, second assistant ; Ira Barnes, steward; Howard Dunn,
secretary and treasurer.
At

ladder

England,

ittmcrUBcuuiits.

UNDERTAKER,
Lumbermen

Next Friday afternoon the first exercises
high school will tske
The
place.
programme will consist
of music
by Rena Bonsey, Margaret
Dresser, Rsy Dollard, Sylvia Gould.
Current eveuta will be read by Muriel

Davis;

HEARING

a

judge ordered Hutchings to psy bis
wife |5 per week as long as she was bis
legal wife. Hatchings thought the judge
whs fooling
he also got cranky—and refused to pay the fine. He has been the
guest of Sheriff Wbitoomb for four weeks
or more, and will probably be there four
weeks more if be doesn’t pay up.

lower

Ho kins.

Intheieport of the meeting: of Blanquefort commandery which took place on
Monday evening of laat week, an error

W.

JORDAN,

and ashed for

the

are re*

Thursday afternoon. To-morrow after- McFarland ou Pine street. The
paper for
noon they will meet with Mrs. J. T. Cushthis meeting will be read by Mrs. E. K.

y—----—'f
Men.

coffee will be served. Members
quested to furnish cake.

move.

afternoon.

morrow

Mrs.

Mianus Marine and

at

unlay for Sanford, where he has employ-

the
...

appeared

until
divorce
separation
proceedings
could toe Instituted at the present term of
court. The separation was granted, and

Mullan and Maggie Downey on the negaenjoyable tive. Declamations will be rendered by

very

Harry H. Austin, son of Alderman A.
Friday.
W. Austin, with his bride, arrived in
Nathan P. Cutler, jr., formerly of tbe Bucksport from England last Monday.
Boston Reduction Co., was iu the city His many friends here will be glad to learn
Monday on business.
of bis safe arrival, and of his .recovery
Rev. J.
E. Cochrane, State
Baptist trom his serious illness while abroad. He
evangelist, will preach at the Baptist expects to come to Ellsworth shortly.
church Friday eveuing.
HRrry E. Rowe left Thursday for Ames*
Lin wood T. Beckwith has secured a po
bury, Mass., where he will spend two

Charles

STREET,

a

Hallowell

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT,

wife

ENTER KD AS SECOND• CLASS MATTER
<
AT THE BI.WWOKTH POHTOFKICR.

the first division.
Ellsworth at the news
The officers of the supreme court,
C. H. Iceland, J. A. Thompson
is being held in Ellsworth, toCONVENTION
and H. W. Estey. Single copies, wliicb
gether with several members of the Han5
cents;
subscription price cock county bar,Rpent Saturday afternoon Of the
Twenty-first Masonic District
$1.50 per year in ad vane e.
and Sunday at Golden Rod camp upper
CHURCH NOTES.
A Success.
Branch pond.
The convention of the lodges of the
S. K. Hinckley, o( Blueblll, is in tbe
UNITARIAN.
M. M. Mertz will give a etereopticon twenty first masonic district held in Ellscity to-day on business.
Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
exhibition at the Pine street scboolbouse worth last Wednesday was well attendi d
W. H. Davis, of Bar Harbor is Id tbe
Sunday, Jan. 31—Service at 10.30 a. in.
The report of the
next Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock. and very instructive.
city to-day on buslnons.
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
One-half the proceeds will be for the convention up to 6 o’clock was given in
CONOR KOATIONAL.
Mrs. ClareDce Sweetser, of Bangor, is benefit
of the Lincoln league connected The American last week.
Rev. J. Af. Adams, pastor.
tbe guest of Mrs. E. E Howe.
In
the
the
team
of
Esowith that school.
evening
degree
Friday, Jan. 29—Prayer meeting.
Miss Mary H. McFarland, of Augusta,
The lecture that wbb to have been given teric lodge was supposed to have worked
Sunday, Jan. 31—Morning service al
is home for a ten-days’ vacation.
the third, but owing to the sad affliction 10.30. Sunday school at 11 45 a. m.
by Key. E. W. Hunt, of Bangor, in Odd
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
George Harmon and wife, of Boutbwest Fellows hall last evening, was postponed of their master, was unable to do so. The
was worked by Past Master James
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Harbor, ware In tbe olty last week.
on account of the storm.
Mr. Hunt ex- degree
E.
Parsons, assisted by a corps of officers,
Sunday, Jan. 31— Morning service at
Miss Anna Crlppen entertained several pects to deliver his lecture in Ellsworth in
school at 11.45. Junior
in a praiseworthy manner.
Considering 10.30. Sunday
the near future.
of ber friends at pit Monday evening.
at 3 p. m. Preaching at 7.
league
that Mr. Parsons had not worked the deEpworth league meeting Tueedey al
The ladies of Wm. H. H. Rice relief
Dr. J. H. Batten, of Amherst, has been
gree for twelve years, it is remarkable that 7.30 p. m.
in tbe city for several days on business.
corps will hold a dime sociable in G. A.
the degree went off so smoothly.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30u
Trenton— Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m.
There will be a supper at the Methodist R. ball Thursday evening, Jan. 28. to
The Ellsworth male quartette assisted In
Mr. Simonton.
which the public is invited. Cake and
vet ry tbia evening by the
Epworth
| the work.

Bangor & Aroostook raiload at its Bangor office.

:«4 MAIN

t he order.

prisent, however, report
tlipe.
stands of

on

Hutchings’

\
}

1904.

of the term at the

by the Iroquois club, which
The
wap held Monday evening in Odd Fellow*
bail, was not as well attended as previous
•ffjrirs given by this clnb. All who were

sition with tbe

Although

twelve-

dance

Nichols and wife, of Cherryfisld,
have been the guests this week of Mrs. J.
M. Hale.

us

you will be surprised with the
amount that will accumulate in
a stunt time.

in^o

MAIL CLOSES AT TOiTOFFICB.

Charles

WAY

and get
a strong Home Bank and I’ass
You uannot see your
Book.
savings until brought to the
a

a

After the regnlar business it is expected
th|t several candidates will be received

m.

league.

gradually disappears.

THE

and 6.18 p m.
ft.re and 9.48 p

a m.

Going Bast— «.80 a m and 6.80 p m.
Going West—11.20 a in and 6 and 9 pm.
No

of

parents

The regular meeting of Irene chapter,
O.iH B., will be held Monday evening.

eject October 12, 1903.
m

happy

the

pound boy.

AT ELLSWORTH rOUT-OlTOGB.

THE AMERICAN is

BLDC.J
ELLSWORTH, ME.

The February meeting of the Associated
Charities will be held at the room of the
soolfty in the public library next Monday,
Feb. 1, at 3 o’clock. A large attendance is
desired.
Mrs. Richard Hawke* is in Brewer
with her daughter, Mrs. W. A. Crockett.
Last Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Crockett be-

Portland:
Brown A Joaelyo—Gold Medal flour.

John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. C. Burrill, assistant treasurei.

INSURANCE

Norwoon—Com

Boo ha—clothes found.
Wfcrurln A Moore— A pothecar lea.
Ellsworth Dental P*flor*—l>enU»try.
O P Torrence—New meat market.
G \ Parcher— Apothecary.
Plovd A ll^yne*—New cash market.
W K Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.

In

MASON,

Seth VV

A ok «

Going Bast—7.16 a
Going West— 1I.M

C. W. & F. L.

tinned instead of W. H. Dresser. Mr.
Dresser occupied bis station of generalissimo at the right of the eminent commander.

17, 1873,

hM paid regular semi-annual dividends amounting to
Surplus above all liabilities
Loans only on unquestionable security (not names alone).

N. B. Coolibok, President,
C. C. BruKiLL, treasurer,

mertcuti

weeks

ago

before

Judge Emery,

APOTHECARY

--ELLSWORTH. Mt

B

WASHING FLUID.

Muriate of Ammonia,
Salts of Tartar,

Can of Hudson

1 ouuce

1-2 ounce
Potash, 1 pound

boiling water, put into two-gallon jug; fill with
Directions:
hot water, cork tight. Use one teacup of the fluid in a boiler of clothes, with
one cup of soap, either soft or hard—if hard, shave fine.
Put cold water in
boiler, and let clothes have a g< od hard boil. Rinse thoroughly in two waters,
and you will find them clean, with very little or no rubbing.
People who have used this iiuid for ten years say that it does not injure the
Dissolve in

clothes.
do I guarantee ail mv work?
Because I use the t>est of material monev can buy. If my work
was not up to the standard I could not make such
an offer.
Ten years guarantee.

WHY

)
FULL SET, $7.

I>r. F. O. BROWNE,

Manager,

Ellsworth Dental Parlors.

the Week I'^cinnlns «?aa.
by t.. v. S. II. Doyle.

fopii1
8t—t

nary.~i.uke xxiv. 44-41).
There are few \\ :i. s more plainly
set forth in the New Testament than
that every Christian should be a missionary. Christ plainly teaches that
the disciples should make disciples Oi
others and they of Stiii others, and thus
the world was to be won for Him.
The commission of Christ to Ilis disthe

evangelization

ot

the world was amotig the last commands of Christ and should therefore
have the u«&re weight with His disciples. Just before His ascension He
said tG them, “Ye are witnesses of
these things," referring to the things
concerning His life and death. It was
at this time that He said, “Go ye into
all the world and preach the gospel to
Nor did these comevery creature."
mands simply apply to His immediate
hearers, but to all who in future lime
should become Ilis disciples. The command “This do in remembrance of Me"
wai given to the disciples, yet no one
would claim that it was for them
alone. No more were the missionary
The disciples
commands of Christ.
stood for all coming disciples, and
through them Christ gave us our commands for today.
According to-the commission of Christ
every Christian should be both a home
missionary and a foreign missionary—
that is, an interested supporter of both
lie dehome and foreign missions.
clared that “repentance and remission
of sins should be preached in Ilis
name among all nations, beginning at
Jerusalem." The fact is, Christ made
no distinction between home and foreign missions, and it is unfortunate
that the church has done so. All work
of discipling others is missions, whethMiser it is done at home or abroad.
sions is the one word that should la?
used.
The making of this distinction
gives many a person a loophole of escape from contributing. When the foreign missionary offering is being taken
np they are in favor of home missions,
mod vice versa.
Missions is the one
great work—the sending of the good
news of salvation through the only begotten Son of God.
escape our misChristian should
look upon it as a great privilege to have
some part in winning the world for
Christ. Nor should we forget that if
there had been no missionaries we
would
never
have
known
Christ.
Through missionaries He came to us.
and through them we should do all
we can to send Him to others.
Gratitude demands ii as well as duty. Then,
too. we should remember that Christ
Himself has taught us by example to
be missionaries. He left His home in
heaven and came to earth "to seek
and to save the lost.” The disciple cannot be above his Lord.
Where Jesus
leads we must follow. Are we following His missionary' example? If not
let us take up the work which comes
to us along these lines. “The world for
Christ” should be the watchword of
every Christian until the kingdoms of
this world shall have become a part of
the kingdom of our laird and Saviour
I
Jesus Christ.
!
insteau

or

try mg

sionary duties

ro

every

El BCE

Helpful

Motto:

It*

and

Hopeful

"

<

pi asure to me to give additional space in
the c* luran to ibis "aftermath” of rich

gleanings.

In t**c midst of her many cares “Janet”
found time to bring her memorial
remembrance for one whom she had been
has

ed with in the temperance cause.
giv« h^r poem tirst and to her in the loss

as-*oc>a

1

of her mother

we

In memory of

send

our

sympathies.

"Ego" and my mother.

CONSOLATION.

Beside the dead 1 knelt for prayer,
And Celt a presence as I prayed.
Lo! it was Jesus standing there.
He smiled—'*Be not afraid!"
“Lord, thou hast conquered death
Restore again to life,” 1 «alfl,
“Ttds one who died an hour ago.”
He smiled—“She is not dead !**

r

we

know,

“Nay, then, tho’ happily she

do

wake,

—Ro.suiter, Raymond.
Dear yi. B. Friend*:
A multiplicity of care# ha# kept me from
dropping into your cosy corner for a chat, but
though the care# Increase. I must bring a sprig
of green to the memory of our be lured “Ego”
whose versatile gift# of pen thought# will never
again cheer our comrade# in the domains of
Aunt Madge. A true and loyal helper ha# she
ever been In every Hue for the betterment of her
brother# and sisters.
It bas been my privilege to meet her several
time# in temperance conventions, and her wise
counsel, her quiet fund of humor and sweet
forbearance, endeared ber to all who met her or
came under the influence of ber
pure, true

bought#.
Her modest, unassuming manners, ber unsel
lish effort# to make the world better were so
much like tlie way# of my own dear mother,
the

higher life, that I felt
had done wbat they
humanity’s sake had been called
to

one#

could for sweet
to a wider field of

am frank to confess 1 have become
enthusiast in the Christian Endeavor movement, and the more I know of
its principles and workings the more
fervent Is my enthusiasm, and for reasons like these:
First.—Because of the emphasis the
movement puts upon the local church.
Second.—That it is so thoroughly a religions movement is another reason for
my enthusiasm.
Third.—A third reason for my glad
indorsement of this movement is the
specific pledge of service it exacts.
Fourth.—Another reason for my deep
interest in this movement is that it
takes equal grasp on the young women
>a well as on the young men.
Fifth.—Still another reason why I so
rejoice in this movement is its tender
management of young Christians.
Sixth.—Still an added reason for my
gladness in this movement is the delightful interrelations it brings about
between the various evangelical denominations.—Uev. Dr. Wayland Hoyt in
Way* and Means.

Evangelistic Endeavor.
I think we might well have in every
society an evangelistic conference—1
mean by this dignified name a meeting
of those who have the welfare of the
society at heart, the executive committee and perhaps a few others—for the
purpose of considering the situation
and making plans for some aggressive
work; this, of course, with the consent
and co-operation of the pastor.—Rev.
Dr. Edwin Forrest Hallenbeck.
Two State Convention*.

The Pennsylvania state convention
will be held in Allentown July 13-13,
and the New York state convention in
Buffalo July G-8. Both give promise
ef being very large meetings.
Pen Point*.

You can be sure you are not the material they make presidents of if you

lightly regard

your

committeeship.

No Endeavor society can long survive on its reputation as a “has been.’'
Christ is the center of our Christian
Endeavor or we have missed its real
motive.
Christian Endeavor is an “I'll try
society,’* but it is more since the striv
ing is in the strength of One who
knows no failure.
••Church extension’* is not the least
significant definition of Christian Endeavor.

Dear Aunt

who

work.

Janet.

Madge and M. B. Friend*:
NEW TKtKS

GREETING.
It wa# with real sadness that I read of the
out
of this life of our friend and helper,
passing
"K,o". I alway, enjojed her bright, cheery
letter# so much.
Last winter when in Massachusetts, her letter#
ray of sunshine giving a glimpse of
going on outside of our ltttle world.
My sympathy goes out to the daughter, for who,
better than we who have lost our
mothers, know
how she will miss ber. Yet it is a comfort to
know that what is a loss to us here is
gain to
them 1b heaven.
Now mat the holidays are about
over, hope
we shall have more time to give to the
column
and so make It helpful through
thq new year.
Sincerely.
^
came a# a

what

In

was

personal letter from ‘‘Aunt Maria”

a

she says:
“I

am so

“Ego” has left us, her letters
were so cheerful, so
Instructive, so much like
meeting a friend. They meant us alL
Yes, I
am very sorry.”
sorry

ine

following letter you will *11 especially prire, as It comes from one who wss
her nearest neighbor in the
happy days of
their

companionship, and 1 am sure “£lo”
was the neighbor whom
“Ego” mentioned
as watching the sunsets with
her. We
welcome you, “Elo” for
“Ego’s” sake and
your

own.

Dear

Aunt Madge:
Though I have never written a letter, yet I
hardly feel a stranger to the M B. column, for
my dear friend “Ego”, Mrs. Warren, used so
often to speak of you and la read
from, or call

my attention to, some nice letter In the column,
and when I read in last week's
column the
losing words of those who knew her, remotely,
as It were, 1 felt impelled to add
my tribute of
lore to her dear memory. She was
my nearest
neighbor and the friendship begun many years
ago grew Into a strong, eren sisterly lore.
The sunsets. Yes, her home was on the
hill,
mine In the ralley and It was to her house I
used
to go, and together we would watch aod
picture
until we almost seemed to see within the

heavenly portals. The last one we watched
together she said: “i shall think of you as
watching these beautiful sunsets this winter
when 1 am shut lu the city where I can
only see
the sun at high noon. 1
replied that I should
not enjoy watehlng them without
her. How
little did we think that her
"entering in" arms so
Wends and neighbors, as a church aad
we needed her so much that we
ait
reminded often of the lines from Woodsworth
"The good die hrst and they whose hearts art
dry as summer dust burn to the socket.”
Her life and death were both
and
their memory to those who knew beautiful,
and loved bei
** other than an
Inspiration to live like
As

community

rTlse41
She

was a

E a.J.V
speak
tn
to

of

faithful friend
M
Mr.

to

Tag aueuh

a*

uaea
Olio
V,. “crand
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Titus,
say be had come t

loi

friend. So
ou while
wniM* our ioe« 1
—-.
we can but feel that her
italn 1l
much greater.
1 ***** exceeded the limit of
editoria
patience arid must close with love to all tn
friends of the M. B. column.
£lo.
**

irreparable,

pain,
only

have faith

in the
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Nell next moraine sat on the veranda of the casino, solemnly rolling and
smoking innumerable cigarettes, which
FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO YOUNG GIRLS.
utterly failed to bring him the ponce
All young girls at this period of life are earnestly invited to
of mind he sought.
Cathoats with
write Mrs. Pink ham for advice; she has guided in a motherly way
trim white sails were darting to and
hundreds of young women; her advice is freely and cheerfully
fro in the bay, and each one suggested
given, and her address 1s Lynn, Muss.
tlie joys of a morning sail with Betty.
But the memory of the parting at the
Judging from the letters she is receiving from so many young girls Mrs.
Pinkham believes that our girla are often pushed altogether too near the
plum tree was still strong within hltn.
limit of their endurance nowadays in our public schools and seminaries.
A wretched hour dragged past, ami
Nothing is allowed to interfere with studies, the girl mutt be pushed to
be gave up bis vain attempts to interthe front and graduated with honor; often physical collapse follows, and it
est himself in the columns of the morntakes years to recover the lost vitality,—often it is never recovered.
ing paper. He flung away his clga
rette anti, getting to his feet, strolled
A Young Chicago Girl Saved from Despair.
down the gravel path.
I wish to thank you for the help and ben“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
"I'm a fool," he mused, "and n brute.
efit I have received through the use of Lydia E. Pinkham’a VegeI neisin't have left her In that fashion.
When I was about seventeen
table Compound and Liver Pills.
By George: I'll go over to the plum
years old I suddenly seemed to lose my usual good
tree and get some of those damsons.
health and vitality. Father said I studied too
I'll send 'em up to her by Tom. Kite'll
different and
hard, but the doctor_Li-L
thought
understand.”
Y
.1.
A1.
Mr. .lerrold Neil strode aerosa the
quart without relief. Reading one day in
fields whistling a gay aria. He emerged
the paper of Mrs. Pinkham’s great cures,
from the clump of scrub oak in the
and finding the symptoms described anpasture and made atralght for the
v' gwered mine, I decided I would give Lydia
tree.
As he spied the tree one
I E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a plum
note of the aria was prolonged into a
% trial. I did not say a word to the doctor; ; whistle of
surprise. Against the base
V I bought it myself, and took it according of the tree was a
stepladder. anti
k to directions regularly for two months,
“
among the brunches he caught a uto
and I found that I gradually improved,
mentary flash of white muslin. Then
and that all pains left me, and I was my
he resumed the aria, quite as If this
**
Lilli* E. Sinclair,
old self once more.
delightful hit of Information had not
17 E. 22d St, Chicago 111.”
been vouchsafed to him.
He took down the Rtepladder, folded
one sure remI*
the
Pinkham’s
Vegetable
E.
Compound
Lydia
It up and calmly sut down on It. Someedy to be relied upon at this important period in a young girl’s thing suspiciously like n
gasp of dislife; with it she can go through with courage and safety the work
may came from the branches above bis
she must accomplish, and fortify her physical well being so that
head, but to this be gave no heed.
her future life may be insured against sickness and suffering.
With his chin In his palm be sat on
of
FORFEIT U we etnoht forthwith prr>4aee the original letter* and tignaturee
the stepladder and sighed ponderously
above testimonial*, which will prove their abeolute genuinenee*.
before he ltegan to muse aloud.
Lydia K. Pink hem Medicine Co., Lynn, Me—.
"'Tls strange," said Mr. Jerrold Neil
beneath the plum tree--" ’tls passing
KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
place July 6,1854. So cocksure ere the
how the human heart will alMichigan people of tbis, that they are strange
On© Week’s Win no wings of News* making preparations to celebrate the ways seek the scenes of lta affliction.
It was here we quarreled”—another
Novelty and Nonsense.
event. Up to this time it has been genTwenty horses were burned in a Are erally understood (bat the republican algh. "She said—O Lord, what didu’t
she say? If l'ui all she made me out
that destroyed Taylor’s livery stable and
pirty was born and cbristned at Strong
a ie<*rby dwelling bouse at
Presque Isle In Franklin county, Aug. 7,1854. On that she's well done with me”—sighs ud
Friday morning. Toe total loss is about oate and in that place the county conven- libitum.
He drew out a pipe and filled and
fT.OOO, with small insurance.
tions of the Whigs. Free Boilers and Morlighted It.
By vigorous pufflng he
Tbe following Hat of patents have re
united
and
rill democrats assembled,
to send quite a respectable
eentty been &raut*d to Maine Inventors: | voted with enthusiastic acclaim “that the managed
cloud
of
smoke
up among the branches.
J. Ham, Emery Mills, insect destroyer; j party created by the nniou of the three
A little choking cough rewarded his
A. McEutee, South Presque Isle, steering conventions bear tbe name of the repubefforts, and It was with difficulty that
lican party”.
gear for wagons; F. C. Kobiusou, Farmhe restrained a chuckle.
Presently u
ington, electric block system.
wee, small voice crept down from the
An explosion in tbe cellar of Cbarlts
'branches:
U). € 4. tl. Column.
Martel’s drug store, Lewiston, Saturday
"Mr. Nell!”
afternoon, caused three wooden blocks in
Nell started violently.
I The editor invites secretaries of local unions
tbe business section of the city to be
of the W. C. T. U. in Hancock county, and
“Ah," he said, -my trouble has
destroyed by fire, and the owners and white rlbboners generally, to contribute to this j
brought on hallucinations: Methouglit
latter being a
occupants, among tbe
column reports of meetings or items that will be
1 heard iny own name. Twus Betty's
furniture company, a druggist and a
of Interest to workers in other parts of tbe ;
voice, but far too small aud weak.”
blueing manufactory, will sustain a loss county. We would like this to be a llvecolumn, !
“Mr. NellT’ This time the voice was
but It need* some effort on the part of W. C. T. I
of about 125,000. Partially insured.
loud and clear.
C. women to make it so. It la a column of their
to
the
returns
there were
According
“There it goes again:” cried Neil.
making, not ours, and will be what they make
5,619 seals killed in Maine last year, for j It. Items and communications should be
short, “Surely Betty's, yet she always called
which the towns paid a bounty of fl each,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the nie Jerry, with such a pretty accent.”
and must uow be reimbursed by the State.
editor.]
“Jerry, you—you wretch!” came the
Of this number the bounties on 2 642, alvoice, accented to the queen's taste.
most half, were paid in Portland. Nobody
“Oho."’ said Nell. “So it's really you.
SOUTHWEST HABBOK, JAN. 23.
knows how many of the bounties were
The meeting at Fred iiiggio’sThuraday, eh?”
oa
paid
bogus “noses”. The legislature
“Yea—no.
Don’t look
Jan. 14, was grea’ly enjoyed. There were
up.
Jerry,
a preprinted f3,000 to
pay tbe seal boun- fifteen in attendance.
Miss Flora Gilley
put the ladder against the tree,
ties for 1903 and the same sum for 1904.
invited ua to meet with her on Thursday. then walk across the pasture, and don’t
A large and enthusiastic meeting, the
Jan. 21. At that meeting there waa even look back."
annual of the national society of United
“Don’t look up, don’t look back,” said
more in attendance than a week before.
°tates Daughters of 1812, Mrs. William We had a
he mockingly.
“Suppose I comply.
very intereeting programme,
Oerry Slade, president, was held in New some very interesting ourrent event, and What do I get for It?"
York city Jan. 8.
The United States we decided to have a queetlon for debate:
“What do you want, you haggler?”
“A half hour’s talk under the tree.”
Daughters of 1812, State of Maine, which
Resolved, That dancing as It Is genwas organized in Portland four
years ago, erally conducted at the preeent day, is an
“You—you've got me cornered," ahe
is in a flourishing condition. Any woman
We feel that it is quite a stirring •aid. “I’ll have to capitulate.”
evil
is eligible to membership in this
A few minutes later Betty sat on the
society question.
from our State whose lineal ancestors
After business refreshments were served atepladder, and Nell sprawled comfortserved in tbe Civil government, the
army then we had a social game of pit, for no ably at her feet.
or navy of ike United States
"Bed,” he said. "I spent the most mis
during the evening is now complete, unless it inwar of 1812. Information can be obtained
erable morning of my life until I came
cludes pit.
by addressing the State preeideut, Mrs.
The next meeting is with Miss Lets jiver here. Tell me, when I came along
Charles A. Dyer, 56 Hampsnire street., Freeman on
were you thinking of me, or what?”
Thursday, Jan. 29.
Portland.
She laughed.
P&RSB 8UPT.
“1 was wishing l might fall out of
Will Maine have to give place to Michthe plum tree and break my neck,” she
igan for the honor of being, tbe birthin
the
field
of
medicine
is
First and foremost
■aid.
place of the republican party? Michigan
It possesses unequalled
Hood’s 'arsaparllla“Madam,” lie said gravely, “since you
contends.the actual birthplace is Jackson, merit and cures all diseases caused or promoted
are so reckless with your own life
in that state, and that tbe event took
you'd
by Impure or impoverished blood—Including
better give It into my keeping”
rheumatism, dyspepsia, catarrh.
The great popularity of Brown’* Instant R.
And once more the damsons were forA r liver Ills are cured by Hood’s Pills. 23c.
lief stamps U as an article of great merit, as
gotten
BABIIY PRESTON.
-Add.
everybody uses O.
—

“Dear Lord, how shall we know that they
Still walk unseen with us and thee.
Nor sleep, nor wander far away?”
lie smiled—“Abide In me!”

on

women

“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:— I feel it my duty to tell all young women
how much Lydia E. Pinkham’* wonderful Vegetable Compound has
done for me. I was completely run down, unable to attend school, and
did not care for any kind of society, but now I feel like a new person,
and have gained seven pounds of flesh in three months.
I recommend it to all young women who suffer from female weakMiss Alma Pratt, Holly, Mich.
ness.”

“Yet our beloved seem so far.
The while we yearn to feel them near,
AUieit with thee we trust they are.”
He smiled—“And 1 am here!

dear

and
will

may avoid much sicksays Miss Alma Pratt, if
■

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound*

“Alas! Too well we know our loss.
Nor hope again our joy to touch
U-tll the stream of death we cross."
He smiled—"There is no each!”

lately passed

Young

they

And look upon some fairer dawn.
Restore her to our hearts that ache,”
He smiled—“She is not gone!"

that two

I

1

ness

“Asleep, then, as thyself didst say.
Yet thou canst lift the lids that keep
Her prisoned eyes from ours away.“
He smiled—“She doth not sleep.”
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to
lie*
method
Inject
eufl ring from
from
perao&s
*
of
loto
the
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iirmentia
healthy sabJk-i. «n<l he not on*v ueeo animal* In hta
exieriuHQtH, bu bae not hesitated to
perforin some of t hem on himeelf. The
r*Miitaehon that the blood of a person In
d-il'lnm Is distinctly a bra In-poison.—
Success

Hit

fini
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te

tree

So many beautiful things have been sent
me hy those who knew and appreciated
•>Ego” In her life, and bold her memory in
sacred keeping in the present, that it »s s

__

I

made In the afternoon sun dam
the Inst things in the world
of which they thought.
Betty, scarlet to the roots of her copper colored hair, withdrew all censor
ship from her tongue nnd said thiugs
which she would have indignantly din
clalrmsl had any one repeated them to
Jerrold listened
hpr an hour later.
silently, but in bis eyes was a strange
look which she had never seen before.
When In the midst of the tirade she
paused for breath, he had turned sml
denly on his heel, and with a curt
"goodby" cast over his sbmiltfor—much
as a bone would be thrown to n stray
dog. Hetty thought—he had vaulted the
low fence and gone wrathfulty across
the pasture.
Betty watched him until a clump ol
scrub oak hid him from view.
Tbeu
she sat down with her back against
the trunk of the plum tree and thought
As she thought angry
it all over.
tears came to her eyes, coursed down
her cheeks and splashed Impudently
on the hands clasped tightly In her lap.
She sat there until the shadow of the
tree had reached the fence, and the
brow coming in from the water made
her shiver.
She rose and turned bet
fats- toward the scrub oaks behind
which he had disappeared.
"You left rather abruptly, Mr. Jor
rold Neil," she said between her white
teeth. "un$ you may stay away as
You're hardly
long ns you please.
worth crying over," she added as sli#

Thu Toxin of Delirium.
That i%l klnn- of ■cult' tiiauit urp doe
to i»m« form of bim>i**i*ui»ontt*g;, affecting tbe brain, baa t*en ib belli f of many
authorities; and • Uerntnn Investigator,
Dr. Barger, now an .out cut thar he ba*«
experimental evidto ce t«f Ibis, although
ot quite prepared to dia* fix,av
e if

auisttliisrmntta.

sons were

Friends:

Oear Af. B.

READINGS.

an

[Copyright 1908, by T. C* MeCiure.1
Tlifj' had been standing beneatu tin
plum tree wbeu they quarreled, or
rather, when they parted.
They bad set out for the plum tret
with the full Intention of gathering the
great purple damsons which weighted
Its branches, but wh»n finnMy they
stood ill the long shadow which the

Th» purposes cf tld column arc succinctly
-tairtl in tbo title and motto It is ror the mutual
•em-ilt, and aims to oe mip >u: ami tuptful.
Kelng 1 r the common good. It is for the com
moti use—a public servant, u purveyor of in
formation and suggestion. » milium forth*’in.
terchangeof ideas In this capacity It mile'll
romniu" teat Iona, a no Us eaoces* depends large ly
,t\ itx* support given it in this respect. Com
munUaiiona mutt be signed, but the name of
pt l>y permtsMon.
a ntcr a Pi not be pi in ted ex
communication a will be subject to approval or
none
r- lection by the editor of the column, hut
will l>« rijected without good reason. Address
to
>11 comniunlcatioos
The am kmc am.
hllsworth, Me.

may be watching us with
Neh. ii, 1-8; Ps. lxxii, 8. 17-19; Eccl. They
Un#iumbering eye# and heart,
lx. 10; Isa. vi, 1-8; Nab. i, 13; Jonah lil. | Brimful of words which cannot yet be said.
Brimful ot
they are longing to Impart,
1-10; Matt. x. 1-8; Acts 1, 1-11; xiii.1-3; Brimful of knowledge
love lor you and me.
Rom. x, 14, 13.

Hla Henaona For Enthnataam.

TWO AND A
PLUM TREE
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HOW HYOWEI HELPS THE HEALTH.
Kills the Cermi of Crip, Catarrh
and colds. “Costs Nothing if It
Fails,” Says George A Parcher.

Now that Hyomei

can be obtained
every town and city in the
country, it is possible to buy from
druggists a health-giving climate, to
be carried in the purse or pocket.
Hy
breatliing it a few minutes four times

nearly

in

a

day

grip, coughs,

you can soon cure

colds and even the worst and most
chrouio eases of catarrh.
Mr. l'archer has seen so many remarkable cures made by the Hyomei
treatment, that lie sells it with the
positive agreement to return the
money if it fails to cure.
A complete outfit costs but *1. and
consists of the pocket inhaler, medicine dropper and sulllcieut lloymei to
last several weeks.
It effects it cure in the worst catarrhal troubles, and il breathed at the
commeiicrinent of a cold or the grip,
will check it quickly ami prevent sickness.
Kxtra bottles of Hyomei can
be obtained for 50c.

When breathed through the inhaler,

germ-killing and health-giving
Hyomei goes to the most remote cells
of the throat riuI lungs, killing all the
catarrhal germs, smithing the irritated mucous membrane and vitalizing
the blood and ozone.
At this season of the year, every one
should have a Hyomei outfit to prevent
and cure catarrhal troubles, and ward
off attacks of grip, pneumonia and
similar germ diseases.
the

$rafusisnal

TQR.

Catbs.

BUNKER,
OK BAR HARBOR.

wishes to announce that hen-after he will fgtve
special attention to the treatment of diseases ol
the

Eye, Nose, Throat and Ear.
Office equipped with all the intKtern Instruments and appliances (or the examination and
treatment ol these diseases.
Km; access to Bar liarbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

Y.

PHYSICIAN ANDMtTKGEON.
Offices In Manning Block, formerly occupied' by
Ur. J- F. Manning. Office open day and night
except when absent ou professional calls.
TruriioNK.

Harming.

—

S5000

j

please

Is what your money will
Invested In shares of the.

earn

If

Hlreortl Lean anil Bnilfliu Aa’6.
NEW 8KUJKS

A
la

now

open, Share*, 01 each; monthly
payments, $1 per snare.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
share*, give a first mortgage and
reduce H every month
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 year* you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
llEMBT w. Cbihiu, Sec*,.
Fir ■I Nad Bank Bid*.
Kino. President.

w

A

JACOB BF.BKY.

H. L. BENNET.

Jacob Berry & Co.

Urmbrnof New YorkCoiuiolld«ted Eiebange,

„Yor*
phia hUe-k hxchange.

KJctange

and Philadel-

Extabliabed 18«5.

STOCKS, BONDS,
GRAIN, COTTON.
R. G.

Hopper, Manager.

19 Congress St., BOSTON.
42 Broadway, New York.
Direct private wire* In our branches at HARTFORD, NKW HAVEN. BRIDGEPORT
PIIII.ADKI.KH1A.
BKC, ALBANY. BROOKLYN.

montbkalTqce

“A

Glimpse at Wall
Street and Its riarket”

containing revised fluctuation tables and description* of active securities. Issued
upon request.
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time
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and
»r

Record

8ubMirtptloB Rerorrt,

nim

Rooks.

Advertiser's Record,
Advertising Record,
Jot Primer’* Record
Correspondence Record.
‘"d Indexed for
prtnu'<t
e0'
quick entry
end,u reference
Descriptive circular end P
price
list on application. Published
by
E.
1* Dover

A. & w. E. CHILD,
Street.

New York.
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WAIHIII,"

done at short ncGoods sailed for and delivered
H. H. KflTKV * CO.,
we»* Isd Hrtdee.
Kllivroi
a*.
wor*

Pauper Notice.

hereby glvea notice mat he
THEhasundersigned
contracted with the city of Kilt
worth,
year, and has
8e

made

lw>«r. during the fi.-uln*
ample provision for their

US ail persons from
f!£K£t
lUt1r1cfor^
furnishing supplies
to any pauper on his achl8 Wrtt*en order he will
SUnt*
alSlhoal
pay
tor no goodsao
furnlahed. Hakhv|H. JoseST

WHEN DAVID
CAME

I

ft. but
picture.”

don't look

luu<

h like your

"On. that's It! Grandmother showed
j you that small boy photo, did she?”
I*1111y nodded and smiled again. After
all. this David bad pleasant eyt»s. quite
I
<ii;c the little fellow's. “I am glad that
By HARRIET G. CANFIELD
you cuute,” she said hospitably. “My
brother and I are often lonely, and
.lohn will be delighted to entertain
Copyright. 1SW, by T. C. McClure
some one of his own
age. I hear him
coming now." And she rose and went
to
tin*
door
to
Dale
was
tin1
meet
Klin
seme of Joyful
him. "John/* David
preparation, for Mr. nml Mrs. Ezra heard her say, “Mr. Terrell is here.’*
“Mr.
Terrell T' the answer came.
Hammond were soon to celebrate their
“And who is he. Patty?”
golden wedding. From far nnd near
“Hush! He’ll hear us. It Is little Pa
their children and grandchildren were
vid. Don't laugh so loud. John!” She
coming to the old country home under slapped her hand into his and led
him
the great elms.
to the sitting room, and In a few minAll of the neighbors were Interested
utes the three young people were on
In the coming event, and a number of the short roud to friendship.
Late in the evening they adjourned
them were pledged "to help out on
chairs and china."
Patience Snybln. to the dining room for a little lunch.
familiarly known as “Patty," and her Patty had forgotten the high chair and
Its accompaniments, apd It was with n
brother lived only a mile from Elm
feeling of dismay that she saw their
Dale, but they had not been asked to
visitor’s eyes traveling lu that direccontribute, and Patty felt slighted.
*■
tion.
“I’ve offered to lend them every“Are these* things for my use?” he
thing on the place, even you. John," asked laughingly.
she said to her brother, "but Mrs.
“What things?” Patty said innocentHammond says they have all the ar- iy“Thfai high chair, tin tray and so on.”
rangements made. I did want a Anger
“Oh,” she said, with a guilty glance
in the pie.”
“Never mind, little at John, “those belong to my brother.”
John laughed.
John stared at her In amazement.
girl.” he said consolingly. "Mr. Hammond says they may ask us to ’sleep' His face grew crimson with suppressed
mirth when Mr. Terrell said. “How oid
one or two If the old house won't hold
is your little brother?”
them all.”
‘Twenty-seven.” Patty answered deThe day before the eelebration Mrs.
Hammond drove over In the morning ! entirely, and John exploded with laughter. “No good pretending, Patty,” he
“I thought we could
to sec- Patty.
cried. “Better show him all of my old
slow ’em all away,” she said, with a
smile, “but I was thinking Mary bnd possessions, including the trundle bed.
1 don't but we’ll not ask him to occupy It.”
four children 'stead of live.
The morning of the golden wedding
see how I entne to forget little David
when I counted noses. I've been won- dawned clear and bright. It was a day
dering, dear. If you'd let him sleep filled with happiness for all who gathered tit the old home. At 10 that night
l oro either him or one of the others?"
David Terrell gave John and Patty full
"Oh. yes!*' Patty cried delightedly.
“I should love to. Mrs. Ilammond.”
j account of "the gathering of the clans,”
The old lady smiled. "1 brought his as lie calk'd it. In conclusion he said.
I “I shall have to ask you to keep me
picture along.” she said, “so you could
another night, but after that there will
se" what a dear little fellow he was.”
Patty bent eagerly over the photo- be room for me at Elm Dale.”
“I thought you said you must go tograph. A pleasant little face smiled at
morrow.” John exclaimed.
her from the cardboard—the round,
»es; tant s so, hut since then —and
dimpled face of a Ave-yrar-old. “He's
he glanced quickly at Patty—"I’ve made
a perfect cherub!” she cried.
other arrangements. My brother and 1
1 nr\exjH<i mg most o[ inv cmiun-u
are partners, and Jim Is willing that I
this eveuiug. and if his folks come I'll
should have my summer vacation now.”
send him over before bedtime.”
"Oh." Putty cried. “I’m so glad!
The dear old iudy forgot to tell Patty
Aren’t you. John?’’
that the picture of David was taken
"Yes,” he said heartily, but this sudtwenty-three years before.
den change of plans made him suspiAll that day Patty was very busy
cious.
preparing "little David's room." An
David made good use of those four
old high chair and trundle bed weje
brought down from the attic and dust- weeks. His grandmother laughingly
ed.
Lizzie, the good natured girl in accused him of spending half of his vathe kitchen, made some little round cation with the Saybtns.
Tile last day <-ame. and David walked
cakes, and Patty frosted them and put
over for a farewell visit. He found Pata pink “D" on the top of two or three.
When evening came everything was ty alone on the vine shaded porch.
John was away on business, she exIn readiness for the expected guest.
plained. “Never mind.” David said
The tin waiter and tiny knife, fork
and plate were on the diulug room | cheerfully. "It Is you I wish to see.”
Her clear eyes were raised to his Intable, and the little rocker held out its

expectation.
The day had been

a long one to Patty. At 7 o'clock she was rearranging
the furniture in little David's room
when the doorladl rang. She went to
the head of the stairs and called to
Lizzie.
"Hurry, Lizzie!” she cried. "They’ve
brought litthj David over. Take him
into the slttiug room and amuse him.
I'll he down in a few minutes.” She
flitted hack to her work and did not
bear Lizzie's exclamation of astonishment when she opened the door and
a
saw
big. broad shouldered man
standing there. Probably be had overheard Patty's instructions to the girl,
for his eyes were full of laughter,
though he said soberly enough: "Good
Miss
evening. 1 am David Terrell.
Saybin was expecting me, 1 believe?”
“Y-y-yes, sir,” Lizzie stammered,
"but sbe wasn't expectin’ quite”— She
paused iu embarrassment.
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bushel of Liverpool Halt shall welgi. n«
THE DEADLY BLOWPIPE.
pounds, and a bushel of Turk Island sa»»
weigh 70 pounds.
I he sunn lard weigh oi a ousnei *i oou>t
■ «.
POISONKD, NRKIlT.F, LIKE DARTS BLOWN
good order and tit for whipping. Is ,!** non
of apples, 44 pounds
WITH PRECISION ONE HUNDRED
l'he standard weight ot a uusnei ol warn' ii j
VARC 8—POISONED ARROWS.
I! -<ood order mul lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds
Of wheat, i>eets, ruta-bagr. turnips and pea*. He
pounds, of corn, 56 pounds; of onion**. 5*2
There lire two kfTyls of blowpipes in
pounds; of carrots, Enghsn turnips, rye and I
bs<* anions tlio Indians of Guiana. The
! Indian meal, AO pounds; of parsnips, 46 pounds,
! of barley ano buckwheat, 46 pounds; ol oats
first, called the poocoona. Is made of
| 12 pounds, or even measure as by agreement
tlie ooralt reed. This remarkable reed
The prices quoted IkjIow are the retail prices
fit
Ellsworth. Farmers can easily reckon from
is only found iii tlie Orinoco river and
|
these what they are likely to receive lu trade
there only at certain spots. The ooruh
| or caah for their products.
grows to the height of at least thirty
Country Produce.
A

n

j

flutter.

28
Creamery per ft.
Dairy ....1 8<j.a
Cheese.
Beet factory (new) per ft.i««ir
Beat dairy (new).If
Dutch (Imported).
..90
<if>
Neufchatel..

j
j1

Fresh

laid, per doz. 80935
Poultry.
Chickens.
Fowl.

20

14016

Hay.
Best

loose, pet ton...
1*2014
Baled.in

Straw.
Loose.
Baled.
Vegetables.
*20 Turnips, ft
i’5
Beets, ft
Toma oes, ft
OS Cabbage,
Sweet potatoes, ft
04 Carrots, II*
1«> Beans—per qt—
lettuce,
Potatoes

pk

Squash,

Spinach, pk
Cdery,

Yellow-eye

50

26

Pea.

j

1011 I
18

02
08
1 i
02

1*315

10

Fruit.
25 Oranges, doz
.350.45;
25 03 m
12 Lemons doz
Groceries.
ft
.06 0.Of ;
Klee, per ft
coflee—per
Klo,
.160.25 Pickles, per gal .45 <$.66
35
bottle
.25
Olives,
0.76 j
Mocha,
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
.20 j
Pure elder,
Tea—per ft—
.05
.450.65 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.04
.300 65 Oatmeal, per ft
Oolong,
.20 |
Sugar— per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
05* Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B, .06s Uye meal,
.04 |
.05 Granulated meal,ft 02*
Yellow, C

Apples, pk
ranoerrlcs, qt

(

Oil—per gal—
MolAsses—per gal—
.36
Linseed,
.650.79 1
Havana,
.50
Porto Klco,
Kerosene,
13015
.60
3yrup,
Lumber and Kul Idlng Materials.
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
1 3**
13014 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock hoards, 13 014 Clapboards—per Id16 020
Extra spruce,
*4026 1
Spruce,
20 025
Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 20 040
20 060
Clear pine,
Pine,
2536c
20
Extra
Matched pine.
50
025
pine,
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
3 25
2.50
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 76
2 00:
Hemlock,
clear,
**
2 25 Nails, per ft
2d dear,
.040.06
'*
160 Cement, per cask 1 50
extra oue,
••
1 25 Lime, per cask
95
No. 1,
14
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7011
White lead, pr ft .O50.C8

<

rrwviaiouii

Beef, ft:
Steak,

Cornecl,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Pork, ft.
.15«.30
Steak, ft
134.25
.084.10
Pigs'* feet.
18
Ham. per ft
Shoulder,
.05308

Steak,
Roasts,

10«.14

Roast*.

Veal:

20

Lamb:

Salt

Lard,

1«
16
.06

160.20
.13
18
i0
10

C5
Tongues, each
Mutton,
10015
Spring lamb, 10018

Cod,
Had'lock,
Halibut,

Fresh Fish.
06 Clams, qt
06 «Jysters, qt

Mackerel, each
Finnan HiUdle

16318 Lobsters, tb
25 330 ltlnellsh.
13

Sea trout,

8melts,

30
50

14gl6

14

1214

Fuel.

Wood—|>«r cord
Coal—per ton—
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 §6 50
3 0005 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Kgg,
1 0001 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Huttings, hard

quiringly.
“Will you keep your word.” he said
gently, “and take me?”
“Sly word!” she murmured wondering ly.
“Yes. Before I saw you I heard you
tell I.ixzie that you were coming downstairs and you would take, me yourself.” There was a mischievous light In
his eyes now.
i’atty’s face flushed. “You know I
didn't mean”— she hegnn.
He interrupted her anxiously. "But
you will take me. dear, on trial for the
sake of little David?”
She smiled Into the honest eyes, so
like those of the child In the picture.
“Y’es.” she said, “for the sake of little
David’s successor

Dropped the Subject.
"Five thousand dollars for a dog!” he
exclaimed us lie looked up from bis
newspaper. Do you believe any one
ever paid any sued price, Maria?"
“I’m sure 1 don’t know, James.” she
returned without stopping her needlework even for a moment. “Does the
paper say that much was paid?”
“Yes. There's an article on valuable
ue u*Kfu
Vfuue US mucu oi UK':
dogs, and It speaks of one that was
laughingly.
Lizzie giggled and led the way to sold for $5,000. I don’t believe it.”
“It may be true, James.” she said
the “itting room. The little chair held
out its welcoming arms In vain to this
quietly. "Some of these well bred aniDavid Terrell's eyes rested at mals bring fancy prices, and there’s no
guest.
particular reason why the paper should
once upon the rocking horse and woolly dog, and his expression momentari- lie about it.”
"I know that, Maria. But Just think
ly grew more cheerful.
“Were these—ahem—these prepara- of it! Just try to grasp the magnitude
tions made in my houor?" be asked of that sum In your weak, feminine
mind. You don’t seem to realize it.
Lizzie. Hut before the girl could answer a sweet voice came from the I Five thousand dollars for n dog! Why,
hang it, Muriu, that’s more than I’m
upper landing, "Are you amusing him,
worth!”
Lizzie giggled hysterically.
Lizzie?”
"I know it, James, hut some are
“Tell her you are,” the young man
worth more than others.”
whispered.
She went calmly on with her sewing,
“Vea'm,” she called In muffled tones
while he fumed and spluttered for a
from behind her upron.
“Show him the picture books,” the j moment and then dropped the subject,
voice went on, "and If the little fellow
especially the weak, feminine mind
Is tired take him up In your lap.”
part of it—Exchange.
Lizzie stepped Into the lower hall
Cafea In the Hungarian Capital.
and turned her laughing face up to her
mistress.
"Please, ma’am, I can't,”
The trees and the cafes in Pest are
•he Bald. “I’d hate to try.”
Parisian, only there are more trees
“I’m ashamed of you!” the indignant
and more cafes, and in Pest the cafes
reply came. "I'll oome right down and do not have a crowded existence. There
take him myself.”
is never the impression of a few tables
Lizzie fled to the kitchen, and there
and a few chairs forced Into a narrow
was the quick click of heels on the
It seems as if, when the city
space.
stairs. Then David Terrell saw a pret- was laid out and when the buildings
were erected,
ty picture framed in the wide doorway.
special providence had
Miss Putty stood there, with surprise
been made for tables and shrubbery in
and disappointment plainly written on
front of them in the same way that
her expressive faee.
apace is calculated for gardens and
“Where—where is”— she began In a
fountains and lakes in laying out an
bewildered way.
exposition ground. If old Paris was
David came forward. “I don’t know
til on a hill on one side of the Seine
Where he is," he said. “If 1 did I'd get
|id new Paris had been built since
him for you. Miss Saybin.”
18(10 and the Parisian had the free life
“You?” she asked.
of the gypsy in his heart and the Itus“Yes. I'm little David's successor.
sian’s fondness for room whether outWill you forgive mo for growing older
doors or in and art and architecture
and larger. Miss Saybin?”
had flourished in Hungary for cenFor a moment the sensitive mouth
turies. there might tie some reason for
quivered. She had anticipated so much. that comparison which frequently occurs to the hurrying tourist.—FrederThen she held ont her hand and said,
ick Palmer In S-rlhn-'r’s.
with a smiln. "I suppose you ean't help

vtAHHr
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welcoming anus in the sitting room.
An old rocking horse that had been
John's long ago wuited patiently for
its gallant rider, and a little woolly
dog stood on three legs with an air of

KM^WOKI'li

1 50

7 60
750
7 50
7fh

Flour, Grain and Feed.
50
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 250575 Shorts—bag— 1 .15si 25
1 10 Mixed feed, bag
Corn, 100 ft bag
Corn meal, bag
1 30
25 31 30
Cracked corn,
1.60
1 20 Middlings, bag
A Costly Care.
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feet, and the basal joint, of which the
blowpipe Is made, is fourteen or fifteen
feet long, straight as an arrow and
without a knot. The Inside of the reed
is as smooth as glass, hence the facility
with which the dart traverses It. Very
little of the reed is cut nway, so that
the pipe is aliout twelve feet long and
so strong that when held horizontally
there is not the least bend in it.
The reed, having been carefully selected, cut and prepared, is inclosed in
a
small, thin, palm trunk, which is
split open for the purpose, scraped thin
as a
wafer and then rejoined, with
the reed in the center. This palm for
length, straightness and lightness is as
remarkable as the reed.
The whole
pipe when finished never weighs more
than a pound and a half or a pound
and three-quarters. Both the mouth, or
muzzle, and the breech are bell mouthed, the bell pieces being fixed on.
There are friyit and hack sights, the
latter formed of the curved teeth of the
Dasyprocta acouchl, a species of rodent
somewhat larger in size than a wild
ruhbit. Two of the incisors of this animal are fixed on the breech of the pipe
by means of wax. The teeth being
placed parallel to each other and very
close together, tlier sight is taken between them.
Sometimes the foresight
is made in the same way, but it more
often consists of the single sharp tooth
of a fish.
It is placed about a foot
back from the muzzle, the back sight
being affixed four feet along the tube,
so that it
is a considerable distance
from the eye when aiming.
The missile used with tlds. tube is
misnamed an arrow.
It is reully a
dart, scarcely bigger than a large darning needle and with a point quite as
tine. The durt is made of the rib of
the coocooreete palm leaf and is so
heavy that it will sink in water. It is
about seven inches in length, not thicker than a large needle, and the usual
number that an Indian carries with
him when shooting is from 350 to 500.
ready poisoned, but not prepared with
the necessary cotton plugs.
These
darts are strung together something
like the reeds on which soft cheeses
are placed and then rolled on a stick
and carried in a quiver, points upmost,
it being requisite to protect them from
every chance of being broken or dulled.
To protect the hand when handling
them the to|> of the stick is furnished
with a small, wheel-like shield.
The fine points are given to the darts
by means of the teeth of the devilfish
(Serasalmus pirava), and the cotton
with which they are plugged before
It is bound
use is found growing wild.
to the base of the dart with thread
made of silk grass, this thread, witli
wax obtained from several trees, being largely used also in making the
blowpipe. The skill used in binding
the plug of cotton to the dart must be
great or it will not fly true and far
when shot.
The distance to and accuracy witn
which these darts are shot are simply
wonderful, though the darts do not
strike with any great force. The death
of the game is occasioned not by the
impact, but by the poison with which
tile dart is tipped. This poison lodges
in a tiny groove cut, or, rather, scratched, In the dart, for the purpose of affording it a lodgment, and also in the
notch cut near the tip.
So finely pointed is the dart tbut it
will penetrate the flesh on a mere
touch, and if any animal, such as a
monkey, irritated by the prick, endeavors to draw it from the wound it
breaks at the notch and leaves the fatal

Tb® hydrinuH. or serpentine, called In
Italy ranocchia. or frogskiu. from its
mottled appearance, a stone of a rich, i
dark green color, with shades and spots
resembling a serpent's skin, is popularly believed to be a specific for rheumatism.
Camillo Leonardo, one of the earliest
authorities to describe carefully the
virtues of precious stones, thus quaintly speaks of it: 'it restores such suf.erers to health if they
will stand in the
sun. holding It in the hand for three
hours, as it causes the discharge of all
the poisonous moisture in the body.’"
Great care, however, must he taken, ho
warns us, in using it. as it tends at the
same time to abstract the natural moisture of the body.
Ground to a powder and taken inJag behind.
There is a knack in blowing the
wardly, it Is said to cure the stone and
darts from the pipe. I have succeeded
venomous bites, and in particular it is
in propelling them about a hundred
a potent charm to drive away serpents
of all sorts.
yards, and I have never seen a EuroThough soft enough to be easily cut pean send them farther, but the Indians
or turned, serpentine admits of a high
puff them double that distance
polish and is much prized for orna- and at 100 to 150 yards will hit a mark
mental purposes.
only a few inches square. I have seen
native marksmen who could hit parrots and toucans at the last distance
Beauty ami the Beajit.
There was as much truth as boasting once in two or three shots.
When a dart has been shot, if It
In tile statement of John Wilkes, the
misses its mark, the Indian takes great
famous London alderman, “Ugly as 1
pains to find it on account of the danam, if I can have hut a quarter of an
ger it is to persons walking near the
hour's start I will get the better of any
sjiot. for if trodden on it is likely to be
man, however good looking, in the
ns fatal as the bite of the most venomgraces of any woman."
Of Wilkes' abnormal ugliness there ous snake. I have formed the opinion
was never any question.
“The children that the woornll poison used to tip the
in the street ran away affrighted at the darts owes its great virulence to the
venom of a snake which, I think, is
sight of him.”
And yet his powers of fascination mixed with it, but I need not discuss
that matter here.
were so great that women of beauty
The darts must fit the tube closely
and fashion vied with each other for
enough to resist the passage of the
his notice, while handsome men of all
tiniest stream of air and yet so loosely
courtly graces were neglected.
ns to traverse it easily, anil the attael
It was said that there w ere few beauties of the day whose hand Wilkes ing of the cotton plugs is a trooblesmn
might not have confidently hoped to business, which often occupies the I',
win.
He married one of the richest dian for hours at a sitting. W!
dart is placed in the tube it is | ash
and loveliest women of his time.
“Beauty and the beast, they call us.” up with a small stick a distance
about fourteen Inches from the mouth
Wilkes once said to a friend, “and 1
cannot honestly find fault with the depiece. At this distance from the moutl.
the greatest force of the breath is ob
scription.”
talned. but It is n matter of much pratlice to manage the breath properly. A
When a msn Is in love, instead ol putting bis heart in it, be is «pt to pot bis steady, somewhat prolonged puff has
more effect than a short, sharp one.—
loot in it.

Big Ovens and Little Ovens

the same result when Washburn-Crosby Co.’s
Gold Medal Flour is used—always satisfying, nutritious
bread; light, rich cakes; uniformly delicate pastry.
Bakers know its value from daily experience—from
the time the flour goes into the bin until it is handed
Out a finished food to the smiling customer.

yield

WasUborn-Crosbjr’s

Gold Medal
Flour
is the favorite of housewives, because it is easily
worked, yields a superior quality
.of baking, and a greater quantity
than any other. Gold Medal
flour is made of the finest spring
wheat, so milled that the gluten
and germ of the grain are
retained, giving the bread
a
fruitlike or almond
flavor unknown to improperly milled flour.

A

Free to Housewives.
Cut out this advertisement and mail to us with name of your
grocer and we will send you free of charge one of our GOLD
MEDAL COOK BOOKS* containing 1000 carefully prepared
receipts. If your dealer does not handle Gold Medal Flour,

please

often seemingly trilling complaints of chlldreu are
pm o'.l as things of no consequence, livery unnatural action
is a symptom of disorder and deserving of careful Investigation.
Worms more than anything else are the cause of child hood sickness.
Attacking, as they do, the stomach and bowels, the effect of
their presence is felt throughout the whole system and made known
by nervousness, peevishness, disturbed sleep, erratic appetite, weak
stomach and general lussitude.

Dr. True’s Elixir
if
safest worm remedy ever compounded
tonic and general corrective it is unexcelled.
the
enriches
cleanses
and
and
stomach
bowels,
It tores
blond and sends renewed health tingling through the veins.
For over ->0 years the most popular home remedy. Sold
Write for free booklet on
at -ill druggists, vie.
“Children and Their Diseases.”

is the surest and
As a
than that.

DR. J. F. TRUE

one remedy in the world that will at
atop ltchlness of the skin in any part of
body; Doan’s Ointment. At any drug
store, HO cents.—Advt.

Only

once
;

1

the

the twentieth year nine hours. At'tei
that age every one finds out how much
he or she requires, though, as a general
rule, at least six to eight hours are necessary. Eight hours’ sleep will prevent
more

w*rr

CO., Auburn, Me.

Dizzy ?

in

women

Appetite poor? Bowels con*
stipated? It’s your liver!
Ayer’s Pills are liver pills.
Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

Buckingham’s Dye

50cts.

of

Her

AttrnctlveneNM.

Mr. Nervey—Miss Roxley, I adore
you. Will you not be my wife?
Miss Roxley ^haughtily)—The idea of
your proposing to a girl in my station.’
You should know better.
Mr. Nervey— 1 do know better, but no

richer.—Philadelphia

Press.

We are all clever enough at envying
famous man wflW be is yet alive and
at praising him when lie is dead.
a

k
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LITTLE
ONES.

BROWN’S
INSTANT
RELIEF
Tastes Rood, stops al! suffering, and quickly
cures children's illness.
Many parents have
s<;nt us letters of gratitude.
Buy it to-day
and prevent sickness.
MONEY REFUNDED if it, fails when
used aa directed. All dealers sell it.
Prepared by the
Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.
Bend tor Testimonials.
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Hall&Co., Nashua,N.H

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women, ihere 1* positive*
ly no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved Immediately Sucecssguar.
an teed at any stage. No pain, danger,or inter,
ferencc with work.

Have relieved hundreds of

cases where others have railed. The most difficult cases successfully treated by mail,and ben.
efleial results guaranteed in everv instance. No

risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladle*
whom we never see. W rite for further partlcu.
lars and free conlldential advice. I>onoiouto*
too long. Allletters truthfully answered. Ro.
member, this remedy is absolutely sale under
leave*
every possible condition and nooitlvely
no after ill effect upon the health. Sent by mall,
should
be
letters
Money
*2.00.
securely sealed,
TCRtBtcred. 1JH. J. W. K4IA10SS CO.. 170 Tro.
in out St., Boston, Mass.
We

promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

PATENTS
Bend model, sketch or photo of invention for
free report on patentability.
8
.tentabilil
For free
be
book,
How to Secure’
" rlta
Patents and
to

TRADE-MARKS

A REMEDY
For tho

druggistsor R.

Or. Emmons*

Her Dilemma.

|

ddA'iS

derangements

Ethel—I can't decide which of them
to accept
Kate—Why. that ought to be easy.
Ethel—I know; but. you see. Jack always gives me roses, and Iteggie always gives roe violets, and the tlorist
fells me they cost exactly the same
price.—Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.

'*
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nervous

than auy medicine can cure.
During
growth there must be ample sleep if
the brain is to develop to its fullest extent, and the more nervous, excitable
or precocious a child is the longer sleep
it should get if its intellectual progress
is not to come to a premature standstill or its life cut short at an early age.

Patting It Another Way.

American

>*

Sleep.

“I do not sny.” remarked Mr. Brown,
“that Jones is a xlilef. but I do say that
if his farm Joined mine I would not try
to keen sheep

Thk

A.

Up to the fifteenth year most young
people require ten hours’ sleep and til!

Longman's Magazine.

Syrup,—Adel.

Address
JOSSELYN, Portland, Maine.

BROWN &

P»p«r.

Bad
Dreams

■

Coughs »nd colds down to the very border
land of consumption, yield to the soothing, hasl
ing Influences of Or. Wood’s Norway flue

mention it in your letter.

Mentionthu
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PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no dan ter, no pain.
U«e«l for year* I. y Jeedlng apeciaTitfa. Hundred* of teett*
raoniaU. Atrial will convince
you of Uieir intrinsic veins
iDcsae ofauppreaaion.
Kend ten cent# tor *«<npl* en<l
book. All llrui/uiai urbv mail $LH)bo*.
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and powerful speech
the 20th inst. by Senator
Connecticut, in defence of
the President's action in Panama. He
claimed that if war-ships and marines
had not been sent to Panama when

vigorous

made
Platt, of

on

they

were, to protect the lives of
Americans from the threatened massacre by the soldiers of Colombia, the
whole American people would have
a dissenting voice.
He denied there had been any intervention or collusion on the part of the
government. He asserted that the
President had the right, treaty or no

protested without

treaty, to send

the

even

army into

Panama if its presence was needed,
the same as American soldiers were
sent to China to rescue the American

legation

Pekin.
The same afternoon Senator Morgan made an earnest speech in favor of his bill providing for the annexation of Panama,
ar_d luthoniing the President to pay
a

lump

at

for

sum

Colombia.

pacification of1

the

Senator Hale concurs.

The burial of another Congressman
last week recalls the existence of a

crying

evil in the matter of cougressioual funerals, which both parties
are responsible for, and ought to combine to eradicate. Whenever a member dies the “etiquette”, which Congress has established, requires that a

large

committee of ten to twenty-five
from both Houses be appointed to escort the body home; that one or more
Pullman sleepers shall be chartered

by

the government; that they shall be
stocked with all sorts of food and
drink and that the committee and
their

shall go for a
upon the junket.
funerals cost from $5,000 to
each.
The custom cannot be
nated too soon.
more

friends

or

less,

week,
These

$25,000
termi-

Ab interesting fact in connection
with the recent report of the county
commissioners for Hancock county is
that for the first time in many years—
perhaps the first time in its history—
the entire county tax is shown to have
been collected.
This shows com
mendable diligence on the part of

County-Treasurer

O. W.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

owner

of

an

enterprising

hen.

On

Jan. 18 the hen in qnestion stole her nest,
with contents therein, and has batched
out twelve chickens, ten of which are
alive and smart.

Eggemoggin

Keacu is frozen

fact that it is frozen

over.

The

is

nothing new,
but that it is the earliest in twenty years
4s just a reminder of the30-below weather
we

have

over

had thrown

at

every
and then since this winter began.
us

now

Our East Bluehill correspondent writes
Frank I. Candage has twenty-eight
bens. From Jan. 1 to Jan. 21, inclusive,
they laid 350 eggs. He says that, besides
the usual food, he fed them on clams,
bares, porcupines, beets, milk, hay and
cabbage.
that

_

Convention at

The guberuatorlai
held

at

question

people

can

tor

;

Prof. Mitchell, of Bowdo‘n college, has
what baa aeeroed to be the beat

j prepared

cut from the

possible
*•«

way of

remembrancer” of

talents,

to

what he calla
life so versatile In

presenting
e

many-sided

In

Its

activities,

my several articUs last 1 and so rich in what it gave to the world.
relative to tbe “robin”, will eel Tns resulting volume te In two distinct
in these clippings a corroboration and ■
parts, each compoeite. The first presents
condensed reiteration of my statement* I s series of chapters, each by one who by
at that time. It should be kno*o time circumstances or investigation la especl‘‘with Interest”

New-Yorker

|

bas tb*

highest ! ally qualified to treat of that period of
standing of any agricultural paper In tbe the life of the moat revered man.
United States, and li thus tbe standard of
Rev. George Lewis begins by writing of
tbe

ride, but others must

hardship

clippings

mand from the vast number whom Elijah
Kellogg cheered, entertained and helped,

spring

each side.
It iaa serious

two

Rural New-Yorker this month, January,
Those
taken from the edttoral column#.
read
readers of The American who

right of any traveler, whether man or
to enough of the road to be
pa^ed in safety.
In winter there is no side-walk on these
roads, only a single track is broken out
with often two or more feet of snow on
borne

are

1

women

Rural

through

what

promised

to

be and

to wallow out in the deep
no hardship for a driver to

obliged

Ayer’s

For coughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma, weak throats, weak
lungs, consumption, take
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

Cherry

was a

life of love and happiness. She was married by Rev. J. P. Slmonton, of the Methodist church, who was called upon to pronounce
the benediction upon wbat remained of a young life once so full of hope

“Elijah Kellogg, the Boy”. Prof. Chap- and promise.
Some read' rs attempt lo defend the robin man, of Bowdotn college, then take# up
The casket was almost covered with
snow; it is
scat nit the charge of being a fruit thief by
the thread of the narrative with the floral trtbutaa and about the room flowers
urn one side to pass them as be does for
quoting figure* from ornithologist#’ reports sketch entitled “College and Seminary”.
were scattered In profusion.
Promloeot
teams.
These gentlemen killed many robin# in various Prof. Mitchell then continues the life
better
to
studied
If
Coontryman
among the offerings was a large floral
states, and examined the contents of their
of
“Early Harpawell clock from the
story by telling
effect the golden rule, bis disposition, as stomach*.
twenty-flmt masonic disTbey found a comparatively low
trict convention; a large piece from the
revealed in bis communication, wot Id not per oent. of cultivated fruit, and therefore con- Days”*
in
Bethel
work
at
the
memorable
Toe
clude that the robin ta not a robber.
so much remind ona of those domestic
Csonaciob, of which Mrs. Witbam was a
The great trouble with such figures Is that tbe Boston is told by Georgs Kimball, one member, and a heart of roses from her
animals one often sees feeding from the1
close
was
an
ardent young helper
birds are usually taken In the woods—far from wbo as
I husband and sUter-ln-law.
same trough, and striving to appropriate
fruit farms or gardens. Let the ornithologists to Mr. Kellogg, in s paper entitled “Ttu
The pall bearers were W. F. Aiken, J. T.
both ends and the middle at the same
kill the same nutnoer of robins within gunshot Seaman’s Friend”, and further glimpses
time.
G. F. Newman, Jr., H. W.
McDonald,
of cherry tree or small fruit patch, and see of hi*
William
power are given by Judge
For several years l was a resident of a what
Osgood. The casket was placed In family
they flail.
a
Oliver Clough In “As Seen through
tomb at Woodbine cemetery.
country district, and in such cases as reWho will pay attention to these careful fig
s entertaining account
lated above I found that many of the ure* when be sees, with his own eje*. the birds Boy’s Eyes”, being
T:ie deepest sympathy goes out to the
of the reflections of the writer, then a
teams,
of
At
one
time
farmer*
on
the
fruit?
the
bereaved family and heartbroken bu*band
stuffing
women, upon
approach
clerk in Boston, of the manner
!
young
least
would
with
such
arguments—at
were
satisfied
whether
see
would not wait to
they
in this hour of sadness.
and method* of a beloved leader.
turn out or not, but would wallow out in they did not talk back. !*>w they know better, j
*
The next period, “Kellogg, t he Author,
and will take fewer things for granted.
!
the deep drift to let them pass.
On Biicksport-Cannlen Line.
Fruit growers In New Jersey are especial ly :1s given by Prof. Mitchell, and the con1 sometimes remonstrated with them,
A M. Dt-vrreux, of Castine, manager of
stirred up over the depredations of the robins. i c'ud’.ng portion of the long life of the
the
leave
not
to
assuring them they ought
one of
the rival ttenrobost lines whose
These birds steal a vast amount of fruit, and in honored
subject of the volume is given
road. But they seemed to have become so some places are becoming so numerous that
steamers ply between
Penobscot
hay
under tne title, “Last Day* lu Harpawell,”
habituated to fear that if they attempted tbey threaten to drive fralt growers oat of bust,
has announced that the steamer
all drawn from earnest and ports,
and
nearly
would
run
A Comectlcut
ness.
friend who ha# been
to stand on one side the team
Sebaacodcgan la lo take the place of the
often patbet ic entries In Ms own journal.
them down that they dared not take the through New Jersey has thin to say about our
Merryconesg between Bucksport and
an
follows
able
aid
excellent
Then
on
remarks
8:
page
chance. I sometimes bailed them iu seaCa rnden.
of
general
“Reminiscence®”,
by
chapter
A state ornithoUn l*t should be appointed
son to prevent their intended plunge cut 1
The new boat wsa built in Portland In
l just as we have a *tate p>rm>l<*gM heie in Gon- I G«n. Joshua L. Chamberlain, former govinto the drifts.
iMCtlcut) whose fir»t principal «»u#lne+s it shall
1896, is 106 76 groea tons and 90 10 net.
and
tx
Bowof
of
ernor
Maine,
president
1 hi pe that
“some
women”, whom be, as rapidly and thoroughly ;»• be can, to tabShe is 103L8 feet long, 24.8 te«m and 8 9
ulate exact data on tbe contents of tbe crop of doin, and the last tribute to hia career on
mentioned as “especial'y anfeet in depth. She is said to be one of the
every bird about whicn there t» any question,
Rev.
Ablel
Holmes
noying”, are becoming educated to tbetr being particular to cover, just as you say, tilf earth, given by
fastest craft in the bay, and is capable of
-ea-ou* and
ferent
environments,
locations,
Wjight.
right-of-way, and dare hokl it. We have every mollifying c'rcumstance
Our pres* nt
making such good time that there la a
* fleet of thi§ treat ment U to give an
The
agents who are vigilant to see that our ignorance of exact fact of the relative good and
of her running to Rockland as
bad feeding of any biro u ridiculous.
all-round narrative of Elijah Kellogg’s possibility
domestic animais are not abused; bow
a terminus instead of stopping at Camden,
A fruit grower will ray to ibis: *1 do not need life superior to that which could be given
would it do to take care that God’s first j
where transfers are now made to the
any state ornithologist to tell me that the robin by any one person, however gifted or
and best present to man is uot abused?
trolley cart for train connections at
is a robber!” That t* true enough, but in order well-informed, and the whole makes a
We have become accustomed to exactRockland.
to remedy the evil we roust convince a lot of
as valuable ss it is lu
ing and receiving almost slavish service people who have only a sentimental Idee of the unique biography
teres ting.
of the weaker for the strong. There are robin and hi« work.
Private Mailing Partin.
The second portion of the book begin*
The lew officer of the posti/fflce departmany snch to-day who are willingly and
You cannot gi t these people to take any In
faithful y doing more work than they are U rest In your troubles until you can convince with “Declamations”, containing t e Im- ment ha* rendered e decisiou that card*
able to stand, and tbe debt must be pad; them wi h facts and figures. They might nt mortal “Spartacus,” “Kegulus,” “Virginissued by private person* bearing on the
ias,” and ethers, dear to every school- address aide the word* “United Stales of
accept your statemet t« direct, but as part o
they will be missed
an official report they would strike harder. We
boy for two generations, but never before America” are in “the likeness or simili••*lnin<re we never prize the rouble
think such a state officer, if he attended to his gathered into one place.
Then follow tude” of tbs
TUI the sweet-voiced bird has fled
Statci
regular United
be
a
real help to fruit grower*. choice
business, would
examples of bis varied talents postal card, and therefore In violation of
ti. L. Lord
i be “uggestlons or that "Lonnectk at under the heads “Speeches,” “Sermons,”
law end uumallable.
friend” would, 1 think, work well here in “Verse” and
Ellbwocth, Jan. 25, 19W.
Miscellaneous.”
In order, however, to give owners of
To the Editor of The American:
u«? book coses wuu a mil 01
Maine, if we could only get public sentiois iwensach cards reasonable time to dispose of
lu last Meek’s issue of The American ment strong enough to bri tg such an tv nine famous books for the young, still
those on hand, they will be accepted for
1 noticed a sketch on “Who has the right Rpppointment about. My object in keepregarded an the very beat reading a boy resiling until J j'y 1. 1004,
upon payment
of wajf”? written, it seems, for the benthat
discussion
last
to
such
ing
can
bave
In
the
order
op
spring
in
which
j
prepared
of postage at the proper rate.
fit of the dairy road women who are a length was for the exclusive purpose to they were written. The sixteen
full-p- g
On and after that det^—Ju'y 1, 1904—
obliged to go into town on “shank's awaken Interest, and thus educate the illustrations consist of five good porsuch cards will be treated as unmaiiab e
mare”, and by a supposed resident of the public mind to correct ideas, which 1 was traits of Elijah Kellogg at various age*
at any rate of postage.
“durry road”.
perfectly aware was the first step towards | from forty-three to eighty-six, and other
Nuw I am sorry we have no more gentle- a reformation of our laws relative to these
Two Wen Drowned.
reproductions of portraits and photo*
men who would offer a lady a ride instead
b rds.
E. W. Woosteb.
Two men
were
drowned and two
graphs of persooa closely coauected with
of expecting her to step aside into a snow
schooners sunk In a collision off toe (.’ape
his life.
Bit Desert in History.
drift in order that he might pass.
No effort hss been spared to secure that Cod shore Sunday night. The drowned
Socthwiwt HARBOR Jan. 19. 1904.
“Right of way” or not in such a simp e
which would beat serve the purpose in tneu are Capt. Eliaa White and Mate
thing as that, he should not stop to think To the Editor of The American:
view, end the greatest care baa been taken Fred E. Peterson, of the schooner Elia
The many who have been interested In
of it- But 1 would say where there is on>y
to have the mechanical excellence of the
Prtesey.
the work on '‘Mount Desert in Hist ry,
one trac* that the law will bear me out iu
The two schooners were the E la Prea*
book wortny of Its contents, and
the
taking one sleigh rut; andour male frieud Literature and Mode n Ltfe”, which was large, clear
type and good paper aud sey, a two-master, hailing from Thomaswould be obliged to turn out iu order to in preparation by the late Dr. George E.
binding have been cbce< n that the work too, and the Francis Bhuhert, a two-maspass, and as 1 said before, no gentleman Street, will be glad to know that Mrs.
may the better serve tbe many who want ter, bailing from Boston.
from the country would think of having Street and her daughter. Mrs. William W.
The two drowned men were natives of
It.
a wutn*n step in'o the snow knee deep
Ra*»ey, propose to continue his work,
Rockland, and had followed the sea all
and hope to have the volume in press in
because
be
ihinks
be
and
his
fait
Brunswick Burglar Captured.
just
their lives. Both were excellent seamen
the early spring.
ttaui have the right of way.
Antonio Nawar, a las Tamos Nawsar, and were well
known all along the coast.
It is hoped that those who still have who, il ia believed, has been
I think the “ccuatryman” who expects
burglarising
such things should remember that our so ne mate- ini to contribute will do so at tbestoresof Brunswick, was
captured at
G. A. K. Encampment.
side walk is not cleared of enow, and the their earliest convenience.
Lawrence, Maas., and brought to BrunsThe tbirty-aeveuih annuel encampment
b
and
anks
a
Prospectuses
severe
subscription
wick Friday, and placed in tbe Lock-up.
suow-storm
durry road, after
of the G. A. Rdepartment of Maine,
may be had by application to Rev. De-» A.
with ouiy one track, is no trotting park
At 130 a. m. N »“sar e-caped from tbe
will be held in the city hall, Bangor, Feb
Walker, Sou* hwest Harbor, and any other lock-up after a tierce set to with Officer
Scrub.
at 10 30 a. m.
correspondence relating to the work may A exauder, in which several shot were 17,
New York, Jan. 22,1904.
The council of administration will conbe addressed to Mrs. George E. Street, 45 Are
by tbe officer.
To the Editor of The American:
vene at 7 p. m., Feb. 16, at tbe
department
Niles street, Hartford, Conn.
Nasser was captured at Yarmouth the
Wtii.e reading 1 HE American, which
headquarters for tbe transaction of its
Dean A. Walker.
next morning. It is believed he is tbe
comes to us as a
welcome friend when
I regular business.
men wanted at Thomasion for
breaking
away from home, I noticed “CountryTbe Maine Central ratlroad offers reReturn*.
into
Macomber’s
Porcupine
store
on
Saturjewelry
man’s” caution to womeu in an article on
duced rates at 1*4 cents per mile each
Stacked high on several decries in ibe day night.
the “R gbt of Way”.
way, tbe Washington Ccun’y offers rates
Senate chamber during Friday ’s session
About |500 worth of the stolen goods
As that is a subject that always inter
at one and one third fare for the round
of the governor and council were the was recovered
Sbeatff
Fennell
and
by
e-ts a safor, 1 gave it a careful
reading, certified
trip.
porcupine returns sent in by brought here from Lawrence with Nasser.
a id tried to consider the points involved
Maine townn.
a
It
took
five
vallate
and
two
When you see a young man flaunting
trunk,
in a spirit of fairness, as lie
requested.
There were returns from 315 cities, buodlee to hold it alt.
hU quickly gained wealth io your (acr,
It looks to me as if “Countryman”
town* and plantations, most cl them in
w^uil have the swiftest and
just ask you/self: “How much did he
strongest eastern Maine and tb^y
represented 80,0(0
lone in getting it? How much of himself
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
craft granted the who.t fareway
Now I
priikly porcupines which have been killed
has he parted with in exchange for the
think mat ail fair-minded men will agree
The coming season at Hancock hall
by the hunters since the law was passed
monej? Does it pay to sell one’s manthat ‘Shank’s mare”, when used by a lady
last winter, and which have been paid for promise* to be a particularly good one. hood and character
In order to get rich a
to get to town or make a call, should (e
out of the municipal
Gaorge F Hall will start tbe bail rolling little faster? Isn’t it safer to take
treasuries at 25
the
given one-half of the cleared way in deep
Miv 3 with a new co medy drama entitled
cents per porcupine.
slower and approved method? Doesn’t a
snow, even if it should wet the ankles of
The company numAs the legislature appropriated $500 to “A Ragged Hero**.
unless his life is square and
a horse, and cause the man who
usually pay for tbe porcupines, which it wa-t ex- bers seventeen people, and the production youth lose,
clean, no matter what money he gets?”
rides some little annoyance to grant it.
pe led would be killed under tbe bounty will be exactly as given in New York. Mr.
A LAMOINK dAI.LOR.
law, and as 315 towns thus far a*k to be Hall will be seen at hie heat in the part of
reimbursed to tbe extent of $15,000, it is •‘Willie Wild flower”, a character In which
Crown Point, Ind., Jan. 23,1901.
not hard to figure out that tne number of smile* and tears are Intermingled wttb
To the Editor of The American:
in Maine and tbe enterprise of pat hoe and passion. Numerous headline
Iu your Iasi issue, under the title ot po'cupinee
tbe porcupine hunters were very much vaudeville features will" be introduced
“The Right of Way”, 1 would like to ask
What’s the use of a good cook it
underestimated by the law makers.
during tbe action of tbe play.
that gentleman (?) If be would like the
there's a bad stomach —a stomach toe
these returns are for only one
Moreover,
A
Scammona’
Q.
companies will, as "oak
earth with a fence around it, and whiteto
"hat is taken
year, and by the time another year is usual, make tbelr annual visit to this
washed?
into it?
there w!H probably be claims of at city. The first
pa-sed
company being aeen in
The owner of such a stomach experiMr. Countryman, because you have a
least |25,000 from Maine towns to be paid
tbe new rural comedy “Hi Hubbard”.
ences distress after
nausea befast team of horses, would you crowd a
for out of the f500 appropriated.
tween
old
favorites
The The
“The
Real Widow
meals, and is troubled with
lady iuto the snow rather tbau give her
and
fits
and
of
council
nervous
with
and
headache
aome inBrown”
“Hide Tracked” revised and
gazed
the share of the road she is entitled to? governor
—lie’s
and miserable.
terest at the stacks of certificates, but brought up to date, and with
That is worse than sbflfctiug robins.
entirely
“1 have been troubled with
if they had any comment to make it was new specialty features will be
dyspepsia
among tbe
I was always proud that Maine was
and have suffered almost everything.
1
my reserved for tbe executive
early productions.
session.
have trlel many different remedies, bi
native Stale, but a few more breaks like
could get no relief until I began tafcli:
Tom Waters, favorably
known here
this, and we wilt ail be ashamed ot our
A New Cook Book.
Hood's Sarsaparilla. After the use of tl.i
from hla clever work in ’O'Flynn’s Hrone
State, If this is a specimen of its producNew and practical cooking recipes are
Wail” will be aeen in a new play entitled medicine I could eat without distress, am
tion. It Is what we call "road hogs” out
today I am as well as ever, but I alw»
what wives and housekeepers are con- “Jouab and tbe Whale”.
bere.
keep Hood's Sarsaparilla on hand.” .V
L. H. Quant.
stantly trying to secure.
The Metropolitan minatrela, a company J. A. Cbowcll, Canajoharie, N. Y.
What shall I get for dinner or suppei composed of twenty-five burnt cork stars
Ellsworth, Jan. 25,1904.
or breakfast or lunch is a burning
will make their Initial appearance in this
quesTo the Editor of The American:
city during the summer.
tion daily with housewives and cooks.
Noticing an item in the last issue of
These two important points are covered
Charles P. Hatpin is now in communlThr American in regard to the right of
cure
strengthen and tone a
for housekeepers in tbe Boston
tion with two famous stock companies,
Remember our sidewalk on Surry every day
the
way :
organs, and build up tli
and
expects to book them for an engageGlobe. Hundreds of choice cookDaily
road la not scraped off at the
whole
system.
ment in Ellsworth.
expense of
ing recipes, which have been tested again
the city. Now suppose I live on the
8urr> and again
art
by
practical
housekeepers,
and
drive
a
road,
decent team, and ride
Mow’s This?
published in tbe Boston Daily Globe
In town. I deem It
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
my duty, when only
several each day fitting tbe season of th<
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
any
one track is broken
by
out, to turn my horse
Roman
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
out, if possible, and give the female sex year.
F J CHENEY A CO, Toledo, O.
Daffodils.
And each day to given a bill of fare foi
the undersiz ed, have known F .f. CheWe,
the privilege of the
path, but there are
ney for the last 15 year*, and iielteve him per
three meats. These features of tbe Bosexceptions when heavily loaded.
teetty honorable In all business transactions
ton Daily Globe are appreciated by thou
and financially able to carry out any obligaI thluk the women have the
right of sands of women. If you have not triec tions made by his firm
TEI.KI'HOXE COXKECTION.
way In such cases.
WALDIstt, Kl'.NA.S A MaRVIM,
it, order it by mail or of your newsdealer
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Surry Road.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken
Imernally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surface** of
It’s curious how affection and confec
[A communication on this topic was tion
the system
Teat tin o rials sen free
Price 75
1 i-OTHES—On High
are made to harmonize by the sam
street, baa coaMUiu
oents
bottle.
So
d
all
received from an indignant
per
by
Druggists
's wearing apparel. Owner
woman in
mer girl.
can havi
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
saihe by calling on Amos
Hooks, Beecbiand.
be

authority.

The funeral of Mrs. Helen L., wife of
Albert L. Wlthani, and daughter of City
Clerk Tbnmaa E
Hale and wife, the announcement of whose death wa» made In
la at week's American, was held at her
late home on Pine street Friday morning
at 10 o'clock.
The bouse was crowded with friends
and relative* of the deceased. The casket
rested In the parlor—the same room, where
only one short jeer before she was married to the man who was to lead her

Bangor.

convention

Bangor city

hall

j

_

•cUrorritscmnua.

Tapley.

Warren Powers, of North Deer Isle, is
the

Below

woman,

walk.

and HI* Work
Interesting
Book by W. B. Mitchell.
la re«poi<M to
long and argent de-

The Man

enoujr-

Pectoral
Always keep a bottle of it in
the house. We have been
saying this for 00 years, and
sc have the doctors.
1 hair* u*+d Aver** Cherry Pastoral In my
It t* tb* ba*t medicine
for 4® jrr*T«
the world. I know, for all throat and lung
trouble*.**
an. J. K. Noncp-**. W»lth»in. Mu,.
J.r.ATwmm^
5V.Mr.ftI*.
**

family

1n

for

TheLungs
Daily action of tho bowel* Is necesAid nature with Ayor's Pills.

sary.

A.

C.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Maine

WOOLEN MILL STORE
We wish to announce to the public
thnt we have opened a store in building

formerly occupied by John

A. Hale,
Main street, where we shall keep a
nice assortment of

!

2,4 75 copies.

A

to

print

}

HELEN HALE WITHAM.

Countryman

American is

was

moment

a

does not

More About the Robin.
South Hancock, Jsn. 26,1904.
To the Editor of the American:

the

to

1904

hesitate

would

Subscription Price—$3
months; 60

Right of Way
ELLRWOBTH, Jan. 25, 1904.
To the Editor of The American:
last
a communication In
I noticed
week’s Issue signed Countryman, claim“The

aWjrrtiennrnt*.

OBITUARY.

KELLOGG.

she failed to

of

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F

Sent

ing to be greatly annoyed at the action
women
refusing to get out of
some
tbe road to let teams paaa. No gentleman

BT THE

FI.UAH

Cot®, bat Is not published becsase
sign her name to tbe lettet

CorteaponDfncf.

Dyspepsia

properly

digest

eating,

belching
dyspeptic

Hood’s Sarsaparili
and Pills

dyspepsia,
digestive

_

will

be

Wednesday,

June 29, at 1.30 p. ra., and the delegate
convention will be held in Portland
Thursday, April 14, at the same hoar.
An invitation has been extended to Sen-

Hale, of Ellsworth, to preside at the
gubernatorial convention, and Edward
E Chase, of Bluehill, will preside at the

ator

delegate convention.
These dates were fixed by the repablican
State committee, which met at Hallowei!
Jan. 22

Potted Plants
Primroses,

Hyacinths,

ElfsworthGreenhouse

...

Jfcmnt).

(

Vi

Yarns and Blankets,
Pant?* Cloths, Drewi Good*,
Mitten* and Stocking*.
which we w ill exchange for Wool or Casta, also
Wc also make tbs
for Millrii* ami Stockings.
exetaany at the mill.
If you want ft*>od YAK** amt yarn that will
for
Kl.tjiWoKTH
wear. a*k your dealer
Y %K*m. All dealers handling this yarn will
he furnished with a large card showing the yam
and name.
All wool sent by stage and boats to M. J.
Dews will be left at this store, and will recetwa
All bundlea must be marked
prompt attention.
and with description what to niaka
M*tn into, as it aaret lot* of mistakes.
Address all letters and bundles to
tame

Clikinly,

M. J. DEWS,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH.

♦ -r.V'SC
V*0#0*v#0^0»
EDWIN M. MOORE,
j
dealer In >11 Usd. of

,

^

,

f*rs>b, salt.. Smoked sad Dry 1

l

FISH.

Q

(

5 Cod.

Haddock, Halibut, BlueSab
Mackerel, Oyetera, Clams, Seallope,
LoUter* and Plnnso Haddlaa.

•
O

0

t
v

j

Campbell A True Bid*, Kaat Bed Bid dye, I
KLLflWORTH, M K.
•OWO#OCOWOWO*OCOW©WCWwuw<- 1

niD YOU EVER
Set any sootl thing cheap, esthe line of Photographs,

pecially in

and have them

couie

up to your expec-

Your friends are so
delighted with late pictures made of
them, that they cannot help acknowl-

Why?

tation?

edging

that art and

photography

go

hand in hand at the JOY STUDIO,
with FBNLEY in it. liu take advantage of his visit and drop in while
he is with you.

Hawcoca ns.;—Tremont. Maine, January *y,
d. 1904.
the undersigned, haring been duly
appointed br the Honorable O. P.Cunningham. Judge of probate, within and (or
said county, commissioners to receivr and
decide upou the claim, of the creoit re of
K. Webster French, late of Tremont. In aald
counts, deceased, whose estate bas been represented laaolrent. hereby give pnhllc noitce
agreeably to the order of said Judge of probale; that *i month, from an i after January
It. » d 1*4. have been allowed to said credftora t» present and
prove tbelr claims, and
that we will attend to the duty assigned to us.
at the office of the Haodall
House, in Tremout (Southwest Harbor), on
Satuiday, February JO. a. d. i*u at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
Stkphkm L. Kiniuu.ur.of Eden,
Skth W. Non wood, of Tremont,
a.

\VTt,
»r

Commiaaionem.

Spnial No tiers.
STATE OF MAINE.
I’ublle Notice.
conformity with the provision* of Chapter forty two of the Poblic U«>
of eighteen hundred end ninety nine, and
upon the
petition of Bee or more citirene of be Ht.tr
•nri
oeemtpg It for the beat interest of the’
Sute. the Cummis.loaers of Inland Fisheries
and Game, after due notice to all
nereons Interested in the subject matter of said
pelihearing Uiereon in the local!‘“n-u. hed
ity
affected, and deeming It necessary
and proper for the protection
and pre-orva
“"b of the BUU-.
ad' Pt the fol owing needfu Rules and hereby
Regn'*' »“• feinting to the time, and
places in
which and the circumstances uiioer
which
'»ken iu the waters of
?’*y,
Blunt s Pond.
situated in town of Lamoine.
Hancock county.

IN

*k p«Mk

,lnl»nd

Ipi

'll?

BUI.K8 AMD KKUCUTKiSf*.

Section 1. There shall be a dose time for
four years on Blunt'. Pond, so
called, situated in the town of Lamoine, in
Hancock
County, from October 1 to May I of each year,
during which time it shall be unlawful to Ash
for, lake or catch in any way any kind of 9mh
in said pond.
Section 2. It shall be unlawful for any per'ears, to fish for or
kind of fish in said
pon i on Sunday of eacn
week, during said four years.
Section 3. It shall he unlawful for
any perduring the time it is fawful to fish in said pond for four
year*, to take
or catch more than taelve fish in
any one day.
Dated this 12th day of January, a. d. 1904.
L. T. Carlton,
H. O. Stanlby,
E. E Ring,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.

to.rJ°°T

catchVny

!°ln*“»«**y

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not

trespass in Cuniculocus Park. I
DO demand
protection to life and property
the

rrom

county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mart C. Frktz Austin.

SANDFORI) ARREvSTFD.
SHTLOH LEADER CHARGED WITH
MANSLAUGHTER.
OP

ACCUSED

AIJSO

RESTED

CRITE I.TY

SIX

ON

AK

—

INDICTMENTS

—

GIVES PAIL FOR APPEARANCE.

Among tbe Indictment* reported by tbe
grand jury ton Androscoggin county Is
charging tbe Her. Frank W. Hand*
tord, leader ot tbe Holy Gboat and Da at
Sbllob, In tbe town ot Durham, wltb
manslaughter. In causing tbe death ot
one

Bartlett,

tourteen-year-old boy,
ot bla colony,and wbo
from Improper care and treatment
daring as llineaa In January, IMS.
Six tBdtctmenia were found against Mr.

Launder
wbo

was a

a

member

died

Handlord, the charges were preferred by
the Androscoggin county humane society
Cumberland conference ot Congregational churches.
Handlord was arrested at Sbllob, Saturday forenoon, by Sheriff Charles 8. Cummings and Deputy Sheriff James Hurley

and tbe

on

tbe warrant

charging

him wltb

man-

elaugbter, Handlord did loot expeess much
surprise, and seemed to regard tbe prossecutlon against him In tbe light of persecution for bla rsllglous belief and work.
He said be should make no resistance,
but treat bis persecutors in the same way
tbat Christ treated bis enemies.
Tbe colony at Sbllob Is much excited
over tbe event, although there has been a
feeling there for several days tbat something unusual would come from tbe Investigation by tbe grand jury of Handford's methods.
Handford's co-workers appear to have
perfect faith In him, and express the belief

that

come

triumphant

ordeal

They

be will

entered

professional

ceiving

easily.

salary of fl,600 a year, and was
very successful In his work ss a minister.
He then worked for several mooths in
Texas, New York and New Jersey, and
a

town, Bowdoinhsm, where he began his evangelical work In
an
old schoolbouse.
He
then returned to his

native

gathered about him a small number of
followera and they drew up a preamble
and a constitution, which each signed.
FROM BUCKSPORT.

present
enemies.

bla

over

basoball

After finishing bis studies, be began to
preach, but later, as he says, be wa told
by Qod that be should leave the ministry
and live a life of faith In Him, and entire
dependence upon the Holy Ghost. He
resigned his pastorate at Great Falls, N.
H., Jen. 1,1893. At that time he was re-

nut ot the

asy It is only in the line of persecuwhich they
have been obliged to

tion

preme coart. He pleaded not guilty to
the several chargee against him, and
ball was fixed at f2,500 on the charge of
manslaughter, and fGOO each on the five
charge* of cruelty to children, making
16.000 in all. This amount of ball was
promptly furnished by bis counsel, H E.
Coolldge, of Lisbon Falls, and Fred Harding, a merchant of that town. When
Mr. Handford came out of tbe court room
be smiled pleasantly to the reporters, and
told them be was glad to see them. Mr.
Sanford would give no lengthy Interview,
but stated that he bad no misgivings
about tbe outcome of the chargee against
him, and evidently believes that he will
be acquitted. He left soon afterward for
hta home In 8h!loh.
The Rev. Frank W. Sandford was graduated at Bates college, and afterward
studied theology.
While In college be
wee a
good student and distinguished
himself in athletics, being one of the beet
baseball catacbers ever on a Maine college
team, end bad he dealred be oould have

Telephones—New Steamboat
Engine Co. to Danee.
Probate court wul be held here on Feb.

More

—

undergo on account of tbeir persistency
in serving the Lord according to tbe j 2, before Judge Cunningham.
The smelt-catchers are having hard luck
precepts ot tbe holy scriptures.
Tbe news of the arrest of Ssndford with a small ran of the fish and much ice.

quickly spread
While

ment.
tbat

and caused
it

wae

much

excite-

generally

known

Investigation of Handford's conof affalra was being made by tbe

au

duct

grand jury, It wee almost tbe universal
opinion tbat nothing would come of It.
Tbla caee bee been tborougbty Investigated by CouDty Attorney 8kelton, wbo
baa been at work for weeks

hue

and

made

bis

on

the matter

investIgallooa

with

It la reported that much valuable evidence was gathered from thoee who have
been members of the colony.
Much of
the evidence Is reported to be of a most
sensational character, and the case when
tried is expected to reveal a condition of
affairs at Shiloh little dreamed of by the

public.

Rev. Robert Sutcliffe and Rev. William

Forsyth exchanged pulpits

last

Sunday

He rang the bell, and Mr. Holland answered : “1 want to see Mr. 8and-

and

Thomas

went to Brunswick last week to

Bridges
represent

Y. M. C. A. of the seminary.
A large amount of stave and box stock
is being hauled to the Richardson mill on
Carding-mill stream.
Sawing will comthe

April.
Harry H. Austin and wife arrived borne
from tbelr wedding trip to
England.
Monday night, and will visit for a time
in

mence

John Sdlls and wife.

of Homer, the fifteen-year*
old son of Mr. and Mrs. John Perkins,
occurred on Monday last. The funeral
The death

Bucksport church.
Mies Maria C. Stover, formerly of this
town, has been appointed matron and
was

held In the East

The

Mr.

Sand ford

October club will give its annual

gentlemen's night

on

Wednesday

of this

village and vicinity on a free three
months' trial, new lines will be put up,
and the local service generally improved.
the

asked

which could not be

particulars,

for

given

him.

OP

—DISPOSITION

SHORT TERM
ON

CASES

AS-

LIST TO DATE.

SIGNED

*br additional

vs.

Harbor,

was

to

the

Myra 8.

of

case

M. C. Morrison A Co., Bar

Holmes

pnt

T. ia

on.

recover on seven

was

action

an

issued to either

notes

notee

WALTHAM.

The many friends of Mias
who is at the Maine general

M.

Harbor. The
made out to her daugh-

bueiLcss

doing

four

other

ter and

in

were

Bar

payment

issued in

were

of

wage*

tled out of court.
Nicholson vs MURK Co. Cunningham,
Fellows; Woodward.
Judgment for
plaintiff with special verdict for defend-

481

were due her for servicea rendered
book-keeper In the drug store. The
notes were produced as evidence, and all
aiier
were either demand or a few days
All notes were signed with the
sight.
firm name by Mark C. Morrison, the

which

as

junior

ant.

1110

member of the firm.
called

were

Reynolds vs Gaynor.
Deasy;
Judgment for defendant.

King.

Somesviile, Saturday, Jan
Morning.

Verdict was rendered for tbe plaintiff
Peters for plaintiff;
Wood
for f722 9i.

BuMness
Roll call of societies
Picnic dinner

1.80

Praise service.Luna Rich

1.45
2.15

Junior hour
The responsibility of the
proclaiming the message,

tbe

demand

produced by
were sight notes.

Deasy

and

for paynotes and

plaintiff

the

ones

court

notes

some

were

The

M.

of Thomas

Nicholson

vh.

occupied

the

Maine

Central Railroad Co.

whole

day Friday

and

3.15

was

sent

the law

to

trial on certain points that were
brought out in the first trial.
The Maine Central railroad bad the
right of way over a piece of property
adjoining Mr. Nicholson’s shipyard. It

a new

A

uot

into their

to

gauge

Bangor
*

Central.

possession

road that

when the

from

ran

absorbed

was

Capt.

by

Nicholson

banner

Maine

seeks to

re-

the property, claiming
fendant company has for feitedtbeir privilege by not using tbe property.
Many witnesses were called by both
plaintiff and defendant. Much time was
taken by the attorneys in making their
n
charging
pleas; also by the judge
the jury. Tbe jury retired at 12 o’clock,
and were out four hours. They brought

will

be

presented

W Ilham Smith,

to the

one

of

Announcement

heat-known men of Castine,
Friday, Jan. 22, ifed eighty years
Capr. Smith was horn in Amdal,
came

received

was

to this

life.

In his wedded

There
hall

was

union

a

be

of

officers

oourt

and

ing

if be should

tbe latter

asked

be

permission

to

his

see

was
This
H. £. C-olldge.
granted blm, and it was arranged that
Lawyer Coolldge should go to Auburn.
Late in tbe afternoon, Sandford was ar
raigned before Judge Savage in the su

counsel,

glne company which will take place Feb.
1. This, It is expected, will be the event
of the season. Monaghan, of Ellsworth,
will furnish the rou«tc for the concert and
bill.
Miss L ilian Ames and Messrs MeCreedy, Huldoc and Monaghan will furn’ah snlo concert numbers.

fltibmiarmmts.

Answer.
Yes.
Cunningham and Fellows for plaintiff,
Woodward for defendant.
MONDAY, JAN.

Monday

court did not

26.

resume

business

After
o’clock in tbe afternoou.
reading the verdict in tbe Nicholson vs.
M. C. K. R. case, the court proceeded to
get down to business and listen to one of
the most long drawn out cases of this
till 2

session.

Miss

day

It

V* BB IMHO uI

LICO^BOO'

iu

nuiliu

»

mIIn

Gaynor, of Ellsworth, was the defendant, aud Alfred S. Reynolds, of Northeast

Harbor, the plaintiff
Tbe point in discussion
land

behind

CLOTHING

CO.

CLEAN*
SWEEP
OF EVERY DOLLAR’S WORTH
OF

WINTER

t

MERCHANDISE.

piece

in

tbe

employed

nolds

off his

so-

lot

and

to

run

verify
Assuming that

tbe

two surveyors,
the other to

one

point to decide was where was
starting point from which the lines

The bard
tbe

run.

There

were

two stakes

driven

into the ground at the southwest corner
of tLe Gaynor lot. By taking oue of
these stakes as a starting point it would
bring the line where tbe plaintiff claimed;
by taking the other stake as the starting
point it would bring tbe line where tbe
defendant claimed.
Several charts and deeds were introduced by both siaes to support their
claims. The two surveyors were present
testified substantially
as witnesses and
The judge’s charge to tbe
the same.
jury was rather lengthy, he taking nearly
an hour, to lay out the case and explain
the

points

on

which

they

were

to base

tbeir verdict.
Tbe

judge explained

establish the line between the plaintiff
and tbe defendant, and from that line de

to the taste, 50c. or IL
C. I. HOOD CO., Lowell, Mass.
Selling Agent In Ellsworths
G. A. Parcher. 14 Main Street.

agreeable

ftnilroatiB ant)

Sttamb

»

enjoyed alpleas-

success, and all

Jan. 25.

Commencing Oct. 12, 1903.

H.

Chapman left yesterday morning

W. F.
for

the ‘‘brown

one

of his

house”,

with

Her-

houses,

with

lot,to

John Charnl^y.
J. Pearl Cooper, Mrs. W. B. Ridley, CoM.

A

M,iss Mabel A. Wardwell, daughter of
M. Wardwell, and granddaughter of
G. G. Long, has been studying muBic at
Holyoke, Mass., for several years. She is
now giving lessons on the piano in that

city,
first

Baptist

is

soloist

soprano
church at

Wardwell

is

a

the

Chicopee Falls.

fine

accomplished pianist.

in

singer, and

Her

friends

an

wish

success.

G.

Jan. 26.
Nor-

A ■

4 IS
7 20

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P M

W.

and

M

1 05
ft 67

Portland.
Boston...

Hutchings

Curtis, Carl Grindle and Harvard Griudle.

died

....

ill with the measles.

Primary school, taught by Ethel M.
Stover, closed last Friday. PupilB not absent one-haif day:
John
Ashworth,
Arthur Asbwortb, George Cousins, Earle

her

3 SO
4 oft
4
ft 00
5 07
6 >7
9 14
5 19 9 30
t& 28 9 40
5 36 9 47
ft 48 9 00
5 5 ft tiooo
6 Cft no u
t6 12 flO
t6 20! 10
6 40 10 os
6 47 10 or
6 SO 11 M

..

\lrs. Addle F. Grlndfe, who is ill
pneumonl*, is a little better.
Grammar school, taught by E. K.
rick, closed last Thursday.

are

BAR HARBOR..
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mr Desert Ferry..
Waukeag 8 Fy....
HancockFranklin Road
Wash'gton .June
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth FslJa...
Nlcolin.
Grten Lake
Late House..
Holden.
Biewer June.
BanifOT, Ex St....
BANGOR, M C....
—

Hprucehead.

as

HARBOR TO BANGUI*
P w

T. Limn:ken and family have moved
to Vinalhaveu.
A.

AH

7 4G>.

Boston...
Portland.
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4ft!.
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6 0ft
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BANGOR
Bargor, Ex St....
Brewer June..
Holden..
Lake House.
Green Lake.......
Nlcolin.
Ellsworth Falls..
ELLSWORTH
Wat-h’aton June.
Franklin Road
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8 Fy
Mi Desert Ferry..
Sullivan
...
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Sorrento..

8

45

BAR HARBOR.

9

‘2.| 12 46;

..

7 85

tStop on slg nnJ or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to aDd from Portland, Baaton and St. John.

BIRCH HARBOR

country while very

Ticket* for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. R.
Friday.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
A. V. Bickford, of Steubeo, called on
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
frienda h-re Friday.
tirkcv- before entering th< trains, and <-*peclaUj
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Frank Trundy and wife, of Sorrento,
an American citizen.
He was afterwards
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
master of several vessels in the coasting are visiting Mrs. Trundy’g mother, Mrs.
F.l E. BOOTH BY, G. 1*. & T. A.
trade, among them the schooners Albion, J. W, Pettee, who is quite ill.
isola and Emma Green.
Mrs. E. C. Winslow, who is somewhat
He was well
EASTERN
known all a'ong the coast.
of an invalid, spent r few days of last
yearn he worked at
vessels in various shipyards along

School closed

rigging
the Maine coast, in the meantime marrying a dauuhtvr of Castine and becoming

of

party entitle him to a
Mayor G. A. Kobertson,
Edwin C. Dudley and Capt. 8. W. Lane,
all of Augusta, are the candidates menthe

usages
second

term.

tioned.

But

while

Manley

Mr.

1b not

a

places he is very much
candidacy for governor,

There was a party at William Jones’
evening last week.

In

earnest in

and
the

bis

will remain in the field until after
discharge of the last gun.

George Day, who has been ill
weeks, is improving.

Mrs.
eral

candidate for these

Mrs.

Lydia

sev-

McCollum is

the home of her

Expect

the Best

Things.

expecting good tbiugs to
come to us and cultivation of the feeling
that we were made not only to work, but
also to enjoy, will
bring inestimable
blessings and sweetness into our lives.
Somehow, we in America have conceived the idea that we were Intended for
work-machines, not pleasure-machines;
that happiness is a side is^ue; that, if i
happens to come to us, well aud good; if
not, it docs not matter nn.cH, because it
An American
is not 1 be real issue of life
y« uth is brought up with the idea that he
is a sort of mechanism, intended to turn
out dollars, and that pleasure and happiness are

of

incidental,

and

the result is

tuat

few

happiness-blocks.

Man’s natural instinct for constant enis shown in the fact that the setoll, even slavery, or imprlso
ment, or approaching death, cannot, pn
vent him from seeing a joke, or from ap
predating pleasant deeds or beautiful
sights, if his mind is ready to see them

joyment
verest

aud to enjoy them.
If you want to get the most out of life,
just make up your mind that you were
made to be happy, that you are a happiness-machine as we!i|as a work-machine,
and that no one shall rob you of real enjoyment. no matter what your environment, whether you are rich or poor, free
ar enslaved by circumstances.

seriously ill at
daughter, Mrs. Minnie

A8TBURY—At Sedgwick, Jan 11, to Mr and
Mrs Thomas Anbury, a daughter.
BATES—At South Brooksville, Jan 13, to Mr
and Mrs William Bates, a son.
BLACK—At South Brooksville, Jan 11, to Mr
and Mrs Herbert L Black, a son.
CROCKETT-At Brewer, Jan 34, to Mr and Mrs
W A Crockett, a son.
DAVIS—At Mt Desert, Jan 7, to Mr and Mrs
Charles II Davis, a daughter.
GRnY—At Brooklin, Jan 23, to Mr and Mrs
Albion Gray, a daughter.
HA M BLEV—At Stonlngton, Jan 16, to Mr and
Mrs Leslie Elioy Hamblen, a
daughter,
f Sadie Rosetta ]
H\WES—At North Brooksville, Jan 11, to Mr
and Mrs Fred Hawes, a daughter.
HODGKINS—At Ellsworth, Jan 20, to Mr and
Mrs Leonard C Hodgkin-, a son.
LISCOM1J- At Otier Creek, Jan 13, to Mr and
Mrs Horace Llscomb, a daughter.
MURCH—At Ellsworth, Jan 20, to Mr and Mrs
George W Murch, a son.
M'NAUGHTON— At Mt Desert, Jan 15, to Mr
and Mrs William C McNaughion, a daughter.
SPURLING—At Cranberry Isles, Jan 18, to Mr
and Mrs W A Spurting, a daughter.
WARDWELL—At Penobscot. Jan 24, to Mr and
Mrs Frank Ward well, a eon.

MARRIED.
ELLISON— HENDRICSON- At
Stoningten.
Jan 2, by Rev Henry W Conley, Miss Mary
Ellison to Herman Ilendrlcson, both of Ston-

WISTEK SERVICE.
Two

Trips

a

Week.

Commencing Thursday, Dec. 8, 1903, steamer
Bar tiarnor Mondays and Thursdays
touching at Sea) Harbor, Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Stonington connecting at Rockland with s earner for Boston, j
leaver

at 8 a. m.,

RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5. p.m.
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays
30 a. m„ touching at Stonington. Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
All freight via this line is Insured against lire
and marine risk.
at ft

E. 8. J. Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. and T. A.
Calvin Austin,
Vice-president and
Gen'l Mgr.. Foster’s Wharf. Boston. Mass.

j Miaul fihieldll & Eilswortn Steaino’t a

BLtTEHfLL LINE.
SCHEDULE, 1003-4.
Commencing W ediuxlay, Dec. 2.
Commencing Wednesday, Dec. 2, steamer
“Juliette" will leave Rockland, Til son's wharf,
upon arrival of steamer from Boston, every
Wednesday and Saturday for Dark Harbor,
x Little Deer Isle, o South Brooksvllle, Sargentvllle. Deer Isle. Sedtwlck, Brooklln, a South
Bluehlll, Bluehili. b Surry.
RETURNING.
Will leave Surry Mondays at 6.30 a m. Bluehill, Mondays an Thursdays at 8 a m, for Rockland via above landings to connect with steaanWINTER

er

for Boston.

Ington.

HUM PUREY—WATTS—At Lakewood, Dec 26,
by G l) Garland, esq. Mias Lillian EHumphrey
to Lowell D Watts, both of Otis.
ROWE-BOWDEN-At Ellsworth, Jan 23, by
Rev J »t Adams, Mrs Florence A Rowe to
Capt J Atwood Bowden, both of Ellsworth.
STROUD—DA WES—At Ellsworth, Jan 26, by
Rev J P Simonton. Mrs Carrie B Stroud to
Wesley A Dawes, both of Ellsworth.
TOWLE—BELL—At Sedgwick, Jan 18, by Rev
E 8 Drew, Miss Flora Eva Towle, of Searaport, to Frana Stanley Bell, of Brooksvllle.

DIED.

Nagg—I thought you simply despised
South Bluehill. Jan 19, Mrf
Bragg—So I do. Nagg-— CANDAGE-At
Lorlnda A Candage, aged 70 years, 2 months
Well you were exceedingly pleasant when
30 days.
you were speaking to him yesterday. You HALL—At North Brooklin, Jan 17, Mrs Martin
you always say what

you think about a man. Bragg—Exactly,
but—er—this time 1 merely said it under
my breath.

Mt. Desert Division.

Witham,at Ellsworth Falls.

Mr. Ureatman.

that

Steamship Company.

one

BORN.

used to boast

that they must

(Chocolate-coated)

Are

Sylvia Jordan in honor of her birth-

was 9

Miss

tbe his capacity for enjoyment is never defigures of the first.
as he attempts to unfold
line run by tbe engineers was correct, veloped, except
it a little from time to time after a hard
tbe plaintiff started to build a fence,
d-iy’s work, often when he is totally undigging post boles and setting the posit 5 fitted for anything but absolute rest. InThe defendant pulled these posts up and stead of regarding enjoyment as a duty,
and looking upon It as playing a great
threw them over onto the plaintiff’s land
part In life’s programme, be picks up his
defendant’s
were
on
the
If the posts
pleasure here aud there, as if afraid it
to
do
a
bad
land be
this, were wrong; aud, instead of a clean
perfect right
beautiful pattern, running through his
but if they were on the plaintiff’s proplife, he has a patchwork, a crazy-quilt of
erty the defendant was guilty of trespass. happiness and unhappiness, with very

were

SALE

a

Northeast Harbor directly
The plaiotiff
botel Gaynor.
claimed tbe line was in one place and the
another.
defendant claimed it was in
Tbe difference between tbe two points was
about eight inches.
According to the testimony Mr. Reyof

W. R. PARKER

involved

Peptiron Pills

ant time.

For several

young.

A habit

M.

worked business and professional
and to the aged and infirm.

companions.
Thursday evening given by

the

(Chocolate-coated)
women,

blessing to delicate

out mothers, tired housewives,
tasked school boys and girts,

when

Snyctlc

court
Sunbeam
were
companion
duly installed by Illustrious Commander
S. S DeBeck. Although stormy, quite a
number attended, and felt rejoiced for
their trouble.
Refreshments were served

by

Are a

installation at the

Saturday evening, Jan. 10,

The Alamoosook court of Foresters is in a sealed verdict Mouday afternoon for
the plaiutlff, with a special verdict for
much enjoyment in a pit tournaobliged to stay iu having
ment, games being played after the meet- the defendant.
He leaves a wioo v, a
James week with her daughter, Mrs. Nellie
son,
jail. Tbe sheriff told blm everything for ing on Tnursday evenings. The losing
The verdict for the plaintiff was: “Tbe Edward, of Eastport, and a daughter, Temple.
hts comfort would be provided. “I want side will furnish the supper for the win*
jury finds that the defendant did disseize Mrs. Charles McCiusky, of Castine.
C.
Jan 26.
to see my people a tew minutes,0 said | tiers.
in manner and form as tbe plaintiff hss
On Feb. 1, the steamer Merryconcag
Mr. Ssndford. Permission wss given him
The question which the jury
Manley Not a Candidate.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
wilt be withdrawn from the Bucksport declared.”
to do this. He left the officers and pent
Hon. J. H. Mauley says that be shall
was to answer was as follows:
into an adjoining room, where a score or and Camden tine, and a larger and fasUr
not be a candidate for re-election as memCharles Bailey is seriously ill at bis
title
to
and
to
the
Is
tbe
of
t
right
the
boat,
plaintiff’s
Portland,
Sebascadogan,
pt
Mr.
were
more persons
congregated.
of the demanded
on, the route b ing extended to Rockland
premises, ber of the republican national committee home.
Sand ford remained with them three or four and including Castine. The Merryconeag possession
to an easement belonging to the from Maine, and Gov. Hill will probably
Union river bay is now frozen beyoud
minutes. They were greatly grieved over will be put on a new route down the bay subject
defendant
to use any portion of the be his successor.
Oak Point.
the circumstances in which tbeir leader from Brooklln to Camden.
Neither will he be a candidate for a redemanded premises for its railroad purMiss Carrie Wiggin, of Eden, is visiting
When tbe sheriff
was placed, and wept.
Great preparations are being made for
nomination as State senator, although the
poses?
her brother Fred.
and Mr. Bandford reached Lisbon Falls the annual concert and ball of Deluge en*
He asked wbat he would need for cloth-

Peptiron Pills

Saturday

marriage of William Henry Chapman, of Scranton, Pa., to Miss Mary Lee
Granbery, of Elizabeth, N. J„ on Jan.
23
Mr. Chapman was born in this town
and spent hts childhood here, and his
many friends wish him much happiness

the oldest

and

way, hut

Mias

(Chocolate-coated)

Nourish, strengthen and quiet the skill
nervous system, aid digestion and a»*
similation, give color, flesh and vigaa;
curing nervousness, nervous dyspepai%
anemia, neuralgia and sleepleesneM.

of the

(’apt. W illiam Smith Dead.

Capt.

employed

Miss Ethel Jelllson and friend,

;

nar-

that the de-

cover

Praise service
Itesuhtnlaslon .Dr R L Grindle
selection by Southwest Harbor choir
Address.
CD Crane
Consecration sirvlce, Rev A P McDonald

ciety responding at the roll call witb the
largest number of delegates present active, associate snd honorary.

Bucksport
the

an

Evening.
6.30
6.45
7.05
7.15
8.00

are

Lucy Roddy, were the guests of Mies
Jeillson’s grandmother, Mrs. Mary Haelem, Wednesday.

Mr Chamberlain and Dora

Ideal to be lived up to a
be enforced.il A Brown
Quentlon box .Rev 8 L Hanscom
Picnic supper

4.00

before

It

Pledge,

many teams

C. H. Curtis has sold

law to

has been tried in the supreme
and judgment found for

case

The spoolwood mill of A. Merrill is in

operation, and
hauling wood.

known

society in

DUcussion

court and returned to the lower court for

row

MacDonald

Key Geo E Kinney

fore-

Saturday

road.

came

Vl

Afternoon.

noon.
This was an action in which Capt.
T. M. Nicholson, of Bucksport, seeks to
land in
the
town of
recover certain
Bucksport, from the Maine Central rail-

The

A

for defendant.

case

court

..

liev

Peptiron Pills

BAR

11.00

him

manganese, celery, phosphorus (Om
great brain food) and other great toning
nervines and nutrients.

glad to know she Is Im-

are

EAST BLUE HILL.

in

presented

(Chocolate-coated)
assimilated and remarks
bly effective combination of pepsin, iron,

easily

Are an

proving.

pkoguammk.
Praise service
D.G Hall
Devotional exercises, Rev Dean A Walker
Chill's Message to Young People,

ba

treatment,

Etta Blake,
hospital for

30.

10.00
10 10
10.45

ment, but they

Peptiron Pills

The dance

>It. Desert Island Local Union.
The twenty fourtu meeting of the Mt.
Desert Island local union will be held at

by the
plaintiff’s attorney and the testimony was
substantially the same In all.
The defence was a general denial. Four
of the notes Dr. C. C. Morrison, the senior
member of the firm, denied ever having
seen before.
At one time the plaintiff
Several witnesses

a

1482

issued for money loaned to the
C. Morrison & Co., then

were

firm of

page

ter.

Importance.

Hamlin. Settled out of court.
Bresuaban vs Eno. Hurley; Hale A Ham
lln. Settled out of court.
1095 Lamp Co vs Totten. Fuller; Wood. 8et'
tied out of court.
1823 Holmes vb Morrison
Peters; Wood.
Judgment for plaintiff In the sum of
$722 94.
1384 Greely vs Donovan. Pineo; Stuart. Set-

Mrs. Holmes or her daughter, Mrs. Mark
C. Morrteon, and amounting to f937.
Mrs. Holmes testified that three of the

other

$00

other matters of minor

hearing wan held
in the case of Albert F. Mace vs. Eben
Richardson, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.,
trustees. A. W. King appeared for Mace,
aud J. A. Peters, jr., for Richardson.
A. D. Park hurst vs. F. M. Qaynor was
also put on this morning. It is an action
for assault committed
at
Northeast
Harbor in the summer of 1903, In which
the plaintiff seeks to recover
damages.
Conners for plaintiff. Clark for defendant.
Following is the special assigned list
snd tue disposition of the cases to date:
1481 Bresoahan vs 8aunders. Hurley; Hale A

THTRSDAY JAW. 21.

County W«u>$

a

WEDNESDAY, JAN 27.

Thursday morning

2W> treatment*.

COUNTY NEWS.

was

Mrn. Busan Jordan and the family of
Elliott Jordan, jr., whom ahe la caring
for, have gone to Ellsworth for the win-

returned

Wednesday morning

COURT.
P WigwTXL, C. J.
Presiding: Justice—
Clerk—John F. Krowltor.
K.
Tract.
Attorney—B.
Count/
Sheriff—II. P. WHITCOMB.
Crier— M. T. SIUTBY. Aurora.
Deputies— D. JL Fields, Ellsworth; J. SumINSBY, Bar Harbor; H. T. HiLSBt. Aurora,
stenograpner—C O Barrows, Portland.
Messenger—r. K Tilde*
THE

the defendant.

He was invited
fovd," said the sheriff.
A special
week in A. O. U. W. ball.
into a small room, where he was told to attraction of the programme will be n
He parting by Miss Minnie L. Gove, of
wait. Soon Mr. Sand ford came In.
wore an overcoat.
Sheriff Cummings | Auburu.
The New England Telephone Co. will
told him be was under arrest—that an indictment had been found against him for shortly Install about sixty telephones in

manslaughter.

THE PAST WEEK.
INDICATIONS POINT TO A

the defendant

not

or

about fifteen mi mu ten
verdict fur the defendant.
The attorneys were Deasy for plaintiff,
and King for defendant.
The remainder of the day was taken up
with the hearing of divorce cases and

VERDICTS aud

JURY

THREE

de whether

gulitj of treepaae.
The jury wan out

FRIDAY, JAN. 22.
Fuller

When Sheriff Cummings and Deputy
Hurley arrived at Shiloh, no one was in
of nurse*of the Portland
sight around the buildings. The sheriff superintendent
eye and ear infirmary, of which she is a
walked up the long steps to the gale and graduate nurse.
entered.

ONLY

morning.
Cheater

c

HANCOCK S. J. COURT

l

E Hall, aged 66 years, 11 months, 2 days.
MERRILL— At Stonlngton, Jan 14, Paris Gran
vlll- Merrill, aged 64 years, 11 months, 17 day*
SMITH—At Castlne, Jan 22, Capt Wllliar
Smith, aged 80 years.

Will stop Wednesdays going eastward,
Thursdays returning.
o Will stop Saturdays going ear.ward,
Mondays returning.
x

Flag station.
6 Will go through to 8urry Saturday only.
Note—This company will not be responsible
for delays arising from accidents or other unavoidable causes.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland. Me.
Rockland, Me., Dec. 2, 1903.
a

Have

You

an

Idea?

We will

help you develop, patent it,
or incorporate you a company, and furSend t2c for I'lan
nish you capital.

and brochure. HKY’WOOC & CO.
8 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.
Advertisers in THE

capturing the trade

AMERICA.X

are

1

--■■■■■

COUNTY NEWS.
other
County News

For additional

Howard Gordon

Mr. and Mrs.

quite ill.
George

one

day last

22, taught hy
North Laraoine.
party of

A

freshments

returned from his work
Hugh Have>
H.
in the woods for S. J. Mitchell. G.
Tracy has also returned from the same

*

were

served.

primary grades not absent for the
term were:
Clyde Robertson, Maynard
Havey, Clarence Hennigar, Lura Hooper
and Ktnnard Haskell.

of the

made and

Lawler, at which plans were
committees chosen to arrange for a sale
and social the middle of February.
Spray.
jau. 25.

B.

for

than

more

year with her eyes, has
have one re-

a

got to go to Bangor and

WEST BROOK9VILLE.

moved.

The ladles’ sewing circle of the Congregational church was entertained by Mrs.
G. W. Blodgett last Thursday.

league has been formed at district No. 1, named Hame.ton school in
provement league of Maine. The officers
are:
Seth W. Norwood, president; Herbert
Lurvey, vice-president; Osmond
A school

Capt. George H. Tapley shipped tbia
morning two ca«es of home-cured hams
and bacon, one of them going to Winthrop, Mass., the other to Brookline,

Harper, secretary; Earl Walls, assistant
secretary; Everett E. Tinker, treasurer;
Annie Harper, second treasurer; Arthur

Mass.

_

Ccpt.

E.

J. Wooster called

friends

on

Alfred B. Greenlaw has purchased the
owned by Capt. Arthur Gray.

house

Graves is at work at Egypt for

Eaton, who has been learning
carpenter trade in Brewer, is at home.
Mrs. George Holden has gone to New

Daniel
the

McKay

Daniel

has gone into the

parties in Franklin.
Howard Tracy, of Hancock, is
his father A. E Tracy.

Wvods

for

York to visit her husband
Georg^Y. Jordon.

helping

William Hardy, of Little Deer Isle, who
be; i» III some
time with kidney

from here sttended the masque
ball at Hancock laat week.
Several

has

trouble, Is

Mrs. E. N. Foa, of Hancock, la visiting
ton Wallace and wife.

Miss

McFarland

Blance

college

Harry Jones,

in

of

is

attending

Bangor.
S

Arthur

Graves recently sold

a

valuable

John

a

Rena Hooper Is conflned to the
by Illness.
Service was held In the hall, Jan. 17, tor
the first time since Dec. 27.
Miss

bouse

The mail did not get hack from the ea>t
Jan. 9, until ths following, Sunday
morning, when shovelers had opened the
road.
on

During all the cold and stormy days
J«n. 4, Miss Ella Whalen has driven
her own team to Sullivan to attend the
high school.
since

Rosario,
A postal card received from
Argentine Republic, shows a street lined
with awnings, and la comforting to look
upon these days.
A Joint publ'o Installation of the Daughters of Liberty and Mechanics was b Id
Jan. 4.
Friday following John Dortty
grange celebrated Us second anniversary,
sod Installed officers tor the ensuing year.
H.
Jan. 18.

son

corn

and

it-ed

at

Wasoou’s

wharf

last

present
Jan. 25

home

Opt. Arthur H. Grey was married In
bride was Miss
j Brewer Jan. 15. The
Alice T. Sparrow, of that i lace.
A serenede psrly visited Capt. and Mrs.
j
Nathan Lone last Monday evening. The
visitors

and

welcomed

cordially

were

tnated to excellent refreshments and fine

cigars.
Eggemoggin
Bucks

Reach la frozen

regular

over

from

The Rock-

Brookiiti.

Harbor to

land boat

unable to go through on her
Thursday, and the mail car*

was

trip

dragging

foot

crosses on

boat

a

over

foot badly I

N. Maria Campbell Tapley, wife of
John S. Tapley, died at her home in Methuen, Mass., Jan. 14. She was born in
Winterport, and was the daughter of
John and Ablgal Campbell.
Tomson.
Jan. 25.
OTTER CREEK.
bora to Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Llscomb Wednesday, Jan. 13.
was

BROOK LIN.

sledding.
The ice

is

George Grover and Isaac Tripp attended
at
Ellsworth
masonic convention

Wednesday.
The friends of Miss Edith Stanley are
glad to learn that the operation she underwent at the Maine general hospital for
appendicitis, was successful, and that she

improving.
was

a

new

academy

to

replace

the

Miss Agnes Mcrecently burned.
of Brookiln, who is teaching at
McIntosh, writes that aid in any form

one

Farland,

gratefully

would be

received.

near

noon.

pied

Their sink

pipe

froze op

R. G. Osgood was taken with hemorrhage of the lungB Thursday night. M'.
Osgood bad been in as good health as
usual but after the hemorrhage, was ver>
much reduced in strength.
Surry Odd Fellows visited the
Odd Fellows lodge at Biuehiil Thursday
evening and witnessed work in the second
upon a candidate from their own
i'ue sleighing was fine and all re
time.
was

violently

taken

stopping at East B uebill Thursday, where he had been a^si-'ting Rev. R.
L. Olds, of Btuehill, who has been bolding revival services at that place. Mr.
McGraw

able to ride borne tbe next

was

day and is slowly improving.
Jan 25

E. A. Hopkins has recently purchased
valuable horse.

Clarence Fnaerv, of Man«et, occupulpit here Sunday morning and

ih^

R.8. Koraer has sold his farm to Mr.
Rnsseil, of Bar Harbor.
Five of the school boys met at the homt
of Mrs. L. S Hopkins Wednesday evening
and were entertained by their teacher
Miss Austin, with pit. Ralph Douglas!

RUTS'
The

walking sick, what

crowd of them there are:
Persons who are thin and
weak but not sick enough
a

go to bed.
“Chronic cases” that’s
what the doctors call them,
which in common English
means—long sickness.
To stop the continued
to

em-

Mrs. Arthur Scott, of Bar Harbor, recently visited her daughter Mrs. Robert

It makes new flesh and
gives new life to the weak

Cuaries A. Gordon, wbo has
improving.
Miss Goldie Tracy ia home. She is
ployed at North Hancock.

ill,

been

la

Abel.

Friends of Miss Blanche Webb will be
pleased
from

a

to

bear that

recent

severe

Hancock,

now

of

she is

improving

illness.

formerly of South
Francisco, Cal.,

San

visited friends here last week.
Mrs. Ella

Wooster

was

called to her

Miss Jennie Marshall, of Bar Harbor, Is
home for a few days.

Victor
from

a

R.

trip

to

Smith returned
Boston.

Saturday

Mertie Stratton, of Hancock, is a
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Malcolm Googins.
Severin Tborsen and wife have returned
from an exteaded visit to New York and
Beaton.
Miss

a

e.

loss of flesh they need
Scott’s Emulsion. For the
feeling of weakness they
need Scott’s Emulsion.

U.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

it out by nsing a old home in Eastbrook last
week, by tbe
hot iron. He had to heat the iron three illness of her brother’s
wife, Mrs. Henry
to
and
melt the ice,
when it went
times
Billings.
through, it Is supposed a spark caught
Miss Beatrice Gordon, aged twelve, won
burned
inside
the
and
wall till it
np
,the prize for not missing a word in spellreached the chamber, where it was burning (ora term of ten weeks of Grammar
ing the window sill and curtain when disscnool, taught by Andy P. Havey.
covered. Fortunately Mr. Smith had not
Jau. 25.
M.
gone to his work, and with the aid of
WEST HANCOCK.
neighbors, the fire was soon extinguished.

WEST TRENTON.

ho

the winter
Trenton Friday,

^iTrtjrrttsrmmts.

pastor’s salary.

and Mr. Smith thawed

Very interesting church services last
Sunday were conducted by Miss C. B.
Cochrane.
Anon.
Jan. 23.

W et

ci«w*ed

Raymond Miles has so far recovered
from the bad cat which he received a few
weeks ago, that he

Franklin.
Jan. 24.

has gone to work in

Sumac.

system.
Scott’s Emulsion gets
thin and weak persons out
of the rut. It makes new,
rich blood, strengthens the
nerves and
gives appetite
for ordinary food.
Scott’s Emulsion can be
taken as long as sickness
lasts and do good all the
time.
There’s

new

We will be glad
to send you a few
doses free.
Be sure that this picture In
the form of a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE,

Chemists,
409 Pearl St., N. Y.
50c. and $1 a!! druggliU.

at borne.

Rev. Wallace Cutter is to give s series of
cocnmsndmenls—giving oue each week.
Mrs. J. B. Cote and dsugbter Cathryn
concluded tbelr visit io Winter Harbor,
ectureson tbs ten

Lumbering operations are brisk. Charles
Doyle's horses bare an easy torn from and returned Thursday.
bis pasture by the stable to tbe pond with
Mrs. Fred Peters, Id going to a neighstavewood.
John Bean Is gelling out Ore
bor's house Wednesday, fell on the Ice
wood fur Bar Harnor parlies.
Many aud
Injured herself badly.
learns are hauling logs to the pond, while
Henry Mitchell and Mis* Ells MitI be Individual Is increasing he wood pile
chell, of Cnerryfietd, sre guests of their
for the coming year.
Jau. 25.

sister, Mrs. Widism Smith.

H.

A. M. Manchester has
bouse wired

Miss Mary Blanca went to Essi Sullivan
Saturday aud will be tbe guest of her
cousin, Mlu Bernice Smith, for a week.

HARBOR.

NORTHEAST

recently

bad

bis

for electric light*.

Ur. C. C. Larrsbee returned from a trip
Kingman and Carroll Saturday, having

entertainment H being prepared (or

An

to

been called away

the benefit of tbe kindergarten.
Several Masons went to Ellsworth Wed-

nesday

library circle will hold its
meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 27,

Peck bam.
Jan. 25.

annual
at Mrs

Mr«.

can

Tbe Misses Cleaves entertained

is

ItL

a

eon

Dr. Taplej is attend*

;

has

of Delmont Murphy, who

ill, is improving.
Mrs. R. B. Higgins entertained
trends at pit Wednesday evening.

few

a

Warren Bartlett has repaired his boat
selling fresh bait.
Mrs. Lena Butler has gone to Manset to

ind will engage in

Mrs. Isaac

Stanley.

with his
Henry Bartlett,
•randmother the past year, has returned
Glen mere.

to

were no

service* In the Methodist
The pastor has gone to

!
[
i

past four years.

M.

Killing Bud lodge, F.

end

A. M, Attended

that

wee

held at

in town

a

Wednesday evening.
Mm. Clara Cole, while visiting her
father, David Thurston, one day last week,
fell and hart herself quite badly.
men

Mrs. Annie G. Alien received
Bjury by having

a

thrown into her eye
while ridii g Sunday

Forty-two

p

ece

of

a

Mra. M. E. Dresser la borne from SouthHarbor. She bas opened her bouse
on tbe Point and will run it through the

a

position

Fred

a«

passed pleasantly with music ai.d
chat, aud after refreshments were
served the guests departed leaving substantial tokens. Including a considerable
sum of money, of tbelr regard.

waul

of

somewhere

to

go,

are

n

HOOD RUBBERS

SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
cloied here Friday, afler a
profitable term of eight weeks taught n,»
Hollis Smith, of Surry. Tbe school gave
an exhibition Saturday
evening which
was a credit to teachers and pupils.
Mrs. Martha llall died at her bom» In
North Brooklin Jan. 17, alter an Illness of
a few daya.
She leaves a husband, three
sons

and three daughters

She

was

NOT MADE BY A TRUST
c4/v/vor cer mess bubss/ts ssom n>i/fiaeAis//-trmre us
/f rot/

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST
TRY

well

ONE

terlous

sharp

ice

PretMl Pain-Distant Doctors
V

Ba prepared

each conditions by having

in the

house

b**?** LINIMENT

All pains, whether internal or external, yield to thle old and
wonderful remedy. For nearly a century it has been the
l«/7 Cemily reliance in cases of colds, coughs, croup, bronchitis*
UA lm grippe, bruises, burns, muscle soreness, lameness, and pain
inflammation of every kind.
Prtoe tie; three times as much 80c. All druggists.
I
* JOHNSON * GO.. 232 Summer Street, Button. Mott.

S^^Tvend

T\J

the guest

Kellier, of Ellsworth,
guest of Mrs. Henry Bartlett the
past week.
Mm. A. E. Austin goes Wednesday to
Lakeport, N. H., for a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Daniel Champion.
Jan. 25.
Y.

tor

cJohnsons

of Mrs. Almon Gray Saturday.
Mias Inez Hagen goes to Bangor to-day
to be employed at the Bangor house.
Mrs.

ofi<

School

NORTH LAMOINE.

was

n o mrrrriTB.

nine

Edith Bean went to Portland last

Binehili,

R. Canary.

j * n 25.

boy.
large uumber of frienda met at the
home of Kev. M. rt. Preble r*ceui«y. '1 in.

Brooklin to

was

Hufus Chstto aud A.

Foster Fierce, of
logs for

hauling

A

Rak.

of

aud
are

another Orlaud

evening.

Monday.
Paris Snow,

Harry Thurston
Sedgwick,

North

French,

attend the county grange Tuesday morning. They report a very interesting session and a fine entertainment in the

Mm.

Mr*. Hooper, of North Sedgwick, who
been speudtng s short time with
frignos here, baa returned.

Ji'jcrtitiiiinti.

where be naa
bOcK«i, H. I
assistant engineer with

morning.

Jan. 26.

Eaton and Mrs. N. Webber, of
ou friend- here Sat-

urday.

wiuter.

from the horse’s foot

grangers went to

K.

bos

standing around lbe street co/uns
or In leas desirable places.
Jan. 25.
Spec

Nell, the faithful horse thirty-two year
old, owned by Roland Durgain, is dead.
Rev. 8. M. Thompson held a reception
for the young

_

li ce and wife, of Steuben, were
guests of 8. 8 Wallace auu wife n at

Mr*.

west

L. El well, who has been ill fora week,
waB

Him

__

W. B. Farnbam, who ban been working
l). H. dab station, nan bteu trsus(erred to one in New Hampshire.

improving.

C. Towus, of Blueh'.lt,
few days last week.

direction

BLUKH1LL FALL**.

found

H.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
is

re-

the

| South Biuebtii, caned

Emerson bouse.

for

for the

under

week.

ployed

vacation.

Jan. 25.

an t i.tor<*i>in,e »t

of tbe gi.muur acuool teacher,
Wilson, sanisted by Mi»« Dresser, of
tbe primary grade. The arrangements
;
promises good entertainment consisting
of the comedy "Hr. Bib", id Indian club
! dr!li by nine girls, music and tableaux,
It will probably be given in about a wtek.
C.
Jan. 26.

loto the W. 8.

moved

Urbin Bartlett was home for a week
from Port Clyde, where he has been em-

on a

for

Capt.

Several residents oI the village are contemplating the organization of a literary
tbe
society In tne interest of
young
people. Such a society would tid a longfelt want, and a ould attract many who,

chu'fh this* week.

Friendship

The school improvement 'eagus Is

social

who has been

There

was

the games
ptrt of the

Carl Saunders left recently for Woon-

Miss Emma Anderson spent Sunday at
riaystde with Mrs. Bertha Robbins.

daughter,

were

enj >yed

number who

hearsing

F. V,

Bray

on ac-

storm, but there

fine music which

and

it the

ha- been

visit her

goodly

severe

| evening’* evening’s entertainment.

Ellsworth the JOtb.

The whiat club met with Orville Bartlett
last week.
I'be little

party
Some

Lewis Wilson and Mrs. William

the District conweutioo

R. A. Harper
(fig him.

a

of young people Friday evening.
of those luvfted were unable to go
count of tbe

OHLAND.
M.

expected.

village improvement society was
entertained by Mis* Alice Co e on Wednesday. Tbe storm and tbe icy walklog
kept many at borne, bat lbo*e who went
bad the a*ual pleasant time.

tbe

J.

be

The

Rose G. Allen’s.
Mrs. Margaret Marks, of North Sedgwick, was the guest of her sister, Mrs. G.
A. Griudle last week.
Jan. 25.
Unk Fkmme.

rela-

a

Tue infant aou of Stephen Cole and
wife, which was boru on Friday, died
Sunday morning. Mrs. Cole Is as well an

to attend tbe convention.

were

by tbe Illness of

tive.

Several from this place are attending
tbe January term of court at Ellsworth.

Jan. 17.

strength

and flesh in every dose.

Miss Isabel Cleavaa returned to P.«r
Harbor Sunday, after spending the week

O. m. Ober has re'nrned from Winter
where be has been visiting Mrs.

UJS2WTJSK.

a

Albert L. Haven,

being a bad blaze
started in the house of John Smith last
came

Thursday

the

Mrs.

held-at the church Tues-

day evening, consisting of singing, recitations, reading and games, after which
refreshments were served. A very pleas
The proceeds
ant evening was passed.
will be sent to McIntosh, Ga., to aid in

building

paying

go toward

ill wuiie

A sociable

and has returne

he a public supper at A. O
U. W. hall Friday evening hy the ladir*
of the Methodist society. The proceeds

filling their ice port enjoying a good
of fine quality and
Rev. J.D. McGraw

the

Wbat

daughter.

are

thickness.

now

her

town,

The ice harvesters
houses.

went

degree

Coolidge

term of echoed at

George C. Blauce, of Winter Harbor,
guest of L. P. Cole’s Thursday.
J. A. Hill ana wife, of West (Jouldsboro,
were the guests of relatives here Monday.

was a

Harbor,

Eggemoggln Reach Is frozen over.
A. H. Mayo was in Rockland last

to ALxauder last week to visit

Hie

Sixteen

The teams are all very busy hauling firewood. The recent snows have made fine

to

ri.

There will

Mrs.

e

LAMOINE.

Rev.

J. D. McGraw and daughter F.os-

Mrs.

Portland.

daughter

a

Jan. 25.

Miss Olive

Mias Fannie Ray baa been out of school
for several days, oy Illness.

Atlantic lodge, No. 113, will Install officers «t tbeir
next
stated convention,
Jan. 38.

E.

25

Jan.

colds.

who cut his

citizens,

of the oldest

one

the Ice.

in the woods several weeks ago, is ab
be out.

is

future date the

league
programme to the public.
M. T.
some

SURRY.

telegram received Friday week by
Charles Babbidge announced the death of
his Mster, Mrs. Lucy Babbidge Merrill, at
A

her home in

At

will

,The membership

walls.

the

on

eighteen.

Irving Tarbci went to Melrose
Highlands, Mass., last Monday. She was
called there by the illness of her daughter
Stella.
Mrs.

is

solo, Nellie Robinson. Tbe work of
league is noticeable by the new pic

ture

week.

A

;

ibe

_

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Mrs.

j
While driving down the main atreet Robinson,
Ober's mother.
doorkeeper; executive commitweek
Saturday noon, Roy Tapley’<* horse tuok tee, Beth W. Norwood, chairman, Herbert
E. A. Uodgdon has recently bad a new
on business.
Miss Sadie Frazier, of E 1-worth, has
fright as the breaking of some part of its Lurvey, Osmond Harper. Committees on
into hia cottage.
W. Rlatadell and wife visited friends In beating apparatus put
been visiting at D^er Young’s for the past
harness. Koy was thrown from the sleigh
j
Tbe work wu done by Alvah Reed.
pictures, entertainment and flowers were
last week.
few days.
Surry
without doing him any serious injury.
also appointed at this meeting. The conFred Poster, wife and daughter Mary
H. 8. Kane is filling his tee house with a
Mrs. Wal ace, of Southwest Harbor, is
For several days of last week a dozen stitution, as reported by a committee aphave returned from Milbridge. where they
fine
of
ice.
grade
a
teams were hauling freight, principally pointed at
previous meeting, was visiting her son. W. C. Wallace. Her
have been visiting Mr. Foster’s relatives.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
corn and feed, from the schooner Mildred
adopted in full, and several amendments daughter accompanied her, tut returned
Tbe dance Thursday evening at Brown
Albion Gray Jan. 23.
The prime object of the the next day.
May to North Brooksville and Penob*cot. were made.
A Gilley’s hall was well attended.
Music
The vessel is at Wasson’s wharf from league Is better physical surroundings,
Frank A. Power, engineer at the coalMias Nettie Gott, who has been emwas furnlfbed by Monaghan's orcbeatra.
best books for all, art in the schoolroom
Portland; she arrived last week.
ing station, ami his wife, have returned \ ployed at Charleston, Is borne.
Mrs. William Peck bam entertained sevTomson.
Tne league meets Wednesday evenings at from Newport, R. I., wh**re he ban tnen j
Jan 18.
Several Masons attended the masonic- eral of bar friends
Tuesday evening. Re6 30.
Although Wednesday being tbe stationed during the pa-l two months.
convention at Ellsworth last week.
freshment* were served and all eujoyed a
The winter term of school closed in this first regular meeting a very good proMrs. Asa Hodgkin* and
Mias Rosa
Rev. E. 8. Drew, of 8edgwick, preached pleasant evening.
village Friday.
gramme was presented:
Headings by tbe Audersoo have
gone to Bar Harbor, where in the
Baptist church 8utiday morning.
Mrs. E. A. Uodgdon gave a pit party to
Charles O. Farnham is home from Port- president, Osmond Harper, Henry Gilley,
they will visit Mr-. H< dgkina’ sons, H. C.
Mrs. Samuel Hail, of North Brooklln, several friends on Saturday evening.
Herbert
Rean
absence
several
months.
after
of
Harvey Gilley,
Lurvey, Sylvester and Curtis 11 d^kin*. aud her
land.
daughter, died at her home after a short
Gertrude Dorr, Nellie RobinIllness, freshments were served.
Tbe winners
Schooner Mopang, Capt. Frank Perkins, Dorr; duet,
Miss Helen Hodgkins.
from Portland, landed f2.000 worth of

people of this place were saddened
Augusta, widow
died suddenly at
her home Tuesday night.
The funeral
wag at the cbap»t
here Thur>d<v afterRef.
C M G. Harwood offlciat >ng.
noon,
Too Interment km In the cemetery here.
The North Brooklln farmers’ cuh has
again started its meetings. The first was
at the home of Cbarlea Perrin Jan. 8.
Owing to the storm but few were preeent,
but a fine time was enjoyed hy all.
The
next meeting, Jan. 15, was with P*st
Master B. K. Sylvester.
There waa a
good attendance. On Jan. 21 the club
met with U. P. Candage, and there waa a
good attendance. The next meeting will
be at the borne of H. C. Hamilton Jan. 2Bj
Jan. 26
Ppkc.

W.

Eaton,of Little Deer Isle, died
Jen. 23 after a short illness.

Alfred
nL m«

William Deslsle and wife and George
severe

Davis,

E.

quite HI.

is

EAST LAMOINK.
ill with

Her age

Interment.

nineteen jears.
Jan. 18.

whh

The

lo learn of I he deal h of
of Samuel Caudate, who

illness.

JeDnie Whittaker, who has been III
all winter at the borne of her daughter,
Mrs. Benjamin Baker, Is gradually growing weaker.

rier

are

Mia. Clara Johnson is oat again after
severs

here.

The

EAST SULLIVAN.

Bertha Eaton, daughter of Rodney
Eaton and wife, of Little Deer Isle, died
at Augusta Jan. 5. The remains were
brought home for

Robinson bad a fine hickory
come from toe V* ost alow
days ago, and titu “George Dewey*’
bitched into it, makes a fine team.
G.
Jan. 25.

Harry Bennett,

o*»sr pagft

Rev. Wallace Cutter, of Uooldsboro. will
rxcbenge pulpits with ltev. Oscar Barnard
Feb. 7.

Miss

sitigb

Gault

iff

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard
T.
Jac. 5 (Sarah
Elizabeth). Mrs. Howard was formerly
Mi»a Msry Biaetow.
Belcher

is

Daniel

wood

better.

Omni* .V«ri

A

Maas.,

.mervllle,

George Stewart and wife.

V7lth

no

Miss Lena Holden was married to Capt.
Nathan Lowe Jan. 15. The ceremony was
performed by Kev. John Lawerence.

her

business

the schooner

on

funeral wH« at Bay
View hall Jao. 20, Rev. B. 8. Drew officiating.
known

COUNTY NEWS.
For nilAitUmal

___

_

Jan. 25.

ana

NORTH DEFK ISLE.
Stephen Groan, of Ellsworth, was here j Parker Katun baa returned from New
recently.
York.
E K. Graves, of Waltham, If ass., is here
Grover Small went to New York iast
for e few days.
week toattend a navigation school.

assembly, P. S., installed its
eight-year-old horse to E. O. Burubam.
officers at the regular meeting last ThursMrs. Edward Robbins is very ill.
Mrs. Lydia Joy, of Hancock, recently
day evening, Miss Florence Pease, P. C.,
Robie Norwood, jr., was home from Bar viaited Mr. Joy’* parents, G. L. Joy and
acting as installing offioer. The first de- Harbor Sunday.
wife.
gree was conferred on one candidate, reMrs. Emma Norwood is visiting her
Charles Martin has returned to Bar
freshments served and an enjoyable evenHarbor to resume his studies in the grain
parents at Latnoine.
ing passed. The following are the officers
mar school.
Mrs. Mamie Norwood, with her daughfor the term: C(. C., Mrs. Nellie Cook; V.
is visiting her brother at Northeast
Mrs. Helen Hodgkins, of
Lamoine,
C., Mrs. Frank Allen; P. C., Mrs. James ter.
Harbor.
made her mother, Mrs. Etta Dow, a abort
Havey; prelate, Mrs. Charles Pease; K. R.
Dennis Norwood and children, of West visit recently.
g., Miss Josie Bunker; M. F., Mrs. Gilbert
Mrs. Henry Bui ter, who has been conPettee; M. E., Mrs. Ralph Gerrish; M. A., Tremont, called Sunday on his parents,
fined to her bed for the past week, is
Mrs. Harvey Crimmin; A. M. A., Mrs. Capt. Robie Norwood and wife.
Edward Dock ham; O. G., Mrs. Sherman
Leslie Harper, who is learning the ma- about the house again.
Libby; I.G., Miss Lena Hooper;M.O., Miss chinist trade in Rockland, spent a week
Melvin
Srnhh, of Waterville, Miss
Edith Hooper; organist, Miss Bessie Gor- here with his parents Lyman Harper and Blanche Smit b. And Miss Laura Tracy, of
Miss
to
lodge,
grand
don; representative
wife.
West Hancock, called ou Mrs. Stella 8haw
Florence Pease; alternate, Mrs. B. K. Joy.
Mrs. Cordelia Gilley, who has Buffeted
receniy.
Puritan

j

of^f» pngrt

two Interesting

Lamoine grange Is plant ing an entertainment and neck-tie supper to take
I
FRANKLIN ROAD.
/
place In the near future. Some members
A. E. Tracy is harvesting his ice.
of ibis grange attended a me'ting of the
and
Henry Butier lost a hog recently.
grange at Franklin Thursday evening,
Freeman Walker Ip tilling his ice house : report a pleasant time.
**•
Jan. 25.
Henry Butler is hauling bay to Elia*

Arthur

day.
The Interior finish of Lawyer Fuller’s
cottage is nearly completed and the
building will be a handsome home, well
adapted to the comfort of a bridal pair.
The Congregational sewing circle was
entertained last Tuesday by Mrs. Caroline

•chool had an especially profitable term
under the tuition of Ai dy P. Havey, who,
although it was his first term, proved himself wdl fitted for the work. The pupils

**t

E. G. Burnham.

set are planning to attend the local union
of Mt. Desert Christian Endeavor Satur-

cut foot.

County New*,

-idditional

here last week.

good delegation from here and Man-

A

closed last week after a success,
of nine week*. The grammar

School

Annie

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

has

ful term

met with Miss

seven

25._8.

Jan.

COUNTY NEWS. |

evening, and preached
practical sermons.

worth.

Musical selections were rendered
by Miss Hopkins and Miss Aus in. Re-

Blanche Webb, who has been ill at
is
Franklin, has been brought home, and
thought to be somewhat improved.

badly

weeks’
Friday,
Austin,

twelve

No. 5 closed
Miss Emma E.

one.

Miss

a

ill with

is

Hopkins Thursday evening for a game of
Mrs. Mary Roroer was the lucky
pit.

David
A'large number of Masons from
A. Hooper lodge attended the convention
at Ellsworth last week.

with

district

Jan.

week.

place

in

school
of

and

improved.

is much

successful term of

A

of Southwest Harbor,
was in town Thursdaj on business.
Mr*. A. B. Havey -nd son O-car, of Sul-

completed,

who

Remick,

Mary

pneumonia,

Harmon,

livan Highlands, visited here

Hopkins

Mrs.

both

house is

moved his family in.

he has
are

Refreshments

*«»

H. H.

SULLIVAN.

WEST

winner.

the

was

served.

paget

»re

were

FATHER SAID “HURRAH”!

Solomon

the

tle of

fro** M!a» Annie C\ Roberts of W.
Southport. Me., whose father had taken one botL-rt-ceue. the new Rheumatic Cure, she writes;Father
says Hurrah” he feels letter. Be

help awd goes out of doors, walking about quite a little. We
25**2
Cha,![to*5t!l(?ut
certain 2LVWS
that U-ri-oene
driving the Rheumatism <>ut of his, system.’'
be
iu»r*”t*,ed »1 Parcher’s Iinig store. Ellsworth. Me., and money wilt b
l/suIf ,eJstSi>1
tuuded
a fair trial fails to cure Rheumatism.
In tablet form
Price
60c.
only.
THK WOODBPEY CHEMICAL COMPANY. Boston.

re

COUNTY" NEWS.
additional Oawtp if# v*#,

fbr

««&#»•

iw

pa<ji*

NORTH CA8TINE.
Robert Dunbar to recovering from bin
recent illness,
Ev,y Web®Ur and William S'.eele were
Id Bangor Thursday on business.
Mr*. D*nlft Web«ter returned Saturday
(»om a visit to relatives iu Oriand.
Miss Ft

slices

of Penobscot

Ward well,

guests of Mr*. Augusta L ?acb.
Mrs. W. 8. Bridges, of Penobscot, has
been spending tbe past week witb ber
parents, fcawm Ord way and wife.
la tbe

Frank 8. Ward well ba® moved from tbe
Warren Hooper tenement. Into tbe bouse
recently vacated by Aury Hutchins.
Pbll Hatch, who is In the employ of
Maurice Urludle, of
Penobscot, spent
Bnndsy with bis mother, Mrs. Phebt
Hatch.
Mrs. Augustus Coombs, who has been
visiting her mol tier, Mrs Mary Conner,
for several days, has returned to her botnt
in tbe village.
Several of the young men bare are
engaged Iti tbe scallop business. They
are making good hauls, and dud a ready
market at

good prices.

pleasant visit at borne W. Wallace Cornier has resumed bis position as
secoud mate of the oil steamer Lansing,
which runs from Philadelphia to Port
Arthur, Texas.
After

s

George A. Urindie, who was seriously
Injured on board the schooner Charles
Luilug early in the tail, is now able to
without crutches. His mauy friends
glad his recovery W assured.
Jso. 25
L. J

walk
sre

OCEANVILLE.
Prof. Wight ban a class of forty in staging school.
C. H. S. Webb has moved his family to

Stoningtoo.
W. A. Buckminster, of T. C. Co., Portland, is here baying clams.
Crockett is attending
mercial college in Rockland.
L.

Ralph

a com

M. Mae. Crockett is home from the
Rockland commercial college.
Officers of Good Will lodge, No. 80, A
O. U. WM were installed Jan. 22 by District-Deputy Elmer E. Crockett as fol
lows: C. H.8. Webb, P. M. W.; E. E.
Orindle, M. W.; B. 8. Tburlow, F.; E. L.
Waite, O.; J. G. Tyler, recorder; H. L.
Morey, financier; 8. W. Fifield, treasurer;
Lather Weed. G.; 8. W. Ureeo, Q. W.; E
E. Hamlin, O. W,
Jan. 25.
Vonvi.
DEDHAM.
Mrs. J. F. Cowing visited relatives and
Brewer last week.

friends in

The winter term of school in No. 6
opened Jan. 18, taught by Everett Fowler,
of

Orrington.

the misforturne to
nearly off with an axe
while cutting wood a few days ago.
Edna and Charles Johnson, who "pent
the holidays at home, have returned to
school in Portland.
Warren Miller had

cut his left thumb

Joseph Lynam and wife, who have been
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Leonard
Black, went home to Brewer last Saturday.
Lealie Fogg, of Montague, was in town
mother, Mrs. John
who has been stricken with par-

last week

Fogg,
alysis.

to

see

hla

Jan. 25.

B.
EAST OKLAND.

F. W. Wentworth has finished harvest-

ing

ice.

James Pickering has purchased
horse of F. P. Mason.

a

work-

Aiamooeook grange will have

a

social

dance next

Thursday eveulng.

Ahbie Wardwel! visited Augusta
Leach at North Caatloe the past week.
Mrs.

Hath Gibbs is visiting her grandparents, Daniel Gibbs and wife, at tbe
Mis*

village.
Mrs.

Robert

Lloyd,

who

bas

Reuben Weeks,
with Mrs. Nancy Bennett.

boarding
A.

a

is

with

been
now

E. Marks is home from Portland for

few

days.

Mrs.

Marks,

who is in

Portland hospital, is improving.
Jan. 25.

tbe

M.

SALISBURY COVE.
Bay View grange will
auuual fair

Thursday

A

bold its fourth
evening, Feb. 4
be
served at 6

turkey supper
o'clock. There will also be a sale of fancy
work, ice-cream and home-made candles.
The grange is having
a
prosperous
winter, and takes in new members at
nearly every meeting.
The junior Christian Endeavor society
held a social at the grange hall Saturday
evening, which was a decided success. A
pleasant evening was spent in music,
games aud a short programme by the
juniors. About |8 was netted to be used
by them in their work.
* Jan. 25._
R.
will

EABTBROOK.
B. Foss, of Hancock,
Saturday on business.
A.

Alvin Wilbur recently
while chopping wood.

was

cut

in town

his

foot

Henry Butler,

an aged resident, is very
in very poor health.
Miss Gertrude French is home from
Castine, wbere she has been attending
school.
She intends to graduate in tbe

lame and

spring.
Jan. 25.

G.
SWAN’S ISLAND.

Mrs. Horace Stanley
are quite ill.

and

Mrs.

S. J.

Morse

Garland Newman haa built a new barber shop, and is open for business.
He
also keeps a confectionery and cigar storeJan. 25.
David.
The ideal child of six weighs
forty-tive
pound**, is forty-four inches high, aud
has a chest measurement of
thirty-three
and

one-half iuches.

Murk

INDIAN STRATEGY

Twain

is

ml

j

Acknowledge It.

WHKKEA8

January 6,1904.

PpHu, Not

Whlutlor.

Murk Twain thus descrllx*d his first
meeting with .lames MacNeili Whisker:
"I was Introduced to Mr. Whistior,”
IOrisrir.il ]
I ho until. “In hi* studio In Ixnnlon. I
More than half a (Vestury ago a coni* hail hoard that tho painter was mi inPaf|y, of United State* cavalry station- : corrigible jokor. anil 1 was determined
ed at Fort —. fn what Is now Arizona, ! to get tile hott-T of
If possible. So
hail a pet bear they called I nc as. Un* at once 1 put on my most hopelessly
cm. «-iw as tractable ns a Newfound- | stupid air. and 1 drew near the canvas
land dog, moving freely about tin- post, I that Mr. Whistler was completing.
That ain’t bad.’ i said—’it ain’t
usually spending bis time either begbad; only here In this corner'—and 1
ging the eo A for something to eat or j made as If to rub out a cloud
effect
sleeping in the sunshine in winter and with my finger Td do away with that
the shade In summer. One clay Uncas
cloud if 1 was you.’
strayed away from the post and did
“Whistler cried nervously ;
not return.
*“Gad. sir, be careful there!
Don’t
Then came news that the neighboryou sec the paint is not dry?’
ing Indiana had left their reservations,
'Oh, that don’t matter,’ said I. ‘I've
and Uncas was forgotten in the pregot my gloves on.’
vailing excitement In those days many
“We got on well together after that.”
of the forts in the wild west were little
better than blockhouses, and Fort('OMcnTii 1 In rl y Observation.
was one of this kind.
As soon as the
Blaise Pascal, who wrote a remarkIndians were known to have broken able
treatise on the laws of sound, was
loose, the gates were kept closed and
constantly observing the familiar octhe usual precautions in time of hos- currences
about him even as a boy.
tilities were- observed.
When he was only ten years old lie sat
Otie day an order came for the rom
at the dinner table one day striking
maud to march against the Indians.
bis plate with his knife and then listenThe garrison. Including the families of
lng to the sound.
the officers, was left In charge of a ser“What are you doing with that plate,
geant and eight men. Sergeant Winter Blaise?” asked his sister.
was one of those tietter born and edu“See,” he replied.
“When I strike
cated young men who tn those days
the plate with my knife it rings.
entered
the
ranks
of
the
rarely
army. Hark!”
As soon as the command left be shut
Again he called forth the sound.
the gates of the fort and directed them
“When I grasp it w'itb my hand so.”
shut.
to tie kept
he continued, “the sound ceases.
I
The second night after their depar- wonder
why it is.”
ture a sentinel was shot. No one heard
a report, but this was not considered
Michael Anicelo.
remarkable, for but one sentry was on
Michael Angelo, while painting “The
post and be could not see for a great Last Judgment," fell from bis scaffold
distance, first, because all the trees and received a painful injury in the
near by had been felled and, second,
leg. lie shut himself up and would not
because the moon was approaching the see
Baclo itontlni. a celeany one.
full In a ctrar sky.
brated physician, came by accident to
Sergeant winter kept tbe soldiers see bim. He found ull tbe doors closed.
dentil from the women, for It indicated No one
responding, lie went into tlie
that Indians were planning an attack, cellar and came
upstairs. Me fouud
and he did not wish to create an alarm. Michael
Angelo in his room, resolved
The next night he watched with the to die. His friend the
physician would
sentry, wlm was relieved every two not leave him. He brought him out of
hours. Winter toward morning went the
peculiar frame of miud Into width
Into quarters for a few minutes to get he bad fallen.
a cup of cofTee, and when he returned
the sentry was lying on Ills back with
Urn2.11 inn Coffee.
'
a bullet In his brain.
Bruziliaus are great coffee drinkers.
Winter resolved to sit np and watch Numerous'
cups are drunk each day by
the next n^-ht himself. He slept sev- the
The
average man and woman.
eral hours during the day, directing
beverage is made very strong and very
the men to make a sentry of straw and sweet. It
produces an exhilaration of
clothe It in uniform. At 10 o'clock, a more intense and
lasting kind than
while the moon was obscured by a beer. Those addicted to this habit beset
the
sentinel
was
cloud,
dummy
up. come very restless nnd scarcely able
Then the sergeant' posted a real sen- to sit still or stand still even for a motinel in concealment, and after arrang- ment.
ing a signal for his admission he crawled out some distance from the fort and
aobrrttantunta.
took position behind a stump.
He
chose a point before tbe gate because
there was evidence that tbe sentries
had been shot from that direction.
Winter waited till after midnight
without experiencing anything unusu- Ellsworth Has to Bow to the Inevital. Then he saw something approachable. Scores of Citizens Prove it.
ing. When it came near enough for
him to set- It plainly, he discovered thut ■ After the reader"has^read^thtT""public
It was a bear. It was waddling along, statement of this representative citizen of
occasionally pausing to nibble, hut CUswortb given below, hej must fairly,
gradually working nearer. The boast
squarely and honestly come to this conpassed within a hundred feet rf the
clusion:
A remedy which cured years
sergeant, who then recognized the garrison's pot, L'ncas.
He watched it si- ago, which has kept tbe party in good
lently, not daring to make a sound for health since, can be relied upon to perfear of a hidden enemy, anti saw It
forin tbe same work under similar cirdraw eloser to the fort than he was
cumstances. Head this:
himself.
Winter made up his mind that the
Capt. Perry W.; Alley, living on tbe
wily Indians had sent Incas in. expect- Bayside road, six miles south of Ellsing the garrison to open the gates for worth, says: “I first learned of Doan's
him and they would be ready to make
Pills in the winter of 1897, when I
a rush at the same time.
Doubtless at Kidney
that very moment they were lying In stopped an attack of lame and aching
concealment near by. Worst of all, he back, which sometimes hurt so 1 could
feared that those In the fort, seeing
scarcely go about, to say nothing about
their old friend Cncas coming, would
doing work. 1 believe a man wbo is subnot deny him entrance. What should
ject to backacne will have recurrences, and
be do?
M llllf lie WUH Alt 11 LHTU 11 UK
the treatment w'bich brought him unUIUilH NUl
up on Ills hind logs, t>ear fashion. and doubted benefit on one occasion m*-y fail
the sergeant caught sight of a black to do its work in future attacks.
I have
line about a yard long extending from bad notice but J know of so
many of my
the bear's nose toward the fort. Sud- friends and acquaintances wbo have u-ted
denly a bit of flatue shot out front the tbe remedy and obtained such undoubted
farther end of the black line, and a results, that 1 sii 1 have as
great faith in
moment later came a crack. The dum- the claims made for it as 1 did five
years
my sentinel on the fort toppled over.
ago. I have advised more than one in this
Winter changed his surmises.
The vicinity to go to W
iggiu & Moore’s drug
Indians had doubtless killed Eneas and store for Doan’s
Kidney Pi Is when 1
were using his skin for a cover under heard them
complaining of backache or
which to pick ofT the garrison one by other
symptoms of kidney complaint.”
one till all were killed. Cautiously the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cent9.
towanl
disstole
forward
the
sergeant
Maiied by
Foster-Miiburn Co., Buf
guised savage, the latter meanwhile falo, N. Y., sole agents for the United
on
the
fort.
Then
toward
waddling
States.
Winter espied off to his left, but nearRemember the name, Doan’s, and take
er the fort than he, an Indian crawl
no substitute.
from
behind
the
bank
of
a
creek.
up
Then came another and another till
NOTICK OF FOICKCLOSUKK.
Winter counted twenty savages.
Ja on E. Foster, of Penobscot.
Hancock county and State of Maine,
It now dashed through the sergeant’s
by bis mortgage deed, dated the 23d day of
brain that the Indians had killed the November, a. d. 1901, and recorded in the
Hanc ck legistry of deeds, book 371, page
sentinel this time witli a view to sur209, colive ec to me the uudeisigned, a cerprising the garrison before they were tain parcel of real estate 6ituateo in said Penobscot, bounded and described as follows:
aware that the only aian on guard was
On the west by the highway leadi g to Ordead.
Winter’s blood ran cold. The land; ou the north and east by the land of
William G.
and on the south by land
garrison would be murdered while he, once owned Heath,
aud occupied by Willard Bow
their commander, was outside and un- deu, containing one and one-naif acres, more
ess, together with all buildings thereon,
able to help them. There was but one or
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
hope. By tiring on the Indians they has beeu broken, 1 claim a foreclosure of
by reason of the breach thereof and
might think there was a force without same
publish this notice for that purpose.
on which they had not counted, but in
Jan. 13. 1901.
Oko. M Warren.
doing so he would give away his pres- r|'Hh subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has beeu duly appointed adminisJL
ence and would probably be taken and
trator of the estate of Mary E. Crabtree,
tortured to death.
late of Hancock, in the county of Hancock,
Winter resolved to take his chances deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the es
on the first of these two suppositions.'
tate of said deceased are desired to present
same for settlement, and all indebted
Raising his rifle, he took a sure nlm. the
thereto are
to make
tm
With a rest on the stump, and Bred at mediately. requestedAlfred H. payment
Crabtree.
T>er**mher 1. 1903.
the pretended bear. It sprang up with
f I 'kit. cuosuriber hereby gives notice that he
a yell and fell in a heap. Winter waitX has been duly appointed administrator
ed, expecting to hear from the Indians, de
bonis non with the will annexed of the es
but, whether they did not catch the di- tate of WMU C. Crabtree, late of Hancock, in
county of Hancock, deceased, and given
rection from which his shot was fired the
bonds as the law direct*. All persons having
and supposed that it came from the demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settle
fort or whether they feared a conceal- ment,
and all indebted thereto are requested
ed force without, no sign of an Indian to make payment immediately.
December
1903
Alfred B. Crabtree.
was seen again.
At daylight Winter
hereby gives notice that
got up and walked to the fort. On his X shesubscriber
has been duly appointed executrix
way he found a dead Indian in Cncas’ of the last will and testament of Kendsl K.
Thompson, late of Trenton,'in the county of
skin.
deceased, no bonds being required
Before sunset the commnnd returned, Hancock,
by the terms of said will. All persons having
against the estate of said deand before three months had passed demands
ceased
are
desired to present the same
Winter was a commissioned officer.
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
MARK C. BENTLEY.
Amanda M. Thompson.

Worth.

Father (sternly)—Didn't I toll ,vca if
nn.v of the other boys said Anything to
nieUe yeti

tgry

should

yon

count

twenty before you said anything?
Tommy—Y s. sir. but I didn't need to
before rd counted
say anything.
twelve the other boy yelled "Enough"’

—I’liiladelphia
A

I’ress.
Little Short.

“I’d like to know why it is,” said
young Arfinpp to Ids tailor, “that every
time you make a pair of trousers for
me you get them a little short.”
"I suppose.” replied the knight of tile
featherless goose, “it’s because I usually find you that way when I present
my bill.”
The Continued

Dfiocat.

De Cadde—Tbe family of my brotherin-law. the prince, la descended from
Julius Cmsar.
Fit* Bile—And It hasn’t finished descending yet. has It?
New Orleans
Times Democrat.
—

“---1
fLcgnl jtfoticfB,
STATE OF MAINE.
/
Hancock ss.:—- At the court of county commissioners begun and hotden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock on
the second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1903,
and by adjournment on the 28th day of December, A. D. 1903.
now the county commissioners in accordance with Section 80 of Chapter VI,
of the Revised Statutes of Maine, having first
made an annual inspection, in the month of
September, A. D. 1903 of all the county roads
in the unincorporated t( wn ships and tracts
of land in said county and having thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed (o
put said roads in repair so as to be safe and
convenient for public travel, have assessed
upon the following described unincorporated
townships and tracts of land in said county
of Hancock, enelusive of water and land reserved for public use, for the above-named
purpose of putting and keeping said roads in
repair during the year A. D. 1904, as follows,
to wit:
On township No. 7. South Division, we assess the sum of $50.90, as follows:
Rate of
taxation, .0027 on a dollar. Valnation, $18,858.
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax.

AND

RESIDENTS.
160

Preble. Emerson
Smith. Wilmot
Tracy. Jackson A.
Whitten, Jason, estate of
Whitten, William P.
Young. Mrs. Lizzie

Ashley, Eben,

$600
360
300

$162

180
82
74

800

2 16

702

116
100

95

81

300

81

250

67

$2,600

$7 02

NON-RESIDENTS.
es-

tate of
Baker, Howard C.
Baker, Colin, es-

50
200

50

13

210

54

80

22
22

Total non-residents,
Total residents,

16,260 #16,263
2.600
702

On township No. 8. South Division, we assess
Rate of taxathe sum of #M.OO as follows:
tion, .(.07 on a dollar. Valuation, #12,000.
No.
Valuacres, ation.
Tax.
Name of owner.
RESIDENTS.

Archer, Hiram
Fletcher, Howard C.
Fletcher, Howard C.
Fletcher, Howard C.

100
10
10
54

Fletcher, Iris B.
Fletcher, Iris B.

#355
300

#2
2

47

63
91

61

1 54
1 12

295

#1,155

#8 09

21

20

14

600

480
200

3 36
1 40

407

—

Austin, T. P.
Burnham, A. F.
Burnham, A. F.
Burn.tam. A. F.
Burnham, A. F.
Burnham. A. F.
Burnham, A. F.
Burnham, A. F.

Moore, William M.
Mason, Persia
Moseley, Nancy J.
Moseley, Nancy J.
Moseley, Nancy J.
Moseley, Nancy J.

Phillips, Hosea B.
Trew<*rgy, Charles J.

40
40

40
40
810
20

25
25

25
575

Hastings, Henry
Haslem, Wellington

Kingman, H. W.
Kii Hedge Millard
Kittredge, Millard

,00

30

Farmer, Walter B.
Frazier, Fred L.
Gerry, Kobert
Greely, Everard H.
Graves. Arthur and
Clark, Amos
Hagt-rthy, A. C. (Bonsey lot)
Heagau, Ira B.
Holmes, Koscoe
Joy. Gideon L.
Joy, Gideon L.
Joy. Gideon L.
Joy, Gideon L.
Joy, Gideon L.
Joy, Gideon L.
Joy, Gideon L.

.00
840

Emery, Lucilius A.

840
61
60

120

135

100

105
100

105

270
75
750
95

7

1
1

25
50
200
40

1,500
100

2

18
10

28

10 50
70
15

85

100

795
400

600

300

4
2

20
10
6

17

85

30
60

120

84

39

150

1 05

4

25

50

100

18
70

60

2
50
300

300

2 10

& Co.,

62

60

42

& Co

97

100

70

& Co.,

35
42
6

30

50

75

52

52

200

1 40

52

50

36

50

10 46
35

non-residents, 10.176 $10,845
295
residents,
1,165

$75 91
8 09

Witham, Charles
Total
Total

E33

1

900

Wbitcomb, Haynes

fesg

100
160

490

Co..

32

250

& Co.,

& Co.,

s sa

35
1 40

50

&

Archer, Clifford
$2,025

$20 25

8,236

8,235

32 85

600

500

600

$5,760

$57

50

Knr

4.725
luregumg amount,
eastern part of the

township No. 10, which

De

$100 64
on

at a stake
marked *‘A” on the north side of said road
and extends to the west line of Cberryfield,
and Samuel N. Campbell, of Cherry field, in
the county of Washington, is appointed agent
to superintend the expenditure of said assesscommences

Haynes
7,560

2,000

18 00

3,000

3,000

27 00

Haynes

11.807 $8,660
$77 94
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county road leading from the east line of
Mariaville through the western part of said
township No. 21. to the north line thereof,
being called the Moose Hill road, and Nahum
Jordan, of said township No. 21, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of said
assessment..
On township No.21, Middle Division, eastern part, in said county, we assess the sum of
$82.68 as follows: Rate of taxation, .008 on a
dollar. Valuation, $10,335.
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres.
Tax.
150
$150
Giles, Jerry T.
$1 20
and
Walter
J.
Grindle,
Hogan, Michael R. 1,125
1,125
Hale, Eugene, Wiswell. A. P., Hagerthy,
A. C., and Giles, J.
T- (formerly Grant
61 28
estate),
7,660
160
Jordan, Anton
1 28
600
Jordan, Arville
4 80
40
Mace. Albert
Parcher, Geo. A.,
Greely, E. H. and
320
256
Giles, J. T.
Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co
40
32
Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co..
50
40
110
80

10,335 $10,335
$82 68
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county road leading from the south line
of Aurora on the Air Line road so-called
through the northeasterly part of township
No. 21. and Charles P. Silsby, of Aurora, in
the county of Hancock, is appointed agent to
superintend the expenditure of said assessment.
On township No. 22, Middle Division, eastern part, in said county, we assess the sum of
Hate of taxation, .008 on a
$86 fifi as follows:
dollar. Valuation, $10,832.
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax.
1,684 $1,684
Campbell, A. & Co.,
$18 47
R. & Co..
Frost, Mark

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co,

2.741
320

2,741

6,087

6.087

320

21 93
*56
48

70

10,832 $10,832
$86 66
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the road leading from Aurora to Beddington
on
that part lying in said township No. 22,
between tne division line of land of H. M. Hall
et als
and laud formerly of William Freeman, and the eust line of said township, and
Charles P Silsby, of Aurora, in said county,
is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure of said assessment.
On township No 22, Middle Division, west
ern part, in said county, we assess the sum of
$78.00 as follows: Kate of taxation, .01 on a
dollar. Valuation, $7,800.
No.
Valuacres,
ation.
|Name of owner.
Tax.

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co.,

10,400

$7,800

$78

00

10,400 $7,800
$78 00
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
that portion of the county road leading from
Aurora to Beddington
which lies in said
township No. 22, between the west line of said
township and the division line between land
M. Hall et als., and land
of H
formerly of
William Freeman, and Charles P. Silsby,
of Aurora. In said county of Hancock, is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure
of said assessment.
On township No. 28, Middle Division, we assess the sum of $66.12 as follows:
Rate of
taxation, .003 on a dollar. Valuation, $22,040.
No.
ValuName of owner.
Tax.
160
Campbell, A.
$160
$ 48
Nash, William M.
3,012
15 03
5,012
Nash, Williar- M.
executor,
4,135
12 82
4,105

1,430
175
350

1

81
32

84
400
40
98

350
140

40

191
70
50

265
270

74
78

1.190 $9,160
non-residents.
N.
R.
Collar,
70
350
Crosby. B. estate of
320
820
Giles. J. T. (or unknown).
100
lOj
Giles, J. T.
7
260

$25 65

estate),

expended

Iff

645
115
800

225
170
1,000

McPbee, William

county road in said

400
860

150
10
9

100

Williams, Raymond

100
700

$5,920

35
140

Hollis

400
100

is 10

57
02

Great Pond Bog
and Dam Co.,
Greely, E. H., Peters,
J. A. jr., Cushman,
H. W„ Fitts, Frank
(formerly Milliken

17,415 $17,615
$81 04
The foregoing amount is to b** expended
upon that portion of the county road in said
township No. 10, which lies between the east
of township No. 9 and a stake marked *‘A,’
standing on the northern side of said road,
and Lincoln C. Brugdon. of FrankliD. in said
county is appointed agent to superintend the
expenditure of said assessment.
On towuship No. 10, eastern part, we assess
the sum of $100.64 as follows; Rate of taxation, .017 on a dollar. Valuation, $5,920.
No.
Valu
Name of owner.
ation.
Tax.
Campbell, A. 3c Co.,
2,508 $3,1.15
$58.30
Cook, M. H.
50
60
1 02
80
Bailey, J.
61
190
3 23
Downing. George
Nash William M. exr.
20 40
1,200
Nichols, R. 8.
600
750
12 75
Robertson. W. H.
260
300
5 10
Small, Woodbury, es155
195
8 81
50
60
Wooster, Aaron,
1 02

jiui'

h
6

Shuman, Mrs. John R.
Shuman, Lewis
Williams, Ezra
Williams. Mrs. M. A.
Williams. John A.
estate of

800

700

850
yr»

Patterson, Guy and

1,000

100

180
23

84
40
04
98
37
2 27
U
1w
1

40
6o6
60
4

Shuman, John tt

10,225

100

v

Mclninch, Edgar
Mdninch, Edgar

On township No. JO, western part, we assess
tne sum of $8U4 as follows: Rate of taxaon a dollar.
Valuation, $17,615.
No.
Valu.
™
Name of owner.
acres.
Tax.
A.
&
Co.
750
Campbell.
750
$8 45
Emery, Charles
25
25
Franklin Land, Mill
and Water Company, 150
150
Franklin Land, Mill
and ^yater Company, 850
850
8 91
4 60
Frenchman’s Bay Sc
Mt. Desert Land
& Water Co..
Frenchman’s Bay &
Mt. Desert La'nd
& Water Co.,
2,100
2,100 9 66
1,000
10,225

25

M-r. J. F.
Emery, Charles
Garlund, Ella B.
Hajnes, Mrs. A. B.
Haynes, John F.
Laughliu, John
Linton. Maynard
Mace, Frank E.
Mace, Frank E.
Mace. Frank E.
Mace, Frank E.

60

$

t,

Ci*ry Mrs. George
Clary, Oearge A.

tion, .0016

Gordon. John P. estate of
Goodwin, F. W.
Greely. E H., Hamlin, H. E. and Joy,
Gideon L.
Leighton, L. H.
Leighton, Truman
Libby, D. & Co.
Nash, William M.

3t

Archer. Mrs. J.g.

2,025

5,760

Campbell, George

100
200
20
200
300

82 S
3

60

Whitcomb, Haynes

Tax.

acres.

foregoing amount is to be expended in
repairing the road in said township leading
from the east line of Franklin through said
township No. 9, to the west line of township
No. 10, in said county; Lincoln C Bragdon, of
Franklin, in said county, is appointed agent
to superintend the
expenditure of said assess-

& Co.,

‘S

»euti the mum of $82.;>i hs follows:
itate of
taxation. .0028 on a dollar.
Valuation, $29,30).
No.
VaiuNauie of owner
acres
Tax.

The

& Co.,

7 19
2
5

60

Whitcomb, Haynes

Valuation,

Whitcomb, Haynes

28
28
88
21
18
18
18

400
840
75
1,050

186
20
150
100

/

25
25
25

932

220
21

5

200

Whitcomb, Haynes

E. H., Joy,
Gideon L.
Hamlin, k. e.
(formerly J. p.
Uuruun),
Franklin Land, Mill
& Water Company,
Frenchman's B-’y *
Mount Desert Laud
Sc Water Co.,

Whitcomb, Haynes

HHIDUTI,

Austin. Mary C.
Austin, Mary C.
Austin, Mary C.

Whitcomb, Haynes

49

10

07
77

10
110

Rankin, W. H.

Whitcomb, Haynes

dollar.

No-

45 00

assessment.

< Jo.,

Htgal Katins

Greely,

Wjhitcomb,
Whitcomb,

16,962 #18,863
#50 90
Totals.
The foregoing amount is to be expended
upon the county roads in said township No. 7.
and R. V. Smith, of Steuben, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of said

&

a

On township No 21, Middle Division, westpart, in said county, we assess the sum of
$77 94 as follows: Rate of taxation, .002 on a
dollar. Valuation, $86 60.
No.
ValuName of owner.
acres,
ation.
Tax.
James
11
Craney,
$320
$2 88
10
Giles, Adelbert
110
99
Giles. John H.
60
60
54
193
400
Jordan, Anton
3 60
Jordan, Dana
420
510
4 77
15
275
Jordan, George C.
2 48
19
Jordan, Howard E.
65
58
15
Jordan, Nahum M.
330
2 97
Mace, Fred
22
220
1 98
Mace, Lewis O.
264
670
5 13
127
180
1 17
McKinley. Lawrence
160
Pierson, Chandler,
370
3 33
51
200
Richie, Mary D.
1 80
Richie, William
80
72

Martin. William R.
Noyes, Frank P.
Perry. Thomas
Plummer, J. F.
Stuart. D. M., estate of
and McKenzie, E. D. 2,700
Smith, I). C. and
78
Buzzell, H. 8.
90
Sinitn. Everett
5
Smith, Everett
5
Smith. Lewis
200
Smith, Alonzo
Smith, Helen W. and
135
Whitten. Louise H.
50
Sperry, William
Sawyer, F. W. and
100
Gray. H. H.
105
Whitten, Asa
50
Whittaker, John B.

Whitcomb, Haynes

cent on

ern

Condon, Frank B.
French. William A.
French. William A.
Goodwin, F. W.
Hall, Elizabeth
Hill, Sarah A.
Hill, William
Johnson. Benjamin
Libby, Samuel
Jones, Frank, es-

Tisdale, Seth, estate
of (or uukuowu)
Whitcomb, Haynes

one

v
Name
of owner.

the

Baker, C. F.
Bailey, John, estate of
Bunker, George, es-

NON

2-fflal XoticcE.
taxation,
$5,700

17,945
1

Whitcomb, Haynes
A Co.,
Total
Total

98
90

1,000

280

17,945

50 24
SB

125

160

non-residents, 18,504 $20,200
residents,
1,190
9,ieo

Tota,s*
19,694 $29,360
$82 21
*«,*,
The foregoing amount is to be
expended on
the county roads in said
No. 83 aha
township
John R. .Shuman, of said
township, is impointed agent to superintend the expenditure
of said assessment.
It is hereby ordered that the
foregoing assessments be published in the Kennebec Journal and in the Ellsworth
American.

!
1

Ellsworth, Maine, December 31,1903.
Perry W. Richardson, ) Co. Com’ers
Nahum Hinckley,
for
J
John P. Eldridok,
• Hancock Co.
):

A true copy,
Attest:—John F.

Knowlton, Clerk.

loan persons interested in
tates hereinafter named.

either of the

es-

At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of January, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and four.
following matter having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons
interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks
in the Ellssuccessively
worth American, a
newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bucksport, in said county on the second dav of
rebruary, a. d. 1904, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

cause.

Wellingt; n 8. Dunham, late of Orland, in
county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said oeceased, together with
petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
Theodore H. Smith, administrator with the
will annexed, George Hatch,
the executor
named therein having declined.
Jeremiah Wescott, late of Castine, in said
said

county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof, presented by Lucy Ann
Wescott,
the executrix therein named.
Mary E. Spofford, late of Bucksport, in said
couuty, deceased. A certain instrument purport ing to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof, presented by Parker
Spofford,
legatee u> der said will.
Nathaniel C. Means, late of Surry, in s%id
deceased.
A certain instrument purcounty,
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof,
presented by Mary E. Means,
the executrix therein named.
Gilbert E. Simpson, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof presented
by Arthur T. Hill, one
of the executors therein named.
George H. Parsons, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together v ith
petition for
probate thereof, presented by Arno W. King,
one of the executors named therein.
E. Webster French, late of Tremont, in said
couuty, deceased. Petition filed bv Bartlett
W. Brown, administrator, for license
to sell
certain of the real estate of said deceas d.
Elizabeth Lane, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by John F.
Lane, administrator, for license to sell certain
of real estate of said deceased.
Sarah H. Young, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. First account of Frank A.
Miller, administrator, filed for settlement.
William Wass-m, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased
First account of Mary
8. Wasson, executrix, filed for settlement.
Addie W. Hancock, a person of unsound
mind, of Bucksport, in said couuty.
First
account of Geo. D. Crane, guardian, filed tor
settlement.
Elsie H. Noyes minor, of Ellsworth, in said
county. Second account of A. F. Burnham
guardian, filed for settlement.
C. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Doer,
Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on
the fifth day of
January, in the year of
our
Lord one thousand
nine hundred and
CERTAIN instrument
purporting to be
a
copy of the last will and testaand codicil
thereto
of
David B.
Flint,
late
of
Boston.
in
the
counof
ty
Suffolk, and
Commonwealth
of
Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate
thereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of
probate for our sa i
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, tiled and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock, and
that
letters testamentary issue to the executors
named in said will, also let'ers of trust iss.ie
to the trustees named therein.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein,
by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
at
printed
Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of February, a. d.
1904. that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at
Bucksport, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon. and show cause, if any
they have,
against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr,
Register.
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NOTICE OF

FORECLOSURE.

P. Gray, of Penobscot,
county and State of Maidc.
by his mortgage deed, dated the first day of
July, a. d. 19U2, and recorded in the Hancock
registry of deeds, book 380. page 2ft. conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel
of land situated in said Penobscot and described as follows, to wit: Beginning on the
north side of county road leading to BluehHl
at an iron bolt on the south corner of lot. of
Flora Griudle (homestead) and running on
said road westerly fifty-five (56) feet to a
stake; thence northerly nearly at right angles to the road about eighty f#et to a rock
marked “X”; thence easterly about forty feet
to .he brook; thence on said brook southeasterly to western line of said Flora Griudle;
thence southerly on said Orindle’s line to the
of beginning, together with all builQngs thereon, and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, I claim a
foreclosure of same by reason of the breach
thereof and publish this notice for that purGko. M. Warren
P°*«*
Jan. IS, 1904.

Sidney
\\THEREAS
IT
Hancock

?dace

Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co.,

12.763

12,768

38 29
subscriber hereoy gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Julia A. Littlefield,
22,040 $22,040
$66 12 late of Bluehill, in the
connty of
The foregoing amount is to be expended on deceased, and given bonds as the lawHancock,
directs.
the road leading from Aurora to Beddington All persons having demands against the esWhitcomb, of Ellsworth, in said county of within said township No. 28, and Charles P.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
is
to
Hancock,
appointed agent
superintend Bilsby. of Aurora, in said county of Hancock, the same for settlement, and all indebted
the expenditure of said assessment.
is appointed agent to superintend the expen- thereto are requested to make
payment imOn township No. 9, South Division, we as- diture of said assessment.
U. M. G. Hakwool
mediately.
sess the sum of $57.60 as follows:
Rate of
On township No. 88, in said county, we as*
January 5, 1904.

Totals,
10,471 $12,000
$84 00
The foregoing amount is to be expended in
both
the
old
and
the
new
repairing
county
roads in said township No. 8, and John F.
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The oldest mIn in America

»•*

OOlt ANNUAL MID WINTER

HANCOCK.
Lola M. Crabtree I. visiting friends
Portland.
I.
MImi Abble Hutchins, ol Franklin,
A. B.
spending the winter with Mr*.
Crabtree.
Perc> Walker and wlte attended the
eoclable given by tbe Odd Fellowa In ElleMine

In

Escaped the Terrors

Tens How He

of

Winters

Many

by Using- Pe=ru-na.
“After

a

long

as

ha* lived in the world
I have, he ought to have
found out a great many things by ex*
perience. I think I have done .so.
as

Mr. Brock’s

Age

man

Mias Bertha Crabtree baa gone Sooth,
her
Where she will .pend tbr winter with
cjusIu, Mies Jolla Casiex.
On Sunday afternoon, Jan. SI, et 3
o’clock Rev. d. W. Bolton will preach In
tbe Union churcn at tbe Corner.

is J15

C*pt. O.
Boston,

trip to Africa.
Tbe third of tbe course of lectures will
be given Friday evening, Feb. 12, by Prof.
A K. Rogers, of tbe Uulverstty of Maine;
au'.jecu "A Bicycle Trip through England and Scotland,” Illustrated by slereoplicoo.
■ At tbe annual meeting of tbe stockholders of tbe Pamola grange store Co.,
bald last week, tbe following officer* were
P. Walker, president;
Jobn
elected:
Charles H. Wooster, clerk; J. Nelson
Stratton, treasurer; C. H. Wooster, J. P.
Walker, Louis Jordan, J. N. Stratton, *A
I. Foss, directors; Nancy M. Abbott,
auditor. Tbe amount of sales for tbe year
A dividend of 12 per oeut
was 123.386.
Tbe company Is dolug
was declared.
more business eacb year, and baa a steadily Increasing surplus.
M.
Jan. 25.

been my standby for many years,
and / attribute my good health and
extreme old age to this remedy.
“It exactly meets all my requirements. It protects me from the evil
effects of sudden changes; it keeps me

good appetite; it gives me strength;
it keeps my blood in good circulation.
1 have come to rely upon it almost cn- j
tirely for the many little things for
in

McLencounty, Texas, has lived for 115
Tor many years he resided at

ISAAC
nan

years.

BROCK,

a

citizen of

Bosque Falls, eighteen

miles

west of

!
|

!

birth

was

written 115

years ago.
Surely a few words from this remarkable old gentleman, who has had 115
years of experience to draw from, would
t>e interesting as well as profitable.
A
lengthy biographical sketch is given of
this remarkable old man in the Waco
Times-llerald, December 4,1898. A still
more pretentious biography of this, the
oldest living man, illustrated with
a double column portrait, was given the
readers of the Dallas Morning News,
dated Decemi*»r 11, 1898, and also the
Chicago-Tiroea Herald of same date.
This centenarian is an ardent friend of
Peruna, having used it many years.

lives with his son-in-law
at Valley Mills, Texas.
A short time ago, by request, Uncle
In speaking of his good health and
tsaac came to Waco and sat for his ptcIn his hand lie held a stick cut extreme old a*.-**, Mr. Brock says
re.
Waco, but

now

BASS

j

j

Mlast's Bernice and Berttia Murphy, of
West Tremout, are visiting f'ieuda here.
The Tillage Improvement aoclely had an
enjoyable aociable last Tuesday evening.
They expect to have anotber the coming
weak.

j

During the past week the harbor haa
been nearly full of ice cauelng much Inconvenience to those whose boalueea la
upon the water.
wbo baa

Been

Bunker,
Portland for several years, to at
home caring for her mother, Mra. A. J.
Bunker, whose health to very poor.
X. Y. Z
Jan. 25
Lena

Mias

ployed

I could walk all over the farm
and it would do me good. 1 would not
be without Peruna.”
Yours truly,
better

em-

in

_

SEDGWICK.
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BLUEHILL.
Mi*1

s

Fannie Sweet
recently.

has made

a

short

O. P. Carter and wife spent Monday,
at South Brcokavllle visiting Mra.
Lizzie Widens.
Tbe Reach haa frozen over, and the mall
Item the Island Is brought over on tbe Ice,
Tbe steamer
Into
ibe

on

Crockett’s line came
with freight for

Sargenlvllle Friday

W. U.

Sargenqplo.,

day.
Jan. 25.

and returned

Rockland boat landed her Bluehill
freight at Sargentvilie last week, the bay
being frozen over.
The

Hinckley has had a large numand teams engaged in harvest-

meu

ing bis supply of ice.
Miss Lottie Morton, who has ‘pent Some
weeks with her aunt, Mrs. H. E. Morton,
has returned to Boston.
A musicale will be

given iu the academy
benefit of the piano fund
on Monday evening, Feb. 1.
Two gentlemen from Boston are putting
the machinery into the new building
hall for the

erected last fall at the mineral

spring.

The ladies’ circle was entertained in the
Congregational vestry, Thursday, by
Mesdamea Elia M. Hinckley, Cora Curtis
and M. E. Mayo.
Qrindle, of Boston, son of Roscoe Qrindle and wife, of this place, who
has just bad an operation performed, is
gaining, though still in the hospital.
Burke

installation of the officers of James
Garfield W. R. C. was ably conducted
by Mrs Alice Butler Saturday evening,
The following are the officers:
Jan. 23.
Mrs.
Abby Billings, P., Mrs. E. M.
Hinckley, S. V. P.; Mrs. Sarah Davis,
J. V. P.; Mrs. Mary Wesc tt, 8.; Mrs.
Carrie Snowman,
T.; Mrs. Gevtrtide
Augusta Osgood,
Stover, Con.; Mrs.
chaplain; Mrs. Mary Peters, guard; Mrs.
The

A.

The United States coast survey steamer
fame in Friday night for an anchorage
the

blizzard,

Sunday

noon.

Two

large

and remained until

four-masters, coal laden,
which have been lying at the mouth of
the sound, left the 23d, conveyed by the
ocean tug Gypsum King, Capt. Blizzard.
Dr. Abby M. Fulton, who remained at
her

summer

later in the

home

“Alexandra”

much

usual, has gone
South to spend the winter. She will
probably attend the February meeting of
the national woman’s suffiage association
in Washington, D. C.
Jan. 26.
H.
season

than

SOMESVILLE.
The O. E. 8. at itsfstated meeting Jan.
19, conferred the degrees on two candidates.

The Someavllle library society
volumes

of

olhrr poor*

the

has just
Century

encyclopedia dictionary and atlas.
The Mount Desert Island local union of
C. E. 8. and E. L. will hold its twenty-

Your

Kidneys.

Unhealthy Kidneys Make

Impure Blood.

blood puntiers, they litter out the waste or
Impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fait to do

Prof. H. C. Brown spent Sunday witn
friends here.

Mrs. Eunice Lopaus, who baa been very
ill, is slowly recovering.
Capt. Adams Reed, o( Duck ielaud
station, who'ban been trying to establiab
a

school

on

the

island

for

quite

a

their work.
Pains, achesand rheumatism come from excess of uric acid in the
Dicoa, aue to neglected

while

succeeded. There are ten pupils attending and Miss Helen Sawyer, of Seal
bas

The
meeting of the W. T. i. 8. 8.
Daniel Dow*« Tuesday
was held at Mrs.
The following officers were
evening.
chosen : President, Mrs. L. B. Sprague;
vice-president, Mrs. Lizzie Tburstoo;
treasurer, Mrs. Nettie Rutnill; secretary,
Mrs. Katie Reed; committee on work,
Mrs. Myra Rumill, Mrs. Lena Robbins
anuual

and Mrs. Anna Lunt.

ttils week while out

Lunt.

a

serious accident

scalloping

with

W.

drag brought up very sud~
denly on the rocks, causing the handle of
the wrench to fly up, striking bim in the
head and knocking him senseless, catting
his head and faoe very badly.
He was
taken to bis home and Dr. Tapley attended
to

The

his wounds.

At last account be

was

well.

doing
Jan. 26.

Thelma.

dear

some

you at your own
put the following

|

American Ginghams, Plain and Mercerized Ginghams, Suitings at 0, 121-2,
17, 111, 25 and 29c.: formerly ranged

others we

from 12 1-2 to 50c.

«.oo

12.50
15.00

One of the Greatest Itargains at this
sale—About 8u0 high grade Waist
20.00
9.00
Patterns—no two alike—three yards
25.00
12.49
in each Pattern; prices ranged from
♦1.50 to ♦3.5o per Pattern. We offer
this lot at 99c. and ♦1.49 per Pattern.
it 55, 7.50, and lu; reducedjfrom 510, Secure your Waists for the coming
season.
12.50 and 15.
7.00

Rain Coats
Suits

Housekeeping Linens

it 55, 7.50, 10 and 12.50; reduced from
HO, 12.50, 15 and 20.

We are

making very low prices on
Linens,
Towels,
Napkins,
(’rashes, liedspreads and Blankets.

Table

Separate Skirts

from 52.50 to 5;

A.

none

higher,

as

this

Wrapper Mark Down

issortment is very much broken, we
We will sell you our tl Wrapper at
put a separate price on each lot,
I 79c., our $1.25 Wrapper at 99c., and
♦t.50 Wrapper at ♦i.to.

j

Petticoats.

51.00 Petticoats for 5 .79
"
1.50
.99
*'
1.49
2.00
2.50
8.00
8.50

1.99
2.25
2.50

The mark down includes Dressing
and Bath ltobes.

Sacques, Kimonas

Lace
We

pieces

Department.

have just received about 200
of new Hamburg Embroidery,

in price from 5 to 50c. per
We have a small.lot of black and’ ranging
The goods are very attractive
colored Silk Taffeta Skirts on which I yard.
and offered at a low price.
we put a low price.
Buy your Corsets, Hosiery and Un81LK. WOOL and COTTON
derwear of us. You will get the best
for tlie money. As a special inducement we will sell you during this sale
The entire stock of Shirt Waists are
ail of our Hosiery and Underwearat your disposal at less price than we
the
paid for them. We have a lot of Vel♦ 25 grade at 19c
vet and Corduroy Waists; the prices
5u
80c
were 58.50, 4 and 6, which we offer at
l.uO
79c
52.49.
This is a saving for you.
We have also a large amount of
We will sell you
high grade Mercerized Washable
10c Outing Flannel for 8c
Waists, which were 52.50, 3, 8.50 and
10c Flannelette for
8c
4.50, which will be sold at this sale at

Shirt Waists.

12 l-2c

51.99,____

Black Silks.

9c

Prints at
5c
and Sheetings at very low prices.

We shall give some very unusual
values in Jllack silks, including Taffe-

Taiiestries, Lace Curtains
—Exceptional values.

tas from 49c. upwards.
Mack Peau
de Snie from 79c. upwards.

Plain Muslin Curtains at 49, 59, 79.
99c. and ♦i.49; Reduced from a very
much higher price.

BLACK

and

COLOUKD

Dress Goods.

Rugs

and

A lot of Net Curtains—value ^.SO,
3 and 3.60, reduced to ♦2.25.

Couch Covers marked down a dollar
Many qualities of Cheviots, Zibelines, Venetians, marked down to very on a Cover.
low prices.
Rugs, Art Squares aud Carpet Rugs
Kemnants, in the most desirable —to make room for new Spring Goods
styles of the fall season at less than in our Carpet Department we have
cost.

made a

general

mark-down in

prices.

Our Clearance Sales are usually well attended and appreciated by our customers. We don't have a Clearance Sale
but once a year, but when we do have one it is a record
breaker. Secure what you can of these Bargains as you will
never get any more for
yourmoney than while thissale is on.

fourth

G.

quickly.

and Wash Goods.

$10.00 Coats for 54.00

troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly
all constitutional diseases have their beginning in kidney trouble.
If you are sick you can make no mistake
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy ts
It stands the highest for its
soon realised.
wonderf ul cures of the most distressing cases
and is sold on its merits
by all druggists in f iftycent and one-dollar sizYou may have a
es.
sample bottle by mail Horn* of Swamp-Root.
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
£z Co., Binghamton. N. Y.

GOTT8 INLAND.
Don’t make any ml stake, but remember the
meeting at Mount Desert SaturG. R Fuller, supervisor of schools, vis- name, Swamp-Root, I>r. Ktlmer'a^Swamp-Root,
an<1
the address, Blnguamton. N. Y., on every
day, Jan. 30, at 10 a. m. A banner will be ited our school last week.
bottle
presented to the society responding at
Eugene N. Ball, of South Berwick, was
the roll call with the largest number of
here the 16tb, canvassing the island.
delegates present, active, associate and
The lobster smack Hilda Emma was
honorary. C. D. Crane, of Yarmouth,
APOTHECARY.
Eliza Hinckley, patriotic instructor.
will speak in the evening. It is expected, here last week. Price of lobaters, 20 cents
Jan. 26.
M.
Maine
Ellsworth,
weather
Robert D. Trask and Colin Gott recently
permitting, to have a large
1
attendance, and the juniors of Southwest spent a vacation of one week at Bass HarS ARGENT VILLE.
Harbor, | 8aiiobury Cove and Somesviile bor and McKinley.
Tbe young people are enjoying the good
will have twenty minutes each.
99
Sumner Morrill, engineer for the Black
coasting and bright moon.
Jan. 25.
H.
Island Granite Co., is very ill with pneuGeorge Foster, of Newton, Mass., was
monia at Black Island.
in Sargentvilie for a few days. He regisSOUTH DEER 18LE.
Owing to the severe weather the first
tered at the Lynnxnore.
ByroD Tracy left Tuesday for Eau week of the month, our mail carrier could
"I have tried many kinds of
Mr. Kirkpatrick, of Baltimore, Md.,
Claire, Wis., where he has employment.
not get off the island for two days, losing
medicines for headache and
president of the Maine Lake Ice Co., has
bilious affections, and considW. 8. Wight, of Rockland, organized a one trip. We have bnt three trips a week.
been at the Lynnmore for a few weeks
er the True ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s
A
Chips.
class at the church Monday evenJan. 20.
singing
of
to
tbe
ice.
attending
harvesting
Bitters the best of ell, especWonderful
ing. Twenty-three pupils were enrolled.
ially for general debility. I
SEAWALL.
Eggemoggin Reach is frozen over which
The sociable given by the ladies of the
have received great benefit
seems to close us in from the outer world.
The Seawall band gave a dance last SatW.
C. T. U. Wednesday
from
Its use, and therefore
evening, which,
It is a novel sight to see them getting tbe
Basts
bad travbecauseof the storm aud small attend- urday evening, but owing to the
give you this testimonial."—
mail to and from Deer Isle, fonr men
Another dance
a few attended.
and
ing
only
W. Thornton, Chairman Seance, was continued Thursday evening, will be held next Friday evening.
pushing a boat. The traveling men find
Builds up
lectmen. Chesterville. Maine
proved a success financially.
it difficult getting across.
Mrs. Dudley Dolivec baa been visiting
As
The harbor Is entirely frozen over, and her father, Mr. Haynes, at Oak Point.
The Maine Lake Ice Co. seems to be
Sjstsm
an occasional team is seen
rounding WarD. S. Mooney is quite ill.
laboring under difficulties. The uncertain
ren’s Point. This recails the old fashweather makes it bard work harvesting
ill
last
Miss Grace Dollver waa quite
ioned winters when nearly all the travel
Relieves the Distress of Weak
tbe ice. At present about 180 men are on
Saturday.
? be pay-roll.
They have forty horses and from Deer Isle to Stonington turned this
Digestion, Purifies the Blood
Deliver is in poor health this
Benjamin
at
work.
oxen
of
live yoke
way.
and Clears the Brain
winter.
M.
26.
Jan. 23.
Jan.
U.
Dolly.
Jan. 25.

racks

To make room for new spring stock
we have marked many desirable fabrics at prices to close; Scotch and

(’oats we will sell

price, on
prices;

our

Cotton Dress Goods

Ladies’ Coats
We have

kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
heart beats, and makes one feel as though
they had heart trouble, because the heart is
over-working in pumping thick, kidneypoisoned blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary

Cove, teaches.

George Rich met with

on some to

Ladies’ Suits

C.

All the blood in your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
The kidneys are your
■rmt, ^

Miss Kate P. Clark is visiting at Manset.

H

received ten

»et

sacrifices

at 55, 7.50, 0.05, 12.40 and 15; reduced
from 5io and 25.

_

Over-Work Weakens

WEST TREMONT.

Mrs. Lucy Benson has been visiting at
place of residence, Bass Harbor, for the past two weeks.
Mrs. James Parker, who met with an
accident Christmas night, spraining an
inkle, is again able to walk around some.

before

Countv Nev*»

greater

tbe

Willie—Say, ma, »bat’s a "counter
Mrs. Shopper
Irrltam?"
{snappily)—
Most any sales person
nowadajs to a
ouDter-irrltant.

COUNTY NEWS.
Bor Additional

Our Clearance Sale of Fashionable, Ready-to-Wear
We bought
Garments for Ladies, Misses and Children.
a quantity of Ladles’ and Misses’ Cloaks,
in
December
early
Rain Coats, Suits, Dress and Walking Skirts, which must be
sold regardless of profit or loss. All Garments will be
marked down from 25 to 50 per cent., and we will make even

tame

Ohio.

her former

H. H. McIntyre and others are storing
their ice for the coming season.

Nabam

other paget

M. GALLERT.

Ian, 18.

For a free book on catarrh, address
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, G.
If you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your case and he will
be pleased to give you his valuaidtt advice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman. President of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,

MANSET.

visit home

ber of

not

immediate sale is demanded, and many lines of
merchandise will he sold at the lowest prices of the

an

_

PARCHER, Apothecary. Ellsworth.

COUNTY NEWS.

staple

HARBOR.

^hcrrtiam.nua.

Q. A.

which

Harriet Benson la seriously 111.
Mr*. Daniel Benson la on the aick list.

the

;

continue

to

Mr-.

ease.

Veteran of four wars.
Shod a horse when 99 years old.
Always conquered the grip with
Peruna.
Witness In a land suit at the age
of 110 years.
Believes Peruna the greatest
remedy of the age for catarrhal
diseases.

J. Crabtree, makes

through January we shall offer goods in
at a substantial reduction
every department of our store
from regular prices. This mark-down will cover all goods for
and

•

*‘.4s for Dr. Hartman's remedy
Peruna, I have found It to be the
best. If not the only, reliable remedy for these affections. It has

“/ had several long sieges with
grip. At first I did not know
that Peruna was a remedy for
MR. ISAAC BROCK, BORN IN BUNCOMBE GO.. N. C., MARCH I, 1788.
this disease.
When / heard that
attribute la grippe was epidemic catarrh, /
Ifls age Is 115 years, vouched for by authentic record. He says:
my extreme old age to the use of Peruna.
tried Peruna for la grippe and
found it to be just the thing.99
grave of General Andrew
| from thewhich
In a later letter dated January 31, HO®,
has been carried by him
Jackson,
Bora before the United States
ever since.
Mr. Brock is a dignified*©ld Mr. Brock writes;
was formed
“I am well and feeling as well as I
Saw 22 Presidents elected.
gentleman, showing few signs of dePe-ru-na has protected bim from | crepitudo. His family Bible is still pre- have for years. The only thing that
all sodden changes.
| served, and it shows that the date of his bothers me is my sight. If I could see

Crabtree baa returned from
will remain at borne while

bis schooner, tbe Alice

“I have always been a very healthy
man, but of course subject to the little
auctions which are due to sudden
change* in theclimatc and temperature.
During my long life 1 have known a
great many remedies for coughs, colds
and diarrhcca.

which I need medicine.
“When epidemics of la grippe first
began to make their appearance in this
country I was a sufferer from this di*~

L.

and

TO-DAY

BEGINNING

wortb last week.

“One ot the things / have found
out to my entire satisfaction is the
proper thing for ailments that are
due directly to the effects ot the
I climate.
For US years I have
; withstood the changeable climate
ot the United States.

Years.

CLEARING SALE

|

M. GALLERT.

PARCHER,

Do not have cancers removed by knife; almoat sure to return—death to follow.
Have
never had a cancer return, removed by
my

operation.

The True “L F.

W. F.

MORRIS

CHAIR

_

PUTNAM, M. D.

CANCER, TUMOR PILE
AND SKIN SPECIALIST.

>

|

Internal, External and Hypodemic Treatment
Tumors treated hy absorption; no pain, no lost
of blood or sleep.
,No anesthetics or Instruments used. Thirty years’ experience. Testimonials ou application. The X-ray is of no vse
In treatment ot Cancer, Tumors or malignant
disease, it causes them to Increase In size, aud
to do their deadly work, this I have seen In a
large number of cases in Bangor, Portland, aud
my privute hospital In state ot Montana.

FREE

With a $10 order
of Soap, Extracts, Spices,
Tea, Coffee, Co-,
coa.
,

Toilet

Good sand
Standard
Groceries

Send at once
for our big Catalogue of 2 0 0

premiums.
Given with assortments of $3 and upwards.
HONE SUPPLY CO. Dept. A.
Au-asta. He.

AMERICAN ADS
Offices PREBLE

HOUSE, PORTLAND. flE.
WINDSOR HOTEL, BANGOR. ME.

Advertising brings

assists the salesman.

the

customers and

PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

